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ABSTRACT 

The availability of the ribbed mussel, Aulacomya ater is thought to be the 

most important factor influencing the growth rate of the commercial rock

lobster, Jasus lalandii on the southern African west coast. A range of 

growth rates represented by von Bertalanffy growth curves is estimated for 

both A: ater and J..,, lalandii. Five models of differing complexity based on 

the age distributions of these populations are formulated with the main 

purpose of investigating optimal harvesting strategies for i, lalandii. 

Mussel and lobster single-species models are developed with constant 

recruitment, as is a lobster model incorporating a linear stock-recruitment 

relationship. Two models in which lobster growth is influenced by mussel 

availability are presented, one in which there is constant recruitment and 

the other having a linear stock-recruitment relationship for lobsters. Data 

are compiled for three areas of differing i, lalandii growth rates and A. 

ater biomass. Two are rock- lobster fishing grounds, the Cape Peninsula and 

Dassen Island at which there is a small and large benthic biomass and 

corresponding "slow" and "overall" estimates for rock-lobster growth, 

respectively. The third area is a rock-lobster sanctuary, Robben Island 

where there is a large benthic biomass and rock-lobsters grow at a "fast" 

rate. The mussel, lobster and lobster-mussel models assuming constant 

recruitment are used to examine the effects various parameters have on 

population si2e composition. Growth and predation have marked effects on 

the si2e structure of the prey population whereas the size composition of 

the predator population is greatly affected by growth and harvesting. The 

simplest of the four lobster models, the single-species constant 

recruitment model produced. the most practical management information. The 

lobster model incorporating a stock-recruitment relationship is unstable 

while the lobster-mussel model with constant recruitment requires fine

tuning. Only simulations of the Cape Peninsula fishing ground produced. 
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valid results using the lobster-mussel model with a stock-recruitment 

relationship. Based on the results of the most reliable models, three main 

conclusions about rock-lobster harvesting strategies are made. An increase 

in fishing pressure is unlikely to be commercially beneficial because of 

the resulting decrease in catch ·per unit effort. If opened to fishing, the 

Robben Island sanctuary is likely to produce a sustainable yield of at 

least 340 tons annually with a small reduction <7 %> in the size of this 

population. Although results differ from area to area according to growth 

and harvesting rates, reducing the minimum catchable size from the present 

89 mm carapace length to 70 mm or 80 mm is predicted to give a better 

overall harvest. The more conservative estimate of 80 mm minimum catchable 

size may cause the least change to the ecosystem, possibly produce a catch 

of more marketable si2e and may guard against "recruitment overfishing". 
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CHAPTER I 

Introduction 



CffAPTBB 1 IHTBOQUCTIQH 

Pollock and Beyers (1981) investigated the major environmental factors 

affecting growth of the commercially exploited rock-lobster, Jasus lalandii 

at six areas on the South African west coast and off Namibia over a period 

of nine years. They suggested that oxygen saturation may have an effect on 

rock-lobster growth as it does in juvenile Western Australian rock-lobster, 

Panulirus cygnus CChittleborough, 1975> but this is not confirmed <Pollock 

and Beyers, 1981>. Kurata <19621, Chittleborough <1975> and Smale C1978> 

have shown that the frequency of moulting increases with temperature in 

many spiny lobster species but its effect on the actual growth increment is 

not marked. Since ~ lalandii only moults once a year CHeydorn, 1965, 

1969b; Newman and Pollock, 1971, 1974al and all areas on the South African 

west coast are subject to the cold Benguela current, temperature is 

believed to be an unimportant factor for growth of ~ lalandii. Other 

influential factors on growth of spiny lobster species include amount of 

light/darkness <Kurata, 

replacement of limbs 

1962>. and in juvenile e., 

<Chittleborough, 1975). 

cygnus, isolation and 

Food availability was 

considered by Pollock and Beyers <1981> to be the most important factor 

influencing growth rates of ~ lalandii. This food, often in the form of 

the ribbed mussel, Aulacomya ater, may be limiting even in areas of 

relatively large mussel biomass because specific sizes of mussel are 

required (Griffiths and Seiderer, 1980>. Availability depends on prey size, 

accessibility in mussel beds and degree of exposure because ~ lalandii can 

only feed in fairly calm conditions <Pollock, 1978>. Similar limitations 

were found by Miller et §!. <1971> for the lobster, Homarus americanus in 

areas of excess prey production, possibly because the available sizes and 

densities of prey could not be exploited or there was competition for food 

amongst the predators. Food availability has also been shown to be a 

dominant factor affecting growth in various spiny lobster species <Kurata, 

1962; Witham et §!., 1964; Chittleborough, 1975, 1976>. Chittleborough 
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FIGURE 1.1 : Map of the southern A~rican west coast showing areas in which 
the adult growth rate of the rock-l0bster, Jasus lalandii has been measured 
E{:o. The demarked area CEaster ClirrJ, 25 • 20~o Cape Point, 34 ° 30' S> 
shows where !I_. lalandii is found an commercially exploitable densities 
CPollock and Beyers, 1981 >. 
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C1975l showed that daily feeding was necessary to maintain maximum growth 

in juvenile f... cygnus, a decrease in food causing a longer intermoult 

period with severe shortage resulting in both a longer period and a 

decrease in increment at moult. 

Fig. 1.1 shows areas on the southern African west coast in which the growth 

rate of adult rock-lobsters has been measured and the range over which this 

species is exploited. Geographic variation in growth rates of !l, lalandii 

has been described for several areas on the west coast <Newman and Pollock, 

1974a, 1977; Pollock, 1978; Pollock and Beyers, 1981> and considerable 

variation in growth has been observed within a single area such as Dassen 

Island <Newman, 1973>. In most cases the variation is ascribed to 

differences in food availability <Pollock et al., 1982>. Extensive larval 

dispersion confirms that the growth rate between locations is not genetic 

but environmentally induced (Newman and Pollock, 1974a). Smith <1950> has 

noted that knowledge of papulation parameters, growth rates, breeding 

seasons, size at sexual maturity and similar biological statistics are 

necessary for the successful control and management of a fishery. Fisheries 

biology is largely concerned with factors affecting rates of birth, growth 

and death, parameters which cannot often be directly observed (8urkenroad, 

1951>. Growth rate is very important in regulating catch <Pollock et al., 

1982). Therefore the difference in growth rates between fishing grounds 

complicates the formulation of harvesting restrictions which have to be 

applied to the whole fishing area (Newman and Pollock, 1977>. Morgan (1980> 

suggests that detailed studies of growth rates and their variation in 

lobsters are likely to becOIMt important in the development of yield models. 

Since growth of the commercially exploited rock-lobster, ~ lalandii may be 

influenced by the abundance of the mussel, A, ater. the measurement of 

growth rates of these species is important if the interaction is to be 

investigated in a model. 
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Young <1950) defines growth as the addition of material to that which is 

already organised within a living system. This definition does not 

necessarily require an increase in si2e but recognises such features of 

the growth process as repair, regeneration and maintenance <Ford, 1977> and 

is therefore comprehensive for crustacean growth. Measurement of some 

increase in individual size with time, a fundamental parameter in studies 

of population dynamics, can take the form of increase in length, width, 

volume or mass. Mass and volume can be regarded as the most reliable and 

effective parameters for expressing growth rate <du Plessis, 1977>. 

However, most parameters for !!, lalandii and A.. ater populations are 

measured as functions of length or partial length. Therefore in a modelling 

exercise which requires use of these parameters, length-based ageing is 

chosen. 

There are various methods of measuring growth increments and they are 

specific to various classes of animals and they all differ in accuracy. 

Methods of measuring bivalve growth include the use of annual growth rings, 

tagging and analysis of population si2e-frequency distributions CMuus, 

1973>. Growth measurement of sessile animals does not have some of the 

drawbacks of motile individuals but they may be very slow growing, making 

measurement difficult. Growth in Crustacea is a discontinuous, stepped 

process, only taking place in the immediate post-moult period whereas 

during the intermoult. period body size is constant. This. and the absence 

of such markings as growth rings makes growth measurement difficult. 

Burkenroad <1951) noted four methods of measuring crustacean growth, namely 

tagging. measurement of captive animals, analysis of size-frequency 

distributions and observation of moult frequency in nature combined with 

increment per moult of animals captured just prior to moult in the field. 

Tagging, a common method described by Hancock and Edwards <1967> has 

drawbacks in that returns are often small and it takes years to obtain a 
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data set <Mauchline, 1977) so annual fluctuations in environmental factors 

cannot be used to account for changes in growth rate. Growth measured in 

captive animals does not allow for environmental fluctuations and generally 

excludes hazards which may affect growth in nature. Use of size-frequency 

distributions is inadequate since ·the annual increment is small, and there 

is often migration between or within areas <Mauchline, 1977). Moult 

frequency in nature may be well-defined in some species but the combination 

of this with laboratory-measured. increments incorporates the problems of 

growth measurement in captive animals. 

The harvesting of rock-lobster or "kreef" CJ., lalandiiJ on the South 

African Cape coast is controlled by restrictions specified by the Marine 

Development Branch, "Control Measures on Rock-lobster", published in 1973. 

These control measures include a minimum catchable si2e (officially termed 

the "minimum catch si2e limit") of 8.89 cm in carapace length or if the 

tail has been severed from the body, the second tail segment must be no 

less than 2.38 cm in length; prohibition of landing rock-lobster which are 

in berry or in soft-shelled condition; prohibition of landing rock-lobster 

in five proclaimed sanctuaries in areas of Betty's Bay, False Bay, in the 

Cape Peninsula from Melkbos Point to Hout Bay, in Saldanha Bay and St 

Helena Bay; a closed season from July to October which was cnanged in 1984 

to the period mid-May to October. For commercial harvesters additional 

restrictions include a total rock-lobster fishing quota set each year; no 

trawling of rock-lobster; capturing only from a licensed rock-

lobster boat; catches only to be landed at proclaimed rock-lobster landing· 

areas and sold to authorised rock-lobster packers or rock-lobster quota 

holders; Additional restrictions for sport harvesters include a maximum of 

5 rock-lobster to be taken per person (in possession of a permit) per day 

by means of a scoop-net or diving without artificial breathing apparatus, 

only from the shore; a maximum of 20 rock-lobster may be transported per 

vehicle, accompanied by the catchers and these rock-lobster may not be 

,, 6 
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sold. 

To test the optimal choice of a minimum catchable size, a lobster-mussel 

model, based on the length distributions of J: lalandii and !. ater stocks 

was developed by Seiderer et al. <1982>. The reasoning behind the 

formulation of their model was based on two findings. They showed that most 

of !. ater biomass is concentrated in the larger size classes. Griffiths 

and Seiderer <1980> showed that because of the prey size specificity in J: 

lalandii feeding, food restrictions are probably most severe for smaller 

rock-lobsters whose already limited food resources of small mussels are 

competed for by larger individuals. Therefore they suggest that it may not 

be detrimental to harvest rock-lobsters of smaller size because there may 

be less competition for the more limited resource, and the growth rate of 

the rock-lobster population may increase, thereby benefiting the fishery. 

However, there are logical problems in using length as opposed to age 

distributions in a population dynamics model such as that of Seiderer et 

al. <1982>. Models based on population age structure such as those used in 

other types of fish stock management are not applicable because ageing of 

rock-lobsters is difficult. For this reason, Morgan <1980> suggests that 

further developments in length-related cohort analysis techniques such as 

that developed by Jones <1974> for crustacean species would be useful. 

Likewise, Hancock <1980> states that the formulation of a suitable 

crustacean growth model is clearly an area which continues to receive 

attention. Such techniques need to refer to a time base so it is necessary 

to be able to convert lengths to ages using appropriate growth equations. 

· The purpose of this work is firstly, to obtain sets of growth curves for 

different growth rates for both mussels and rock-lobsters <which will be 

referred to simply as "lobsters" throughout>. Thereafter, to derive a 

method in which length-related data can be used in age-based population 

dynamics models and to construct separate simulation models for mussel and 
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lobster populations using this length-related technique. The models can 

then be combined into an interacting one in which lobster growth is 

affected by mussel availability. Thereafter, to define an appropriate 

stock-recruitment relationship for lobsters and build this into both the 

single-species lobster model and the lobster-mussel interaction model. Data 

for areas of known different growth rates and differing mussel availability 

can then be compiled for use in the models. Use the single-species and two

species models, the following questions can be tested : 

11 What effect do growth, natural mortality, fishing and/or predation have 

on lobster and mussel population size structure ? 

21 What effect do different fishing strategies have on lobster harvest ? 

31 What effect does mussel-dependent growth of lobsters have on optimal 

lobster harvesting strategies ? 

41 How does recruitment pattern affect lobster harvesting ? 

8 



CHAPTER 2 

Growth of mussels and lobsters 



FIGURE 4.2 : Maps showing the chosen simulation areas in relation to each 
other Ca) and the depth contours at each area Cb - d). 
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TABLE 4.2 : A, ater growth increments for different growth rates estimated 
from measurements taken on the South African west coast by A. Barkai and 
C.L. Griffiths, unpublished data and Pollock <1978> <see Chapter 2). 

SIZE CLASS GROWTH RATE <mm.month -t) 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 

"OVERALL" 
ESTIMATE 

0.546 
1.160 
1.081 
0.450 
0.245 
0.225 
0.110 
0.061 

"FAST" "SLOW" 

0.882 0.210 
1.160 0.288 
1.140 0.373 
0.504 0.350 
0.245 0.245 
0.225 0.225 
0.110 0.110 
0.061 0.061 

TABLE 4.3 : !. ater age-length distributions for different growth rates 
computed by the program "GROWTH" <see Chapter 2). 

AGE Cyearsl LENGTH Cmml 

"OVERALL", "FAST" "SLOW" 
GROWTH GROWTH GROWTH 
ESTIMATE 

1 6.6 10.6 2.5 
2 16.2 24.4 5.0 
3 29.5 33.7 7.6 
4 35.5 39.7 10.1 
5 40.7 42.9 13.5 
6 43.6 45.9 17.0 
7 46.6 48.8 20.5 
8 49.5 51.6 25.0 
9 52.3 54.3 29.5 

10 55.0 57.0 33.7 
11 57.7 59.7 37.9 
12 60.3 61.3 41.5 
13 61.6 62.6 44.4 
14 62.9 63.9 47.4 
15 64.2 65.2 50.3 
16 65.5 66.5 53.0 
17 66.9 67.9 55.7 
18 68.2 69.2 58.4 
19 69.5 70.3 60.6 
20 70.5 71.0 62.0 
21 71.2 71.8 63.2 
22 71.9 72.5 64.6 
23 72.7 73.2 65.9 
24 73.4 74.0 67.2 
25 74.1 74.7 68.6 
26 74.9 75.4 69.9 
27 75.6 76.2 70.1 
28 76.3 76.9 71.4 
29 77.1 77.6 72.2 
30 77.8 78.3 72.9 
31 78.5 79.1 73.6 
32 79.3 79.8 74.4 
33 80.0 75.1 
34 75.8 
35 76.6 
36 77.3 
37 78.0 
38 78.8 
39 79.5 



CHAPTER 2 GROWTH or MUsslLS AND LOBSTIRS 

Griffiths and King C1979bl constructed a growth curve for the mussel, 

Aulacomya ater but this was based on a small data set from Oudekraal, Cape 

Peninsula. Growth curves of male and female lobster, Jasus lalandii, based 

on growth increments in carapace length measured at Robben Island were 

computed by Pollock (1978). Since then more data have been collected, 

recording growth increments for both species at various areas on the South 

African west coast. The available literature and new sources of data were 

reviewed and an attempt was made to compile a set of realistic growth 

increments and curves for an "overall" <average) growth estimate, "fast" 

<upper limit) and "slow" Clower limit) growth for mussels and male and 

female lobster on the South African west coast. 

DATA COMPILATION 

Mussels 

!, ater growth data was obtained from four sources and is not separate for 

males and females. On the islands of Marcus and Kalgas, off Saldanha Bay, 

individuals of different sizes were tagged and their length at 0, 2, 4 and. 

6 months measured CA. Barkai, unpublished data>. The individuals were 

separated 

of the 

combined 

into 10 mm-size classes according to their initial length. 

three sampling periods were treated as separate data sets, 

and the mean monthly growth increment for each size 

Each 

then 

class 

calculated. Some estimates of A,. ater growth on Robben Island are given by 

Pollock <1978>. One value was obtained by following the mean length of a 

spat settlement from 1.6 to 2.5 IMI over a period of 4.4 months. Other 

values were estimated. by measuring the change in mean length of a 

settlement of juveniles on five occasions over a period of two and a half 

years and noting the mean monthly growth as the population grew through 

different size ranges. Raw data from Griffiths and King <1979b> was used to 
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TABLE 2.1 : A. ater growth incremeJts for different growth rates based on 
- -- I 

sets of data from different areas on the South African west coast <Pollock, 
1978; A. Barkai and C.L. Griffiths, !unpublished data>. In the two sets of 
increments excluding Marcus Island data, an asterisk indicates use of a 
Marcus Island data point in length classes where no other data were 
available. Values in parentheses indicate estimates based on trends. 

LENGTH tOWTH RATE <mm.month -•1 
Cmm> 

MEAN MINIMU~ MAXIMUM MEAN EXCL. MINIMUM 
MARCUS ISL. EXCL. 

DATA MARCUS ISL. 
DATA 

1 - 10 0.546 0.210 0.882 0.546 0.210 
11 - 20 0.724 0.288 1.160 1.160 0.288* 
21 - 30 0.796 0.142 1.140 1.081 0.373 
31 - 40 0.313 0.107 0.504 0.450 0.350 
41 - 50 0.148 0.049 0.245 0.245 0.245 
51 - 60 0.123 0.021 0.225 0.225 0.225 
61 - 70 0.110 0.110 0.110 0.110* 0.110* 
71 - 80 C0.061) C0.061) C0.061) C0.061) C0.061> 

FIGURE 2.1 Monthly growth increments of A. ater of different sizes 
recorded by various:> authors at diffbrent are~s off the South African west 
coast. 
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TABLE 2.2 : Increase in carapace length at different growth rates for male 
and female J.., lalandii over their respective size ranges. Juvenile growth 
rate data are from Pollock C1973> and adult data are based on ranges given 
by D.E. Pollock Cpers. comm.). For adult females, an additional set of 
growth increments believed to most representative of natural populations 
CD.E. Pollock) are given and are derived from mean and maximum rates. 

CARAPACE GROWTH RATE Cx10 •2 mm.day·11 
LENGTH 

!mml 
MALES FEMALES 

MINIMUM MEAN MAXIMUM MINIMUM MEAN MAXIMUM MEAN or 
MAXIMUM 

Juvenile Growth 

11 - 20 2.547 2.261 
21 - 30 3.292 2.817 
31 - 40 4.029 3.838 
41 - 50 3.700 3.442 
51 - 60 3.215 2.907 

Adult Growth 

61 - 70 0.370 1.644 1.918 0.411 0.548 0.685 0.548 
71 - 80 1.096 1.439 1.781 0.274 0.343 0.411 0.343 
81 - 90 0.822 1.233 1.644 0.137 0.206 0.274 0.274 
91 - 100 0.685 1.096 1.507 0.110 0.151 0.192 0.192 

101 - 110 0.548 0.959 1.370 0.082 . 0.110 0.137 0.137 
111 - 120 0.411 0.822 1.233 
121 - 130 0.274 0.685 1.096 
131 - 140 0.137 0.411 0.685 

0 

FIGURE 2.2 : Daily growth increments of male and female J. lalandii over 
their respective size ranges. Juvenile « 60 mm) growth dat-;;_ was obtained 
from Pollock <1973>. Adult growth data estimated from realistic ranges of 
growth increments given by D.E. Pollock Cpers. comm.>. 
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estimate monthly growth increments fo !. ater from Oudekraal. These data 

were collected by selecting areas of m ssel bed that appeared to comprise a 

single cohort and periodically sampling these areas to estimate mean cohort 

length. Data from t~o of these areas hich were sampled over a period of 12 

months were selected. Using the mean length of each sample and the inter-

sampling period, monthly growth incr ments were calculated for the various 

size classes. 

The data from these four areas wrre combined in order to give some 

estimates of mussel growth on the S uth African west coast. A maximum 

length of 80 ... was chosen since thrre are few mussels larger than this 

size lobsters have not and, for the purpose of the lobster-mussel model, 

been observed to eat individuals lar er than this length (Griffiths and 

Seiderer, 1980>. For the last size class <71 - 80 mm> no data were 

available; therefore an estimate was ade, based on the trend evident from 

the other increments <Fig. 2.1>. Fro these data, five sets of growth 

increments were compiled - the i> mean, ii> minimum and iii) maximum of all 

points for each size class, and a iv> mean and v> minimum excluding the 

Harcus Island data points Cwhere oth r increments were available) since 

these increments appeared to be so much smaller than the rest CTable 2.1>. 

in terl of carapace 

Lobsters 

Lobster growth is measured length which is the 

the rost~um to the posterior distance from the tip of edge of the 

cephalothorax. The daily increments for male and female juvenile J.., 

lalandii of sizes ranging from 10 to 59 nvn were estimated using mean moult 

increments and intermoult periods CPJlock, 1973>. D.E. Pollock Cpers. 

conn.> has suggested realistic ranges t annual growth increments for adult 

males and females of different size classes, based on tagging data from 

numerous sites on the South African teat coast. These were converted to 

daily increments. D.B. Pollock Cpers. cdmm.> suggests that maximum lengths 
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TABLE 2.4 : Parameters for von Bertalanffy growth equations fitted to !, 
ater growth data for different growth rates. Figures in parentheses give 
one standard deviation. 

GROWTH RATE lOO k 

"OVERALL" ESTIMATE 80 0.113 C0.003) 
(forced loo) - -- ·- .. ._ .,,.-· 

"OVERALL" ESTIMATE 78.19 C0.83> 0.123 C0.005) 
<closest fit> 

"SLOW" <closest fit> 92.12 <2.32> 0.055 C0.003> 

"FAST" <closest fit) 77.47 C0.94> 0.132 .C0.007> 



Size 

FIGURE 2.3 : Algorithm for calculating size CS> at yearly intervals CA> 
given the times taken for an individu~l to reach specific sizes indicated 
by • <see text>. 

$5. ·····-·········-.. ··············-·-· .. ··········-········-·················· ... 

As 
0 

Age 

TABLE 2.3 : Calculated number of years taken by !, ater to reach various 
lengths at different growth rates. An asterisk·. indicates growth rates 
chosen as most realistic CC.L. Griffiths, pers. comm.>. 

GROWTH RATE LENGTH <mm> 

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 

MEAN 1.4 2.8 3.9 6.6 12.0 18.8 26.5 40.0 

* MEAN EXCL. 1.4 2.3 3~1 4.9 8.2 11.9 19.4 33.0 
MARCUS ISLAND 

MINIMUM 4.0 6.9 12.7 20.6 37.6 77.0 84.7 98.2 

* MINIMUM EXCL. 4.0 6.9 9.1 11.6 14.9 18.7 26.1 39.7 
MARCUS ISLAND 

* MAXIMUM 0.9 1.7 2.6 4.1 7.4 11.2 18.7 32.3 

/ 



of 140 mm and 110 mm for J., lalandii males and females respectively are 

reasonable. The sets or data for juvenile and adult lobster were combined 

<Table 2.2 and Fig. 2.2>. 

AGE-LENGTH RELATIONSHIP AND CURVE-FITTING 

A computer program, "GROWTH" <Appendix A and B> was designed to use daily 

or monthly growth increments in order to calculate an age-length 

distribution. The time taken for an individual to "grow" through a size 

class is calculated from the number of growth increments, specific to that 

size range, needed to pass through the size class. Thus the time taken to 

grow through all the size classes is summed, giving evenly spaced length 

intervals with corresponding growth times. However, the length at each 

yearly interval is required. The algorithm for this calculation is based on 

the assumption that the data points are linked by straight lines <Fig. 

2.31. Equations for each straight line are calculated and the length at 

each yearly interval Cage> determined by substitution into the relevant 

equation, yielding an age-length distribution. A BMDP package CP3R of the 

1983 version used on a SPERRY 1100/81> was used to fit von Bertalanffy, 

Gompertz and Logistic growth curves to the age-length data. 

Mussels 

Age-length distributions for different growth rates were computed using the 

program "GROWTH". From these, the number of years taken to reach various 

lengths was calculated <Table 2.3>. C.L. Griffiths <pers. comm.> suggested 

that the data set using the mean excluding Marcus Island data produced the 

best "overall" growth estimate. The minimum growth rates were considered 

too unrealistic <approximately 100 years to reach 80 mm> and were 

disregarded. Thus the mean and minimum rates excluding Harcus Island data 

and the maximum rates were used as a realistic range of values from "slow" 

to "fast" growth. The von Bertalanffy curve appeared to give the best fit 
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FIGURE 2.4 : Comparison of a computed age-length distribution and its 
corresponding von Bertalanffy curve f4r the "overall" growth estimate of & 
ater Ca) and von Bertalanffy growth curves for the "overall" estimate, 
- I "slow" and "fast" growth Cb). 
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to the three sets of data <Table 2.4 and Fig. 2.4). 

Lobsters 

Silberbauer <1971) gives the following time intervals Cdays) for the early 

stages of lobster development : spawning and incubation of eggs <92l, 

hatching C1), naupliosoma larvae C1), 11 stages of phyllosoma larvae C231l 

and puerulus stage C25l. This gives a total of 350 days, by which time the 

individuals are approximately 10 mm in carapace length. The growth 

increment data are used in the program, "GROWTH" with a starting length of 

10 mm and an initial age of one year during which time a lobster egg passes 

through its larval stages and reaches 10 mm in length. The number of years 

taken to reach various lengths at different growth rates was calculated 

from the age-length distributions <Table 2.5). The different growth rates 

only involve differences in adult growth, the juvenile rates are kept 

constant <see Table 2.2). D.E. Pollock Cpers. comm.) suggested that the 

mean growth rate for males gave the best "overall" estimate. However, for 

females, the mean growth rate up to 80 mm was realistic and thereafter 

maximum rates yielded a reasonable maximum age so this was taken as the 

"overall" estimate. The von Bertalanffy curve showed the best fit to the 

age-length distributions for "overall" growth estimate, "fast" and "slow" 

growth of both sexes <Figs 2.5, 2.6 and Table 2.6). 

DISCUSSION 

Mussels 

The previous growth equation given for A, ater <Griffiths and King, 1979b) 

was a Gompert2 curve with a specified maximum si2e of 90 mm, extrapolated 

from data for individuals of length 0 to 30 mm. Maximum si2e was reached 

after a period of 12 years using this equation. The von Bertalanffy curve 

given here is based on more data over a greater size range but the period 

of 33 years to reach 80 mm does appear to be unusually long. There are, 
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TABLE 2.5 : Calculated number of years taken by male and female !l,. lalandii 
to reach various lengths at different growth rates. For females an 
additional set of figures is given based on a set of mean and maximum 
growth increments. An asterisk indicates the growth rates believed to be 
most realistic of an "overall" growth estimate <D.E. Pollock, pers. comm.>. 

GROWTH 
RATE 

MINIMUM 

* MEAN 

MAXIMUM 

LENGTH (mm> 

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 

MALES 

1.0 2.1 2.9 3.6 4.4 5.3 7.2 9.8 13.0 17.1 

1.0 2.1 2.9 3.6 4.4 5.3 6.9 8.8 11.0 13.5 

1.0 2.1 2.9 3.6 4.4 5.3 6.6 8.2 9.8 11.7 

FEMALES 

110 120 130 140 

22.1 28.8 38.9 58.8 

16.4 19.7 23.8 30.3 

13.7 15.9 18.5 22.4 

MINIMUM 1.0 2.2 3.1 3.9 4.7 5.9 12.4 22.5 42.4 67.4 100.8 

MEAN 1.0 2.2 3.1 3.9 4.7 5.9 10.6 18.6 32.0 50.2 75.1 

MAXIMUM 1.0 2.2 3.1 3.9 4.7 5.9 9.8 16.4 26.4 40.7 60.7 

* MEAN 0 

or 1.0 2.2 3.1 3.9 4.7 5.9 10.7 18.7 28.7 43.0 63.0 
MAXIMUM 

TABLE 2.6 : Parameters for von Bertalanffy growth equations fitted to male 
and female !l,. lalandii growth data for different growth rates. Figures in 
parentheses give one standard deviation. 

GROWTH RATE 

"OVERALL" ESTIMATE 
<Forced loo) 

"OVERALL" ESTIMATE 
<closest fit> 

"SLOW" 
(closest fit> 

"FAST" 
<closest fit> 

lOO 

140 

145.48 
(1.75> 

130.09 
<3.58> 

159.00 
C4.24) 

MALES 

k 

0.104 
(0.002) 

0.095 
C0.003) 

0.106 
<0.008> 

0.093 
C0.005) 

FEMALES 

lOO k 

110 0.078 
C0.003> 

100.90 0.108 
(1.18) (0.006> 

95.79 0.150 
C4.39> <0.029> 

99.22 0.148 
<3.82> <0.021) 



FIGURE 2.5 : Comparison of a computed age-length distribution and its 
corresponding von Bertalanffy curve for the "overall" growth estimate of 
male J,. lalandii Ca) and von Bertalanffy growth curves· for the "overall" 
estimate, "slow" and "fast" growth Cb). 
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FIGURE 2.6 Comparison of a computed age-length distribution and its 
corresponding von Bertalanffy curve for the "overall" growth estimate of 
female J_. lalandii (a) and von Bertalanfty growth curves for the "overall" 
estimate, "slow" and "fast" growth <b>. 
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however, problems with measuring growth in this particular mussel species. 

Firstly, at Marcus Island there are some cases of negative growth in length 

<A. Barkai, unpublished data> because mussels expand in the width. 

Secondly, A, ater f'orm multilayer beds in which the individuals on the top 

are able to filter more efficiently and therefore possibly grow faster. 

Thus growth in one area is very variable, being highly density-dependent. 

Seed <1969J suggests that the slow growth rates or mussels are partly 

attributable to their sessile habit in that they are unable to move away 

from environmental conditions which may be unfavourable. Baird <1966) 

showed that Mytilus edulis which are subjected to greater exposure to the 

air by the tide show reduced growth rates which can be increased if they 

are moved experimentally to lower tidal levels. Similar observations of a 

decrease in growth rate at higher shore levels have been made for 

Choromytilus meridionalis <Griffiths, 1981J and for Mytilus edulis 

<Newcombe, 1935; Suchanek, 1978>. 

Table 2.7 gives estimates of time taken by some mussel species in different 

areas to reach various lengths and the corresponding time taken by !, ater 

using the "overall" growth estimate given here. !, ater appears to grow 

slowly in comparison to the other estimates apart from those presented for 

Choromytilus meridionalis in False Bay CS.A. south coast). Mossop C1922> 

gives estimates for Mytilus edulis growth as 16.0 mm <Nova Scotia), 10.8 -

14.8 mm <New Brunswick) and 8.4 mm <Hudson Bay> per growing season. du 

Plessis <1977> measured a 76 mm increase in 2 years of growth of 

Choromytilus meridionalis in Saldanha Bay CS.A. west coast>. These 

estimates are much faster than the A.. ater increments given here. Cook 

<1978> estimates an annual increment of 1 mm.yr-1 for !, ater individuals 

10 - 30 mm in length at Dui.nefontein on the S.A. west coast, kept at 

ambient temperature of between 9 and 14 -C. At temperatures 6 t above 

ambient this growth was significantly slowed to 0.6 -t mm.yr • These 

increments show extremely slow growth as do those suggested by Griffiths 
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TABLE 2.7 : Time taken for mussel species from different areas to reach 
various lengths. Figures in parentHeses indicate approximate time in years 
taken by & ater at the chosen "overlall" growth rate to reach this length. 

SPECIES TIME <years) LENGIH REACHED Cmm) AREA SOURCE 

Chorom~tilus 1.5 (1.4) 8.3 False Bay A.H. Fricke, 
meridionalis CS.A. south pers. comm. 

coast) 

5 - 6 (10.1) S5 " Griffiths, 
1981 

-· 1.5 (11.9) 80 Table Bay B. Currie, 
CS.A. west unpubl. data 

coast) <quoted by 
Griffiths, 
1981) 

Perna 1.0 (11.9) r S.A. east Berry, 1978 
perna coast 

M~tilus 18.0 <33.0> 80 Greenland Theisen, 1973 
edulis 

2.4 (1.9) 14 - 16 England Seed, 1969 

1.5 - 4.0 <33.0> 70 - 90 Wales Baird, 1966 



and King <1979b> for !. ater at less than 1 mm per month. Griffiths C1981) 

found that Choromytilus meridionalis growth was best defined by the von 

Bertalanffy equation. Theisen <1973> working with the growth rings of 

Hytilus ed.ulis. fitted a Gompert2 curve up to half of maximum size and a 

von Bertalanffy curve from 1/3 of maximum si2e up to the maximum size. The 

best curve for mussels is probably somewhere between these two as a 

Gompert:;: curve was originally fitted to !. ater data <Griffiths and King, 

1979b> and a von Bertalanffy curve gave the best fit in this study. 

Lobsters 

There are two sets of data for each sex, one for juveniles C< 60 mm 

carapace length> from aquarium measurements and a set for adults from field 

estimates. A sharp decline in growth is shown at the changeover from one 

set to the other Csee Fig 2.2l. Juvenile lobster growth does not 

show the same trend as that of the adults because they inhabit 

always 

different 

areas CPollock et al., 1982>. While this changeover may represent a true 

change as the juveniles become mature, it may simply be a reflection of the 

separate data sets. The decline is greater in females which is to be 

expected since more energy is put into reproduction and less into growth 

once they become sexually mature. This is also the reason for their smaller 

maximum size. Pollock <1973> suggests that J., lalandii takes approximately 

9 years to reach size at recruitment into the fishery C89 mm carapace 

length> and this is similar to the time taken assuming the "fast" growth 

rate presented for males <9.8 years>. For comparison, the clawed lobster. 

Homarus americanus takes approximately half the time to reach marketable 

able <5 years, Hughes and Matthiesen, 1962; Marchessault et al., 1976>. 

Table 2.8 shows there is considerable variation in mean annual increment or 

juvenile lobsters or different species at different areas but the values 

are notably larger than adult increments <see Tables 2.9 and 2.10>. Growth 



_, 

I 

TABLE 2.8 : Annual growth increments for juveniles or "whites" of various 
spiny lobster species at differeht localities estimated by different 
authors using various methods of gnj1owth estimation. The mean is calculated 
from values given from all samp]e sites at the locality over all size 
classes weighted according to the nJmber sampled in each size class. 

SPECIES CARAPACE ANNUAL GROlTH INCREMENT AREA SOURCE 
LENGTH Cmm.yk1

) 

Cmm) I 

RANGE 

Jasus 15 - 60 8.3 - 14.8 
lalandii 

Panulirus 20 - 55 22.7 - 45.1 
homarus 

Panulirus 
c~gnus 

male 0.6 - 22.0 

68 - 86 

female 0.8 - 21.0 

64 - 84 

Panulirus 9 - 21 21.6 - 43.2 
versicolor 

MEAN 

12.0 

32.5 

10.2 

16.0 

9.6 

15.0 

32.4 

S.A. west 
coast 

Western 
Australia 

" 

" 

Vizinham 
Bay, India 

Pollock, 1973 

Berry, 1971 

Chi ttleborough, 
1976 

George" 1958 

Chittleborough, 
1976 

George, 1958 

Ku thalingham 
et al:, 1980 



of juvQnila J_. lalandii is similar to that of the other tabulated species 

except for Panulirus homarus CS. A. west coast) and Panulirus versicolor 

<India) which grow faster. Tables 2.9 and 2.10 show that in all spiny 

lobster species except for Panulirus interuptus from southern California, 

adult males tend to grow faster than the females. within the adult :i.., 

lalandii measurements given in the literature from various areas off the 

S.A. west coast, there is variation in mean increments in carapace length 

<2.3 - 6.5 mm.yr-1 for males, 0.6 - 5.9 mm.yr-1 for females). Similarly, 

Cook <1978) gives annual increments of 2.9 ± 0.1 and 4.5 ± 0.1 for both 

sexes of J_. lalandii in the si2e range 55 to 90 mm carapace length at 

Duinefontein on the S. A. west coast held at ambient cg - 14 "CJ and 6 ~ 

above ambient, respectively. An annual increment of 7.8 mm and increment 

range of 5 - 12+ mm for J_, novaehollandiae (40 - 99 mm in carapace length> 

held in aquaria in South Australia was calculated from the data presented 

by Fielder (1964). This is a large increment compared to the estimates from 

_, South Africa. Peacock <1974) also gives fairly large increments of 5.6 

8.6 mm for the tropical Panulirus argus of both sexes 50 - 100 mm in 

carapace length from Antigua and Barbuda in the We5t Indies. Mean growth 

increments for all the other species fall in the upper part and above the 

ranges given for J_, lalandii, apart from Panulirus gilchristi, found on the 

east coast of South Africa which has very slow growth in both sexes. 

Panulirus interruptus from southern California appears to have rapid 

growth, well above the range for the other species at 17.0 mm Cmale) and 

20.0 mm .<female>. Males of most spiny lobster species attain a greater 

maximum si2e than females CKanciruk, 1980>. It is interesting to note that 

female e_. interruptus from southern California seem to have a faster growth 

rate than males and also reach a greater maximum si2e Cdata was calculated 

from si2e-frequency distributions>. Thus all the evidence suggests that J_, 

lalandii is a relatively slow growing species or spiny lobster. 

Hiatt C1948> diagrams have been produced for many lobster species. These 
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TABLE 2.9 Annual growth increments for adult males of various spiny 
lobster species at different localities calculated from measurements given 

I 

by various workers using a variety of methods for growth estimation. The 
mean is calculated from values giveh from all sample sites at the locality 
over all size classes weighted accor~ing to the number sampled in each size 
class. Means in double parentheses are not weighted. 

I 

SPECIES CARAPACE ANNUAL GROWTH INCREMENT AREA SOURCE 
LENGTH Cmm.yrh 

CmmJ i 

RANGE MEAN 

Jasus 70 - 110 2.9 - 4.6 3.7 Cape Peninsula Newman & 
lalandii 

Pollock, 1977 
80 - 130 2.2 - 3.7 3.5 Cape Peninsula P. Zoutendyk, 

- aquaria unpubl. data 
65 - 150 2.8 - 8.2 6.5 Robben Island Pollock & 

Beyers, 1981 
70 - 110 4.3 - 4.6 4.4 Dassen Island Newman & 

Pollock, 1977 
80 - 120 3.0 - 4.4 4.4 St Helena Bay Pollock 

-Saldahna Bay et al., 1982 
80 - 110 2.8 - 4.8 4.4 Lamberts Bay Pollock, 1982 

-Elands Bay 
60 - 110 1.0 - 2.8 2.3 Port Nolloth 

- aquaria 
60 - 110 3.0 - 5.0 3.0 Marshall Rocks Beyers, 1979 lj 

CN of LuderitzJ 
70 - 140 1.~ - 6.0 CC3.8JJ "Overall" D.E. Pollock, 

estimate, S.A. pers. comm. 
west coast 

70 - 140 0.5 - 5.0 I C2.Bll "Slow" estimate, 
S.A. west coast 

70 - 140 2.5 - 7.0 ((4.8)) "Fast" estimate, 
I 

S.A west coast i 70 - 119 4.8 - 5.8 
I 

4.9 South western Paterson, 1969 
I Cape - aquaria 

Jasus 60 - 110 3.0 - 6.9 I 6.4 Nightingale Pollock, 1981 tristani Island 
75 - 110 3.0 - 7.0 5.0 Pollock & 

Roscoe, 1977 60 - 100 4.4 - 5.5 5.1 Tristan da Pollock, 1981 
Cunha 

80 - 105 3.0 - 5.0 4.0 Pollock & 

Roscoe, 1977 
60 - 110 3.4 - 4.8 4.5 Inaccessible Pollock, 1981 

Island 
70 - 110 5.7 - 7.3 6.4 Gough Island 

Jasus 85 - 90 1.0 - 5.0 New Zealand Bradstock, 1950 edwardsii 
55 - 105 4.2 - 6.0 5.2 Street, 1969 

Panulirus 60 - 80 1.4 - 1.7 11.5 Port Alfred, Pollock & gilchristi S.A. east coast Augustyn, 1982 i 
Panulirus age 6-12 4.8 - 5.4 I Aquaria C25 "CJ Phillips yrs 

1 s._o 
~ 

I et al., 1983 age 6-12 yrs 1.9 - 7.2 ls.a Aquaria (20 "CJ 66 - 119 8.0 - 11.0 ((1 O.Oll Western Sheard, 1962 I 

Australia 

Panulirus 68 - 93 5.5 - 13.4 7.4 S. A. east Berry, 1971 homarus 
.coast 

Panulirus 82 - 125 7.0 Southern Backus, 1960 interrupt us 
California 

:, 



are graphical representations showing two lines, one being some factor of 

growth per moult and the other, length of intermoult period, both over 

carapace length. This method which combines the above two factors produces 

a curve which closely approximates the von Bertalanffy-type curve <~organ, 

1980). The diagrams are designed for Crustacea and are analogous to Ford

Halford plots constructed for fish (Mauchline, 1976). However, in general, 

crus~acean intermoult periods increase logarithmically with size whereas 

time between growth events in fish is linear. Similarly, Phillips et al. 

<1983) used ARGR <average relative growth rate) plotted against intermoult 

period. Adult J_, lalandii moult once a year CHeydorn, 1965, 1969b; Newman 

and Pollock, 1971, 1974a) resulting in a constant intermoult period with 

increasing size so Hiatt diagrams and ARGR's are not applicable. 

The best description of growth of several spiny lobster species is provided 

by the von Bertalanffy curve although the variation around the curve makes 

an accurate description difficult <Morgan, =- 1980>. He suggests that 

variation is due to changes in moult increment and frequency, exhibited in 

response to environmental pressures such as food supply and temperature. 

Seiderer et al. <1982) calculated von Bertalanffy k values in the range of 

0.06 to 0.10 for male J_, lalandii, using growth rates observed by Newman 

and Pollock <1977) in different areas. The range calculated here for 

different adult growth rates estimated by D.E. Pollock Cpers. comm.) yields 

' similar values <see Table 2.6). For females, Seiderer et al. <1982) give a 

k of 0.196 while the value used here <Table 2.6) is somewhat lower, 

indicating slower rates. Although the age at maximum size appears very old, 

it is likely that at very slow rates, the individuals do not survive to 

reach the larger sizes. Von Bertalanffy curves have been fitted to growth 

data for Jasus novallandiae <Bradbury, 1977; Lewis, 1977), Panulirus 

homarus <Smale, 1978), Panulirus argus <Munro, 1974), Panulirus cygnus 

<Morgan, 1977> and juvenile Panulirus cygnus CChittleborough, 1976>. The 

adequacy of the von Bertalanffy function depends on the validity of several 
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TABLE 2.10 : Annual growth increments for adult females of various spiny 
lobster species at different localit~es calculated from measurements given 
by various workers using a variety lof methods for growth estimation. The 
mean is calculated from values given from all sample sites at the locality 
over all size classes weighted accord'ng to the number sampled in each size 
class. Means in double parenthes~s are not weighted. Ranges given in 
parentheses are those determined fro~ different sample sites of an area as 
no size class data are given. 

I 
. I 

INCREMENT AREA SOURCE SPECIES CARAPACE ANNUAL GROHTljl 
LENGTH Cmm.yr-jl 

(mm) I 
I 

·RANGE 
I 

MEAN 

Jasus 70 - 90 0.8 - 1.1 I 0.9 Cape Peninsula Newman & 

lalandii I 
Poll9ck, 1977 

60 - 110 0.3 - 2.5 -: Robben Island D.E. Pollock, 
unpubl. data 

70 - 100 0.4 - 1.1 0.6 Dassen Island Newman & 

Pollock, 1977 

C0.7 - 2.0l 0.9 St Helena Bay Pollock 
-Saldahna Bay et al., 1982 

89 - 94 co.a - 2.8l 1.0 Lamberts Bay Pollock, 1982 
-Elands Bay 

60 - 90 0.2 - 0.9 I 0.7 
Marshall rocks Beyers, 1979 

CN of Luderitzl 

70 - 110 0.5 - 2.0 Cc1.3ll "Overall" D.E. Pollock, 
estimate, pers. comm. 

-· S.A. west coast 

70 - 110 0.3 - 1.5 (C0.9ll "Slow" estimate, 
S.A. west coast 

70 - 110 0.5 - 2.5 CC1.5 ll "Fast" estimate, 
S.A. west coast 

20 - 109 3.7 - 11.5 5.9 Southern Cape Paterson, 1969. 

Jasus 60 - 110 0.0 - 2.7 1.9 Nightingale Pollock, 1981 

tristani Island 
60 - 100 0.5 - 2.7 1.5 Tristan da 

Cunha 
1.0 Pollock & 

Roscoe, 1977 

60 - 100 1.8 - 2.0 1.0· Inaccessible Pollock, 1981 
Island 

70 - 90 1.9 - 2.0 1.9 Gough Island 

Panulirus 60 - 80 0.7 - 1.7 1.0 Port Alfred, Pollock & 

gilchristi S.A. east coast Augustyn, 1982 

Panulirus age 6-11 yrs 1.0 - 2.4 2.1 Aquaria C25 "Cl Phillips 

~ 
et al., 1983 

age 6-9 yrs 3.0 - 8.5 n Aquaria C20 "cl 
68 - 91 6.0 - 10.0 ((10.0ll. Hes tern Sheard, 1962 

Australia 

Panulirus 65 - 97 3.4 - 12,4 7.1 S. A.' eil-st Berry, 1971 

homarus coast 

Panulirus 84 - 142 20.0 Southern Backus, 1960 
interru12tus California 



inherent assumptions. The most important of these is that the growth rate 

in one year is constant, having no within-season variations although this 

is not a true reflection of the natural situation <Morgan, 1980>. When 

juveniles emigrate from the shallow water they are exposed to a new set of 

environmental pressures so Chittleborough <1976> suggests that growth is 

not well represented by a single von Bertalanffy curve. Therefore a 

modified form of the von Bertalanffy equation may provide the most 

realistic description of the growth process in panulirid populations, 

although the von Bertalanffy equation gives the best fit to this J_. 

lalandii growth data. 
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CHAPTER 3 

Concepts,. assumptions and 

equations of the models 



CHAPTIB 3 CONCBPTS. AssUMPTIQNS AHR !QUATIONS or THI MODILS 

The models have been constructed in such a way that two single-species 

models of lobster and mussel populations may be used separately or they may 

be linked to form a lobster-mussel interaction model. Appendix C and D give 

the documentation and code for the computer program "LOBMUS" that was 

written to run the models. Since annual trends are being observed and 

considering the longevity of the animals, a discrete model with a time step 

of one month was considered appropriate. This made the implementation of 

details such as fishing season, annual moult in a particular month and the 

interaction between species practical. The whole area of habitation at a 

particular lobster ground and the entire life cycle of Jasus lalandii and 

Aulacomya ater individuals are modelled. It is naturally desirable for 

fisheries management to know if the lobster populations in different areas 

remain separate or whether they intermingle, since fishing operations in a 

given area may affect stocks in neighbouring areas if there is migration 

<Street, 1969>. Longshore migrations over sandy bottoms occur regularly in 

the South African east coast rock lobster, Panulirus homarus <Pollock, 

1978> and in the New Zealand lobster Jasus edwardsii <Street, 1969>, 

causing a mixing of stocks. Heydorn C1969b> and Pollock <1978> observed 

that in J_, lalandii there is little migration of exploited size classes 

between fishing grounds on the South African west coast where rocky shores 

are commonly separated by sand. This helps maintain discrete stocks in 

different areas so these migrations do not need to be modelled. 

The upper length limit of one age class is the lower length limit of the 

following age class, and the number of individuals in an age class is 

evenly distributed between the its length limits <Fig. 3.1>. . For mussels 

length is given as total length whereas for lobsters carapace length is 

used. Age classes incorporate one year class, and size classes have a range 

of 10 mm. In the equations, an "a" or "s" and similarly "ma", "la", "ms", 
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FIGURE 3.1 : Hypothetical example of a size-frequency distribution in which 
the bars represent the number in each age class. It indicates the size 
range of each age class and that the number of individuals is assumed to be 
evenly distributed between the length limits of the class. 
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or "ls" as a subscript indicates a mussel or lobster age or si2e class 

respectively. "SIZE", and "MSIZE", "LSIZE", ''MAGE" or "LAGE" indicate the 

total number of mussel or lobster si2e and age classes respectively. No 

constrain ts are placed on any of the parameters. 

AGE - SIZE CONVERSION 

Data for a population parameter, collected in the field as well as 

experimentally in the laboratory, are usually separated according to the 

si2e of individuals. However, in a model simulating a population in which 

individuals are growing, individuals should be separated by age rather than 

by si2e. Therefore, in order to be able to use existing si2e class data 

<age class data are extremely difficult to obtain), variables need to be 

calculated to specify the fractions of each age class that fall into 

different si2e classes . In the example given in Fig. 3.1, 3/7 of the 

individuals in age class 4 fall into the si2e class 20 - 30 mm while the 

remaining 417 fall into the next si2e class. In order to calculate the 

fraction of a mussel or lobster age class, Ca) that falls into each si2e 

class, the upper <MAX> and lower <MIN> limits of an age class are computed 

as follows : 

MIN = LEN a-t Ca !lri 1) 

JUVLEN <MON = MOULT> 1 llobsters, a = 1) 
0 <MON !lri MOULT> 

MON x GROt <MON !lri O> 
} !mussels, a = 1) 

0 CHON = Q) 

MAX = LENa 

LEN is the upper length limit of an age class; MON is the current month; 

JUVLEN is the upper length limit <10 mm carapace length> of the first age 

class <approximated from Silberbauer, 1971>; GROt is the monthly growth 

increment for mussels in size class 1 and MOULT is the month in which 

annual lobster moulting occurs. The month of lobster moulting is taken for 

simplicity as one month although moulting of a population usually extends 
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over a period of 3 to 4 months <Heydorn, 1969b; Newman and Pollock, 1974al. 

Since the purpose of the model is to look at harvesting strategies, and 

males form the largest percentage of the catch, a single month, 

corresponding approximately to the male moult period was chosen. This 

annual event is modelled in October <month 10> although females usually 

moult earlier towards midyear CHeydorn, 1969b; Newman and Pollock, 1974al 

and juveniles moult 2 to 4 times annually <Pollock, 1973>. The separate 

equations for the first age class are merely a result of there being no "a 

- 1" class to give a lower limit to this age class. 

For each age class Ca>, the fraction <FRAC> falling into each si2e class 

Csl is calculated for each of the seven possible cases by the following 

equations where SIZ is the upper length limit of a si2e class; MIN and MAX 

are the lower and upper limits of an age class respectively. Using these 

fractions, average parameter values can be computed for each age class from 

the relative proportions of size class values. 

For s = 1,SIZE FRAC • •• = 

LOBSTER - MUSSEL INTERACTION 

1 

1 

SIZ, - MIN 
MAX - MIN 

MAX - SIZ1-1 
MAX - MIN 

SIZ • - SIZ 1-t 
MAX - MIN 

0 

0 

(
MIN >= SIZ•-•) 
MAX siz. 

<MIN = MAX> 

(

MIN <= SIZ • ) 
MIN >= SIZ •-t. 

MAX >= SIZ. 

(

KIN <= SIZ 1-1) 
MAX <= SIZ, 
MAX >= SIZ,-1 

(
MIN <= SIZ 1-1\. 
MAX >= SIZ. / 

<MAX <= SIZ1-u 

CMIN >= SIZJ 

The following set of equations link the lobster and mussel populations for 

the lobster-mussel model. In order to calculate monthly mussel availability 
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and lobster consumption requirements, the number of male and female 

lobsters and mussels in each of their respective size classes CFREQ> are 

determined by the sum of the fractions <FRAC> of the number <NUM> in each 

age class Ca> that fall into a particular size class CsJ. 

A&E 

FREQ, = :L FRAC.,a x NUMa 
a•t 

Male and female lobsters are assumed to have the same requirements in terms 

of number and sizes of mussels consumed. The number of mussels eaten 

<NUMEAT> from a mussel size class <ms) by each lobster size class <ls> is 

the product of the optimal number of mussels required by one lobster 

CNUMOPTEAT> and the total number in the lobster size class <FREQ>. The 

total number of mussels eaten from a mussel size class is the sum of the 

number of this size eaten by each lobster size class CTOTEAT>. 

For ms = 1,MSIZE NUMEAT i. ... = NUMOPTEAT i., .. x FREQ 1s 

LSIZE 

TOTEAT .. = :L NUMEAT11, .. 
la•t 

A fraction CREM> of the mussel population is assumed to be unobtainable to 

the lobsters but the lobsters are assumed to be able to find and eat every 

remaining mussel in order to consume an optimal amount of energy. If the 

total number of mussels required <TOTEAT> from one size class <ms> is 

greater than the obtainable number of mussels in that size class CMUSFREQ x 

C1 - REM)) then the number eaten CNUMEAT> is altered by the ratio of mussel 

availability to total number of mussels required for consumption from that 

size class. The total number eaten by each lobster size class <ls> is 

reduced to the number available. In this way there is no discrimination 

between size classes of lobster, they are all given equal opportunity to 

consume similar size mussels. 

For ls = 1,LSIZE NUMEATi., .. = NUMEAT1., .. x MUSFREQ .. x <1 - REM> 
TOTEAT.. . 

TOTEAT •• = MUSFREQ .. x C1 - REM> 
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Lobsters show punctuated growth, in that increase in si2e only occurs in 

the period immediately after a moult and for the remaining time they eat 

merely to maintain growth of tissues. D.E. Pollock <pers. comm.> has 

suggested that immature lobsters may not be as dependent on mussels for 

food as the older individuals, thus the growth rate of lobsters smaller 

than 60 mm carapace length has been made independent of mussel 

availability. Adult J_. lalandii generally moult once a year <Heydorn 1965, 

1969b; Newman and Pollock, 1971, 1974a> so it is the growth increment not 

intermoult period that is probably affected by lack of food. It is assumed 

that there is sufficient food other than !. ater, such as other mussel 

species, polychaete worms, urchins, kelp, other crustaceans including 

lobsters CHeydorn, 1969b; Newman and Pollock, 1974b; Pollock, 1978, 1979> 

and barnacles CA. Barkai, ·unpublished data> for survival but the 

availability of this mussel species determines the increment at a moult. 

The species interaction is therefore one in which lobster growth is limited 

by the availability of mussels for their consumption. In the month before 

moulting only, the lobsters suffer a reduced growth rate if insufficient 

mussels of optimal si2e are available. The number of kilojoules consumed 

by each si2e class Cls> of male or female lobster CKJEAT> is the number 

eaten CNUMEAT> from a mussel si2e class Cms> multiplied by the energy value 

of a mussel that si2e CMUSKJ>. 

llSIZE 

KJEATi. = NUMEATi., .. x MUSKJ •• 

The growth increment CGRO> of each male or female si2e class Cls> is 

altered by the ratio of kilojoules consumed CKJEAT> to the optimal number 

or kilojoules required by a size class, where KJOPTEAT is the optimal 

kilojoule requirement of one lobster and FREQ is the number of lobster per 

size class. 

GROi. = GROi. x KJEAT1t 
CKJOPTEATi. x FREQ1J 
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Therefore the growth rate of a si2e class may be reduced to a negligible 

increment if few mussels are available, in which case it is assumed that 

the lobsters have sufficient energy intake from other sources to subsist 

but not enough to grow. 

MUSSEL DYNAMICS 

The change in number <NUM> in each age class <ma> is an exponential 

function of average natural mortality (MOR> calculated from si2e class 

fractions CFRAC> for each age class. In the presence of lobsters, the 

number in each age class falling into a particular si2e class is first 

reduced by the ratio of mussels available <MUSFREQ> to mussels consumed 

<TOTEAT> from the si2e class (ms). In this way, equivalent percentages are 

removed from each age class in the si2e class. Thereafter only the 

remaining number are subject to the natural mortality parameter. Although 

R.J. Griffiths <1977> suggests two spawning periods per year by A, ater at 

Bloubergstrand on the S.A. west coast, C.L. Griffiths and King <1979a> 

showed tha·t in the years 1975 to 1977 at Oudekraal, Cape Peninsula, three 

spawnings by A_. ater per year were evident. Three spawning periods were 

modelled so the first year class of mussels incorporates individuals that 

are spawned at the end of months 4 <April>, 8 <August> and 12 <December> of 

that year. Larval stages have been disregarded as the mussel trochophore 

and veliger larvae last for approximately one week before they metamorphose 

into adults <Branch and Branch, 1981>. EGG is the number of eggs spawned 

each third of a year in particular months <MON) and EGGMOR is the mortality 

of these eggs. The number of mussels in each age class is given by : 

"SIZE 
NUMaa = ~ 

"SIZE 
~ 

FRAc ..... x NUM .. x e"0
R •• 

<Lobsters absent> 

FRAc ..... x NUM .. x(1 - TOTEAT.. ) 
MUSFREQ .. 

<Lobsters present> 

<ma > 1) 

<ma = 1, MON = 4 or 8> 
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Originally the increase in upper length limit of each age class was 

implemented using an average monthly growth increment for each age class, 

calculated using the fractions from each size class. However, this led to 

one age class overtaking the succeeding age class if it spanned two size 

classes, an artefact of using difference equations in a discrete model as 

opposed to differential equations in a continuous model. Therefore the 

growth increment is calculated in such a way that no overtaking can occur. 

The change in upper length limit <LEN) of each age class <ma) is simply the 

addition of a growth increment <GRQ) for the class if the age class does 

not span two size classes. Alternatively, it is the upper length limit 

<SIZ) of the lower size class Cms) plus a fraction of the growth increment 

of the next size class, if the lower size class is not the largest class. 

Since the individuals of an age class in the larger size will grow one full 

increment, no overtaking can occur. Once a length limit that is greater 

than or equal to that of the largest size class <MSIZE> is reached, this 

age class is taken to be the oldest and its length limit is set to maximum 

size. Thus the upper length limit of mussels is given by : 

LEN .. = SIZ .. + GRo ... , x 1 - csrz .. - LEN,,) 
GRO,. 

Cms ~ MSIZE> 

Cms = MSIZE> 

LEN .. + GRO .. 

(CSIZ., - LEN,.) < 1) 
GRO .. 

(
CSIZ .. - LEN,.) >= 1) 

GRO,. 

LOBSTER DYNAMICS 

The fraction <LIMFRAC> of each age class Cla) that exceeds the minimum 

catchable size CCATLIM) is calculated for each sex, as follows 

LIKFRAC1t = 0 

LEN it - CATLIM 
LEN It - LEN lt-1 

1 
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Males and females have equivalent equations calculating the change in 

number and upper length limit of each age class. The change in number CNUMl 

of individuals in an age class <la) is an exponential function of average 

mortality for that class calculated from the size class fractions CFRAC) 

for each age class. During the fishing season, this average mortality is 

equivalent to the natural mortality CMOR) of individuals below the minimum 

catchable size and for the harvestable-sized individuals, it is a 

combination of fishing CFIS) and natural mortality. 

NUMia 
LSIZE r 

COut of fishing season} 
lt•t 

= I tFRAC1.i,11 x NUM1. x e"
0

R1. 

FRAC i.. 1. x NUM 1. x e"0 R1. x«1 - LIMFRAC 1J 

<During fishing season) 

Increase in carapace length is implemented in month 10 COctober) each year 

corresponding to the male moult period. The upper length limit <LENl of 

each age class <la) is calculated as for mussels, except this is done 

annually. 

SIZ i. + GRO 11+1 x 1 - <SIZ 1a - LEN 1,) 

GRO •• 

<ls !lr:; LSIZE> 

SIZL&lZE <ls = LSIZEl 

STOCK-RECRUITMENT RELATIONSHIPS 

(CSIZ 1t - LEN 1.> < 1) 
\ GROi. 

/CSIZ 11 - LEN I,) >= 1) 
\ GROi. 

<GRO 11 = Ol 

Specific areas are simulated, each inhabited by sub-populations of the S.A. 

west coast stocks of mussels and lobsters. C.L. Griffiths Cpers. comm.> 

suggests that a mussel stock-recruitment relationship for a particular 

ground is meaningless as does D.E. Pollock Cpers. comm.) for lobsters since 

the planktonic larval stages drift great distances. Although this is not 
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entirely realistic, spawning in a specific area is not an indication of the 

number of recruits that may return to that site. Recruitment is a function 

of many biotic and abiotic factors during the wide dispersal phase of the 

larvae. Chittleborough and Phillips <1975) suggest that density-dependent 

mortality of juvenile Panulirus cygnus in Western Australia lobster results 

in similar numbers surviving to post-larval stages irrespective of wide 

differences in density at or soon after larval settlement, provided that 

the initial stocking rate is sufficiently large. 

Although D.E. Pollock (pers. comm.) suggested that a stock-recruitment 

relationship for lobsters is not meaningful. theoretical simulations to 

test the effect of such a relationship on harvesting strategies were 

desirable. Morgan et al. <1982) have suggested that a Ricker C1958l stock-

recruitment relationship fits data for puerulus settlement and a relative 

abundance of spawning stock of Panulirus cygnus in ffestern Australia. They 

suggest that there are stock-dependent effects during the planktonic stages 

which control the level of puerulus settlement and consequently the 

magnitude of recruitment to the fishery. Since there would be no basis for 

estimating density-dependent and -independent mortality for a stock-

recruitment relationship such as that of Ricker C1958), a linear 

relationship of the following form was used : 

LSlZE 

EGG = 

EGG is the number of recruits to the population and is simply the sum of 

the fecundity CFEC> per females multiplied by the number of female lobster 

<FREQ> for each mature size class Us, starting with MAT). Marchessault et 

al. <1976> used an equivalent linear stock-recruitment relationship in a 

model of a lobster population <Homarus americanus) at Rhode Island. They 

point out that such a relationship falls short of defining many factors but 

is a useful management tool that can easily be applied utilizing the 

available data. The justification for attempting such simulations is that 
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there are different transportation currents to different areas, dirrerent 

settling potential for larval stages and differing habitable space for 

adults. Therefore, the number of adults 1i ving in an area may, to some 

degree, determine the number of larvae that are able to settle and inhabit 

the area. 

MOVEMENT OF INDIVDUALS THROUGH AGE CLASSES 

Mussels At the end of each year the number of individuals CNUMJ in each 

age class Cmal is moved up into the next age class. As described earlier, 

there are three spawnings annually, one of which is implemented at the end 

of each year. This brings one third of the annual number of eggs spawned 

<EGG), reduced by egg mortality <EGGMORJ, into the first age class. 

Individuals reaching maximum age/ si2e simply stay in this age class, 

therefore there is an accumulation in the last age class. The upper length 

CLEN> of each age class is moved up to the next age class at the end of the 

year and that· of the first age class is set to twelve times the monthly 

growth increment of the first si2e class <GROt>. 

NUM •• = EGG x e -£&&1toA Cma = 1> 

NUM .. -1 <ma ~ 1 and ma 2< MAGE> 

NUM .. + NUM •• -1 <ma = MAGE> 

·LEN .. = { GROt x 12 Cma = 1) 

LEN .. -1 <ma ~ 1> 

Lobsters : Silberbauer (1971> gives a period of approximately one year f"r-om 

the time of spawning until development into juveniles C> 10 mm carapace 

length>. Data from Heydorn C1969b> and Newman and Pollock C1974a) show that 

over a period of five years, although there was some fluctuation, June to 

October is the annual period during which ~ lalandii females are in berry 

with early stage lobster larvae being most common in the plankton in 

October. Although all the females have spawned by October, the model 
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implements the annual spawning in January of year 1 when the larvae are put 

into age class 1 which has a set upper length limit <JUVLENl of 10 mm. It 

is in the January of year 2 that they become juveniles in age class 2, the 

upper length limit being set by their growth. At the end of each year, the 

number CNUM> in each age class is moved up into the next age class. Half of 

the total number of eggs (EGG) are brought into the first age class of each 

sex and there is an accumulation of individuals reaching maximu.m age/size 

in the last age class. The upper length limit CLEN> of each age class is 

moved up to the next age class at the end of the year and that of the first 

age class is set to 10 mm <JUVLENl. The growth rate may speed up if 

sufficient mussels are available, resulting in fewer age classes so the 

individuals in the older age classes may be lost. However, generally only 

one class will be lost at a time and there are very few individuals in the 

older ages so this is not significant. Equations for males and females are 

equivalent. 

NUM 1a = 

LEN1a = 

NUM1a - t 

NUM ta + NUM ta-t 

{

JUVLEN 

LENi.-1 

<la = 1) 

<la ~ · 1 and la ~ LAGE) 

<la = LAGE> 

<la = 1) 

Cla ~ 11 
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Data for the models · 



CHAPT!R 4 DATA POB THI MOP!LS 

The choice of sites inhabited by Jasus lalandii populations would ideally 

be two fishing grounds and two sanctuaries \which could be used as controls 

for the two fishing grounds), one with small and one with large Aulacomya 

ater biomass. Lobster growth rates and the mean biomass of benthos averaged 

over all _ depths at five sites on the South African west coast were 

calculated from the literature <Fig. 4.1 and Table 4.1 >. Of the sites for 

which data were available there was only one sanctuary, Robben Island) where 

lobsters grow fast. It was proclaimed a sanctuary in 1964; previously it 

had been a productive fishing ground. The two fishing grounds chosen were 

the Cape Peninsula where lobsters grow slowly and Dassen Island where 

lobster growth is intermediate, with sparse and dense benthic biomass 

respectively CFig. 4.2>. According to commercial catch statistics <Sea 

Fisheries Research Institute, unpublished data), these two fishing grounds 

have yielded some 30 to 40 % of the annual ~ lalandii harvest on the S.A. 

west coast in past years. 

The number of a size class is given by the upper length limit of the size 

class in cm, ie : size class 81 - 90 mm is indicated by 9. Parameter values 

for the 10 mm size classes were calculated using the midpoint of the size 

class. All size measurements are in mm, rate measurements per month, and 

age in years. For lobsters, size is measured in terms of carapace length 

whereas total length is used for mussels. Maximum sizes of 140, 110 and 80 

mm were estimated for male and female J.,, lalandii and A, ater respectively. 

Some parameters have been estimated with very little experimental and 

observational validation. These parameters were used in tuning the models 

by adjusting them until the output of a simulation was shown to approximate 

the "real" situation. The models were thus used to estimate these 

parameters by simulation. 
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TABLE 4.1 Source of data for Fig. 4.1 

AREA !_. ATER DENSITY ,L LALANDII GROllTH RATES 

MALES FEMALES 

Cape Peninsula Newman and Newman and Newman and 
Pollock, 1977 Pollock, 1977 Pollock, 1977 

Robben Island Pollock, 1978 Pollock and Pollock, unpubl. 
Beyers, 1981 data 

Dassen Island Newman and Newman and Newman and 
Pollock, 1974b Pollock, 1977 Pollock, 1977 

St Helena Bay - Pollock et al., Pollock et al., Pollock tl. al., 
Saldanha Bay 1982 1982 1982 

Lamberts Bay - Pollock, 1982 Pollock, 1982 Pollock, 1982 
Elands Bay 

FIGURE 4.1 : Map Ca) and diagram Cb) showing areas in which growth of the 
lobster, J., lalandii and the standing stock of the mussel, !, ater has been 
measured. The sources of the data are given in Table 4.1. 
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MUSSEL DATA 

Growth Increments CGRO • .> 

Monthly growth increments are given in Table 4.2 for the "overall" ,growth 

estimate. "fast" and "slow" growth rates which were suggested as most 

realistic for A, ater <see Chapter 2>. 

Ase - Length Distribution <LEN,,) 

Table 4.3 shows the upper length limit of each A, ater age class for the 

range of growth rates computed using the three sets of grbwth increments in 

the program "GROWTH" <see Chapter 2). 

Natural Mortality <MOR • .> 

Griffiths <1981) gives values for the substrate carrying capacity of the 

black mussel, Choromytilus meridionalis of different sizes. The decline in 

numbers with increase in size is an indication of natural mortality 

resulting from intra-specific competition for space. She shows that ~. 

meridionalis grows 37.4 mm in 3.5 years <approximately 5 mm in 0.5 years). 

Calculation of the percentage of individuals lost with growth through each 

5 mm size class gives estimates of natural mortality in half a year for 

this mussel species. From this, annual mortality values were calculated and 

a regression line fitted to the mortality-size data (r = 0.99'0, n = 9>. 

This equation was used to produce approximations of natural mortality for 

different-sized A,. ater up to 70 mm and mortality in the last size class 

was made equal to the 7th <Table 4.4>. The values are probably 

overestimates as &. ~form multilayer beds so are not entirely limited 

by substrate surface area. However, Wickens and Griffiths <1985> have 

suggestt!ki that !. ater may experience very high mortality rates due to 

predation, and they are able to absorb such losses because the juveniles 

have such a high P/B ratio. 
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TABLE 4.4 & ater natural mortality computed from natural mortality 
estimates calculated from Griffiths <1981) for Choromytilus meridionalis 

SIZE CLASS ANNUAL MONTHLY 

1 0.937 0.078 
2 0.800 0.067 
3 0.663 0.055 
4 0.526 0.044 
5 0.389 0.032 
6 0.252 0.021 
7 0.115 0.010 
8 0.115 0.010 

TABLE 4.5 : & ater size-frequency distribution from Robben Island <D.E. 
Pollock, unpublished data). 

SIZE CLASS 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 

PERCENTAGE FREQUENCY 

91.70 
7.07 
0.05 
0.01 
0.04 
0.18 
0.51 
0.44 

TABLE 4.6 Population numbers of A.. ater at three sites off the South 
African west coast calculated from biomass and area estimates from various 
sources <see text). 

CAPE PENINSULA DASSEN ISLAND ROBBEN ISLAND 

MEAN BIOMASS 387 6 833 13 575 
Cg.m-2> 

TOTAL AREA 134 50 23 
OCCUPIED BY 
MUSSELS Ckm 2> 

TOTAL BIOMASS 51 858 341 650 156 124 
OF AREA 

<x 10 6 g) 

TOTAL NUMBER OF 27 395 180 481 82 474 
MUSSELS IN AREA 

<x 106> 



Age - Freauency Distribution CNUM,J 

One si2e-frequency distribution for !, ater, obtained from a series of 

monthly samples at Robben Island from December 1972 to October 1973 at 

depths of 45', 65' and 90' <D.E. Pollock, unpublished data) is used for all 

three areas <Table 4.51. A mean !, ater biomass (g.m-2> was estimated from 

samples at various ~egions and depths off the Cape Peninsula <Newman and 

Pollock, 1977J, Dassen Island (Newman and Pollock, 1977) and Robben Island 

<Pollock, 1978>. Multiplication of these values by total area of each site 

<Cape Peninsula estimated by Newman and Pollock, 1977; Dassen Island and 

Robben Island estimated by D.E. Pollock, pers. comm.> yields the total 

biomass of mussels in each area. The si2e of an average mussel <6.5 mm) was 

calculated from the si2e-frequency distribution and converted to average 

mussel mass <1.893 g> using the A. ater mass-length equation derived under 

"Mussel Energy Content CMUSKJ)" <see p 41>. For each area, the total mussel 

biomass was converted to total mussel number by dividing by the mass of an 

average si2e mussel <Table 4.6J. 

In order to compute age-frequency distributions for each area at the 

"overall" growth rate, the program "FREQ" <Appendix E and F> which does not 

require natural mortality rates, was used because the mussel natural 

mortality values calculated here are very approximate. The algorithm used 

in "FREQ" computes an age-frequency distribution from the si2e composition 

structure of the population. A cumulative si2e-frequency distribution is 

calculated from the percentage si2e-frequency distribution and total 

population number. It is assumed that straight lines link the data points 

corresponding to the cumulative number and upper length of each si2e class 

Cas in Fig. 2.3, replacing si2e with cumulative numbers and age with si2e>. 

Equations for each straight line are calculated and the cumulative number 

at the estimated upper length of each age class computed by substitution 

into the relevant equation. The cumulative frequencies are then reduced to 

absolute numbers per age class by simple subtraction, producing an age-
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TABLE 4.7 : Reproductive output of A: ater calculated from various sources 
of data Csee text). 

SIZE CLASS ENERGY OUTPUT MASS OUTPUT NUMBER EGGS NUMBER EGGS 
OF GONAD OF GONAD SPAWNED PER SPAWNING 

CkJ.ind -1.yr -1> Cdry g.ind -1.yr-1) ANNUALLY lind-~1/3yr-~ 
<ind -1.yr -1) 

2 1.070 0.059 1 247 357 415 786 
3 3.610 0.198 4 186 047 1 395 349 
4 8.041 0.440 9 302 326 3 100 775 
5 14.625 0.800 16. 913 319 5 637 773 
6 23.578 1.291 27 293 869 9 097 956 
7 35.090 1.921 40 613 108 13 537 703 
8 49.328 2.700 57 082 452 19 027 484 



frequency distribution. The age-frequency distributions are believed to be 

unstable because the numbers do not decline with age. Nevertheless they are 

used as a starting point in the model. 

Reproductive Output <EGG) and Egg Mortality \EGGMOR) 

Estimates of reproductive output in terms of kilojoules per year for !. 

ater of size 15 - 90 mm are given by C.L. Griffiths <unpublished data>. 

Non-linear regression of this data produced the following equation <r 2 = 

0.9921. 

!_. ater reproductive output 
(kJ .individual. yr -t1 

= 0.0017 x Shell length (mm) 2 • 38 

Energy output was converted to A, ater dry mass using the factor 18.27 

kJ.g-t <Wickens and Griffiths, 19851. Thompson <19791 estimated that 10 6 

freeze-dried Mytilus edulis eggs weigh 47.3 mg. Making the assumption that 

eggs of M, edulis and !, ater are comparable in weight, the reproductive 

output of different-sized !, ater was converted to number of eggs spawned 

per year. Since there are three spawnings per year <Griffiths and King, 

1979a>. the annual reproductive output was further divided by three to give 

the numb.er of eggs per spawning <Table 4.7>. Size-frequency distributions 

for the Cape Peninsula, Dassen Island and Robben Island mussel populations 

were calculated from the percentage size-frequency distribution <D.E. 

Pollock, unpublished data> and the population number in each area <see "Age 

Frequency Distribution CNUM • .l", p 31>. The number of eggs spawned by 

different-sized mussels was multiplied by these distributions and the 

number of eggs produced by the female half of the population in each of 

these areas totalled. Mean <9.735 x 10 1'>, upper <18.148 x 1ot') and lower 

<2.762 x 10 ''> estimates of egg production per spawning were calculated for 

these areas on the S.A. west coast. 

Since no data were available for the mortality of mussel eggs, an estimate 

was made from the ratio of the number of eggs produced in one year to the 
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TABLE 4.8 : Annual increase in carapace length at different growth rates 
for male and female .L, lalandii over their respective size ranges. The rate 
given for the first size class simply allows one year for larval stages up 
to a length of 10 mm. Juvenile growth rate data are from Pollock <1973) and 
adult data are based on ranges given by D.E. Pollock Cpers. comm.) Csee 
Chapter 2). 

SIZE CLASS 

Juvenile Growth 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 

Adult Growth 

"OVERALL" 
ESTIMATE 

7 6.00 
8 5.25 
9 4.50 

10 4.00 
11 3.50 
12 3.00 
13 2.50 
14 1.50 

GROWTH RATE Cmm.year-1
) 

MALES 

10.00 
9.30 

12.02 
14.71 
13.51 
11.74 

"FAST" 

7.00 
6.50 
6.00 
5.50 
5.00 
4.50 
4.00 
2.50 

"SLOW" 

5.00 
4.00 
3.00 
2.50 
2.00 
1.50 
1.00 
0.50 

"OVERALL" 

2.00 
1.25 
1.00 
0.70 
0.50 

FEMALES 

10.00 
8.25 

10.28 
14.01 
12.56 
10.61 

"FAST" 

2.50 
1.50 
1.00 
0.70 
0.50 

"SLOW" 

1.50 
1.00 
0.50 
0.40 
0.30 



calculated number of one year olds. The annual mortality rate was assumed 

to be approximately in the region of M = 10.6 to 12.5. 

LOBSTER DATA 

Growth Increments CGR01J 

Annual increments in carapace length for the "overall" growth estimate, 

"fast" and "slow" growth rates, for male and female !!. lalandii were 

calculated from the daily values considered most realistic (see Chapter 2) 

and are given in Table 4.8. Fig. 4.1 indicates that the "overall" estimate, 

"slow" and "fast" growth rates are appropriate for the Dassen Island, Cape 

Peninsula and Robben Island lobster populations respectively <supported by 

D.E. Pollock, pers. comm.>. 

Age - Length Distributions <LEN ia and JUVLEN> 

Tables 4.9 and 4.10 show the upper length limits of each male and female 

age class <LEN 1.> for the range of growth rates, computed using the three 

sets of growth increments as data in the program "GROWTH" <see Chapter 2>. 

The upper length limit of the first age class CJUVLEN> was set to 10 mm 

<approximated from Silberbauer, 1971>. 

Natural Mortality CMOR1J 

D.E. Pollock <pers. comm.> believes that few eggs are lost from a berried 

!!. lalandii female so that egg mortality may be taken to be negligible. 

Morgan <1972> has also shown for Panulirus cygnus that there is little egg 

loss during incubation and that infertile eggs comprise a very small 

percentage of the total carried C4.5 :n In the larval stages, prolific 

predation by fish such as the maasbanker, Trachurus trachurus, pilchard, 

Sardinops ocellata and the longfin tuna, Thunnus alalunia <Heydorn, 1969b> 

accounts for some mortality. The greatest cause of larval mortality, 
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TABLE 4.9 : Male J, lalandii age-length distributions for different growth 
rates computed by the program "GROWTH" <see Chapter 2>. 

AGE <years) CARAPACE LENGTH Cmm) AGE <years) CARAPACE 
LENGTH Cmm) 

<CONTINUED> 

"OVERALL" "FAST" "SLOW" "SLOW" 
GROWTH GROWTH GROWTH GROWTH 

1 10.0 10.0 10.0 31 122.3 
2 19.3 19.3 19.3 32 123.3 
3 31.3 31.3 31.3 33 124.3 
4 45.5 45.5 45.5 34 125.3 
5 57.8 57.8 57.8 35 126.3 
6 64.9 65.7 64.1 36 127.3 
7 70.7 72.5 69.0 37 128.3 
8 76.0 79.0 73.2 38 129.3 
9 81.1 85.0 77.2 39 130.1 

10 85.5 90.9 80.9 40 130.6 
11 90.0 96.4 83.9 41 131.1 
12 94.0 101.7 86.9 42 131.6 
13 98.0 106.7 89.9 43 132.1 
14 101.8 111.5 92.4 44 132.6 
15 105.3 116.0 94.9 45 133.1 
16 108.7 120.5 97.4 46 133.6 
17 111.~ 124.5 99.9 47 134.1 
18 114.9 128.5 101.9 48 134.6 
19 117.9 131.5 103.9 49 135.1 
20 120.8 134.0 105.9 50 135.6 
21 123.2 136.5 107.9 51. 136.1 
22 125.7 139.0 109.9 52 136.6 
23 128.2 111.4 53 137.1 
24 130.4 112.9 54 137.6 
25 131.9 114.4 55 138.1 
26 133.4 115.9 56 138.6 
27 134.9 117.4 57 139.1 
28 136.4 118.9 58 139.6 
29 137.9 120.3 
30 139.4 121.3 

. ~:;· 



TABLE 4.10 : Female J., lalandii age-length distributions for different 
growth rates computed using the program "GROWTH" Csee. Chapter 2). 

AGE Cyears> CARAPACE LENGTH Cmm> AGE Cyears> CARAPACE LENGTH Cmm) 
<CONTINUED> 

"OVERALL" "FAST" "SLOW" "OVERALL" "FAST" "SLOW" 
GROWTH GROWTH GROWTH GROWTH GROWTH GROWTH 

1 10.0 10.0 10.0 51 104.0 105.2 93.5 
2 18.2 18.2 18.2 52 104.5 105.7 93.9 
3 28.1 28.1 28.1 53 105.0 106.2 94.3 
4 41.2 41.2 41.2 54 105.5 106.7 94.7 
5 53.2 53.2 53.2 55 106.0 107.2 95.1 
6 60.7 60.9 60.5 56 106.5 107.7 95.5 
7 62.7 63.4 62.0 57 107.0 108.2 95.9 
8 64.7 65.9 63.5 58 107.5 108.7 96.3 
9 66.7 68.4 65.0 59 108.0 109.2 96.7 

10 68.7 70.5 66.5 60 108.5 109.7 97.1 
11 70.4 72.0 68.0 61 109.0 97.5 
12 71.7 73.5 69.5 62 109.5 97.9 
13 72.9 75.0 70.7 63 110.0 98.3 
14 74.2 76.5 71.7 64 98.7 
15 75.4 78.0 72.7 65 99.1 
16 76.7 79.5 73.7 66 99.5 
17 77.9 80.7 74.7 67 99.9 
18 79.2 81.7 75.7 68 100.2 
19 80.4 82.7 76.7 69 100.5 
20 81.3 83.7 77.7 70 

0 
100.8 

21 82.3 84.7 78.7 71 101.1 
22 83.3 85.7 79.7 72 101.4 
23 84.3 86.7 80.3 73 101.7 
24 85.3 87.7 80.8 74 102.0 
25 86.3 88.7 81.3 75 102.3 
26 87.3 89.7 81.8 76 102.6 
27 88.3 ·90.s 82.3 77 102.9 
28 89.3 91.2 82.8 78 103.2 
29 90.2 91.9 83.3 79 103.5 
30 90.9. 92.6 83.8 80 103.8 
31 91.6 93.3 84.3 81 104.1 
32 92.3 94.0 . 84.8 82 104.4 
33 93.0 94.7 ·. 85.3 83 104.7 
34 93.7 95.5 85.8 84 105.0 
35 94.4 96.1 86.3 85 105.3 
36 95.1 96.8. 86.8 86 105.6 
37 95.8 97.5 87.3 87 105.9 
38 96.5 98.2 87.8 88 106.2 
39 97.2 98.9 88.3 89 106.5 
40 97.9 99.6 88.8 90 106.8 
41 98.6 100.2 89.3 91 107.1 
42 . 99.3 100.7 89.8 92 107.4 
43 100.0 101.2 90.3 93 107.7 
44' 100.5 101.7 90.7 94 108.0 
45 101.0 102.2 91.1 95 108.3 
46 101.5 102.7 91.5 96 108.6 
47 102.0 103.2 91.9 97 108.9 
48 102.5 103.7 . 92.3 98 109.2 
49 103.0 104.2 92.7 99 109.5 
so 103.5 104.7 93.1 100 109.8 

~-



TABLE 4.11 : Natural mortality for male and female J_. lalandii estimated 
from monthly natural mortality values suggested by D.E. Pollock Cpers. 
commJ. 

SIZE CLASS MALES FEMALES 

ANNUAL MONTHLY ANNUAL MONTHLY 

1 12.000 1.000 12.000 1.000 
2 Q 0.275 0.023 0.275 0.023 
3 0.225 0.019 0.225 0.019 
4 0.175 0.015 0.175 0.015 
5 0.125 0.010 0.125 0.010 
6 0.100 0.008 0.100 0.008 
7 0.100 0.008 0.100 0.008 
8 0.100 0.008 0.125 0.010 
9 0.100 0.008 0.175 0.015 

10 0.100 0.008 0.225 0.019 
11 0.125 0.010 0.275 0.023 
12 0.175 0.015 
13 0.225 0.019 
14 0.275 0.023 



however, is dispersal by currents to areas which are unsuitable for 

settling of the benthic larvae <Lazarus, 1967>. l. lalandii larval counts 

from Lamberts Bay to Cape Infanta showed that 1012 first stage phyllosoma 

larvae were reduced to 4 last stage larvae <Lazarus, 1967>. Exponential 

decline from 1012 to 4 over the 7.5 month phyllosoma stages CSilberbauer, 

19711 indicates a monthly mortality rate of M = 0.738. To account for ,the 

natural mortality of hatching, naupliosoma larvae and the puerulus stage, a 

monthly mortality of K = 1.0 was estimated for the first year of life, by 

which time a length of 10 mm has been reached. 

Predation on post-larval l. lalandii is fairly rare, occurring mainly when 

the animal is in soft-shelled condition and unable to defend itself. The 

predators include the Cape fur seal, Arctocephalus pusillus, hagfish, 

Heptatretus hexatrema, octopus and various dogsharks and rockfish CHeydorn, 

1969bl. J.H.M. David <unpublished data), however, has estimated that the 

first year pups of a seal colony at Kleinsee on the S.A. west coast may eat 

a large tonnage of lobster during the period July to December. Cannibalism 

may occur in adults <Pollock, 1978> but this generally only happens in 

crowded conditions <Paterson, 1969>. Death resulting from mechanical damage 

in the immediate post-moult stage and complications during ecdysis are 

other forms of mortality <Paterson, 1969>. Senility is possibly also a 

factor <Seed, 1969> and, in terms of the model, natural mortality may 

include poaching and emigration to more sheltered areas in larger animals 

<Pollock, 1978>. Estimates of annual natural mortality of male and female 

l. lalandii over 10 mm were made by D.E. Pollock Cpers. comm.> using 

observed sex ratios as a guideline. The range of values varied· between M = 

0.1 and 0.3 over the respective size ranges of each sex. The trend showed a 

higher juvenile mortality, decreasing towards maturity, stabilizing for 

some years and thereafter increasing with age. Juvenile size classes <2 -

6> were given linearly decreasing annual mortality rates in this range. An 

annual mortality rate of M = 0.1 was then estimated until each sex was 
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TABLE 4.12 : Whole wet mass of different size classes of J_. lalandii males 
calculated from the size-mass relationship given by Heydorn C1969a). 

SIZE CLASS 

2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 

MASS Cx 10 -6 tons) 

2.112 
9.284 

24.625 
51.024 
<fl.291 

148.167 
224.345 
322.478 
445.179. 
595.034 
774.600 
986.408 

1232.968 



approximately the si2e corresponding to 15 years of age whereafter the 

mortality increases linearly to the upper end of the range at the maximum 

si2es of each sex <Table 4.11 >. 

Other workers on different spiny lobster species have calculated similar 

natural mortality values. Bowen and Chittleborough <1966> and Morgan <1977> 

have given annual values of 0.592 - 2.083 and 0.226 respectively for 

Panulirus cygnus. Chittleborough and Phillips <1975> have calculated annual 

natural mortality values for· juvenile Panulirus cygnus over 3 years of age 

to be between 0.244 and 1.516, caused mostly by density-dependent factors. 

Annual natural mortality values of 0.2 - 1.04 for Jasus paulensis were 

estimated. by Vranckx <1973>. Munro <1974> calculated. instantaneous 

mortality rates or 0.52 <unexploited stocks), 0.23 <moderately exploited> 

and 0.14 <heavily exploited> for Panulirus argus. Newman <1973> gives 

natural mortality rates or between 0.1 and 0.2 for the commercially

exploited. stocks of ~ lalandii at Dassen Island and the Cape Peninsula. 

Exploited stocks are likely to have lower natural mortality rates because 

densities are reduced by fishing. Thus the Robben Island stock may have a 

higher natural mortality than the other areas. This is confirmed by Pollock 

<1978> who calculated an annual mortality or 0.36 at Robben Island. 

Whole Wet Mass 

Heydorn C1969a> gives the following relationship between mean whole wet 

mass and carapace length of male J., lalandii from data collected. from a 

number of different areas off the S.A. west coast. 

J., lalandii whole wet mass Cg> = 0.652 x Carapace length Ccm> 2 •899 

From this equation, the mean mass of lobsters of different sizes could be 

estimated CTable 4.12>. This parameter is used in the model to estimate 

catch in tons from the number of harvested.. Although the equation only 
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Table 4.13 : Catch of J., lalandii in numbers calculated from the 1983/1984 
commercial catch statistics <Sea Fisheries Research Institute, unpublished 
data> for the South African west coast and the size-mass relationship given 
by Heydorn C1969a>. 

AREA 

CAPE 
PENINSULA 

DASSEN 
ISLAND 

MEAN SIZE 
OF CATCH 

Cmm> 

94 

96 

WHOLE WET MASS 
OF MEAN SIZE 

Cg> 

431.73 

458.90 

CATCH 
<tons> 

530 

830 

CATCH 
Cx 10 3 

individuals> 

1227.62 

1808.67 

TABLE 4.14 : Number of J., lalandii of different sizes caught, calculated 
from the 1983/1984 commercial catch size-frequency distribution CSea 
Fisheries Research Institute, unpublished data> and the estimates given in 
Table 4.13. 

CARAPACE 
LENGTH 

Cmm> 

89-90 
91-95 
96-100 

101-105 
106-110 
111-115 
116-120 
121-125 
126-130 
131-135 

TOTAL 

CAPE PENINSULA 

MALES o FEMALES 

% 

1.00 
53.10 
26.30 
13.70 

4.60 
0.96 
0.18 
0.06 
0.02 

NUMBER 

12 276 
651 866 
322 864 
168 184 

56 471 
11 785 

2 210 
737 
246 

% 

0.08 

99.92 1 226 639 0.08 

NUMBER 

982 

982 

% 

2.10 
45.80 
28.10 
12.00 

5.30 
2.60 
0.80 
0.50 
0.20 
0.05 

DASSEN ISLAND 

MALES 

NUMBER % 

37 989 0.03 
828 522 2.2 
508 329 0.3 
217 080 0.02 

95 877 
47 034 
14 472 

9 045 
3 618 

904 

FEMALES 

NUMBER 

543 
39 798 

5 427 
362 

97.45 1 762 870 2.55 46 130 



applies to males, it is appropriate because commercial catch statistics 

<Sea Fisheries Research Institute, unpublished data) show that males form 

by far the greatest percentage of the catch <> 90 %>. 

Catchable Size <CATLIMJ, Fishing Mortality <FIS 1Jand Fishing Seasons 

The legal minimum catchable size for ~ lalandii in South African waters 

was introduced in 1933 and is at present, 88.9 mm carapace length. For the 

purpose of the models this is taken as 89 mm. 

The 1983/1984 commercial catch data <Sea Fisheries Research Institute, 

unpublished data) given as whole wet mass in metric tons for the Cape 

Peninsula and Dassen Island were converted to catch numbers using the mean 

size of individuals in the catch and the mean mass of this size lobster, 

calculated from the equation in "Whole Wet Mass" <see p 35> <Table 4.13>. 

The number of lobster caught in each size class was calculated from the 

total catch in numbers and the percentage of males and females caught in 

each size class <Table 4.14>. Calculation of fishing mortality was done 

graphically for males only as female catches are minimal. The actual 

catches of size classes 90 - 94, 95 - 99 and 100 - 104 mm were plotted on a 

catch-size plot and a curve through these points fitted by eye. An annual 

growth increment of 4 mm was assumed <corresponding to the 3.95 mm annual 

increment of size class 90 - 94 mm) and the catch corresponding to points 4 

mm apart from 89 to 105 mm were read off. Assuming this catch-size 

distribution reflects the size-frequency distribution of the population, 

four estimates of total annual mortality CZ> were obtained from the 

proportions of age classes lost in one year. These were converted to 

instantaneous rates and an estimated instantaneous natural mortality value 

of 0.1 <D.E. Pollock, pers. comm.> was subtracted from the total 

instantaneous mortality values to give instantaneous fishing mortality. One 

monthly fishing mortality value per area was calculated from the mean or 

these four estimates. The mean monthly fishing mortality was converted to 
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annual fishing mortality for males giving values of F = 0.342 for the Cape 

Peninsula and F = 0.399 for Dassen Island. 

Using one figure for all lobster sizes over the minimum catchable size and 

all months of the fishing season is adequate although not strictly 

realistic. Heydorn C1969b> and Newman and Pollock C1974al suggest that 

larger males are less active; if this applies to foraging, availability in 

traps may be size-dependent. Newman and Pollock C1974a> have also indicated 

that larger males may be less catchable because of increased wariness to 

enter traps and possibly a different feeding pattern. There is seasonal 

variation in catch per unit effort <Newman and Pollock, 1971, 1974a>. the 

catches being dependent on migration, moulting, water conditions for the 

lobsters, and weather for the fishermen. 

D.E. Pollock Cpers. comm.> suggests that female fishing mortality is 

somewhat lower than that of males for various reasons. The most obvious is 

that there are fewer females over the minimum catchable size as they have a 

smaller maximum size, and they tend to stay in the shallower water 

therefore reducing their catchability <Pollock, 1978>. At the beginning of 

the season the males have just completed moulting. during which time they 

have not eaten, therefore they are feeding actively <Newman and Pollock, 

1971, 1974a and Pollock and Beyers, 1981) and readily enter the traps. The 

female moulting period occurs later, towards the end of the fishing season. 

Therefore, for some of the season they are in the soft-shelled condition 

and may not be caught. In addition, during their period of maximal eating, 

most of the fishing quotas have been filled and there is a subsequent 

reduction in fishing effort. Legal-sized males are younger cz 11 years) 

than females reaching the minimum catchable size cz 28 years) and this 

probably also adds to the greater male catchability. An annual estimate of 

F = 0.3 for females at both fishing grounds was chosen as a starting value. 
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TABLE 4.15 : Population numbers of J., lalandii, estimates of the number 
over the minimum catchable size of 89 mm (in parentheses) and the 
percentage of the population over this size at three sites off the · South 
African west coast estimated from the calculated age-frequency 
distributions. 

AREA MALES FEMALES TOTAL PERCENTAGE OF 
POPULATION OF 
CATCHABLE SIZE 

CAPE 31 078 956 35 372 042 66 450 998 8.8 
PENINSULA (4 724 051) (1 094 190) cs 818 240) 

DASS EN 65 581 224 80 663 882 146 245 106 6.3 
ISLAND <7 683 839) (1 470 228) (9 154 067> 

ROBBEN 20 809 616 20 750 775 41 560 391 15.8 
ISLAND C6 136 351) (413 772) <6 550 123) 

TABLE 4.16 : Sex ratios of mature J., lalandii of different sizes, given as 
percentage males as observed cm in the field by D.E. Pollock (unpublished 
data) and from the calculated CC) size-frequency distributions. The codes 
£11 and [2J indicate 1 year sampling at 30 m depth and 3 stations, and 2 
years of sampling at a depth of 12 - 33 m, respectively. 

SIZE 
CLASS 

7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 

CAPE PENINSULA 
0 c 

[1] 

32 
33 
48 
83 
99 

100 
100 
100 

31 
34 
62 
80 
97 

100 
100 
100 

DASSEN ISLAND 
0 c 

C1l 

17 
30 
51 
65 
72 
89 

100 
100 

27 
34 
59 
86 
98 

100 
100 
100 

ROBBEN ISLAND 
0 c 

[21 

24 
40 
61 
86 
97 
99 

100 
1.00 

27 
33 
59 
89 

100 
100 
100 
100 



The open fishing season for J_. lalandii off the South African west coast at 

the time of compilation of the data and programming of the models lasted 

for eight months from November to June inclusive. At present the season is 

from the beginning of November to mid-May, a period of six and a half 

months. Although the eight-month season was used, this makes negligible 

difference because the annual mortality remains the same. One eighth of the 

annual fishing mortalities gives monthly fishing mortalities averaged over 

this harvesting period. At the Cape Peninsula and Dassen Island, monthly F 

values of 0.043 and 0.050 respectively for males, and 0.038 for females 

were calculated for all individuals over the minimum catchable size. 

Age - Frequency Distributions <NUM 1,) 

The numbers in the first J_. lalandii age class, which comprises eggs and 

larvae, were calculated for each sex as half of the mean number of eggs 

spawned by the three populations from the three areas <calculated under 

"Reproductive Output <EGG>", see p 40>. The older age classes of both males 

and females were separated into unequal length classes using the upper 

length limits of each age <LEN> for each area at the estimated "overall" 

growth rate since the natural mortality figures correspond approximately to 

this growth rate. The natural mortality of an age class spanning two size 

classes was calculated using the proportions of the age class in each size 

class. Catch numbers for size classes were split proportionally into 

numbers per age class. The method of calculation of Cape Peninsula and 

Dassen Island age-frequency distributions differed from that of Robben 

Island because the latter has no catch data. For the two fishing grounds 

the following equations were used for males and only the second one for 

females. 

c. z. 
N = F 

(1 - e-z) 

Nt = Noe-" 
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In the first equation, N and C are the number and the catch in an age class 

respectively1 Z is total annual mortality and F is annual fishing mortality 

of the class. This equation was used for the male age classes in which 

catches were made and the numbers in these age classes were calculated 

first. Thereafter, working from the age classes with catches towards the 

younger and older age classes, the second equation was used to complete the 

male age-frequency distribution. In this equation, M is annual natural 

mortality and Ni and No are the number of individ,uals in the present and 

preceding years respectively. Since catch data for females are 

unrepresentative of population numbers, juvenile females smaller than 60 mm 

carapace length were assumed to have the same number of individuals as the 

males since the natural mortality over these size classes is believed to be 

the same for the two sexes. The numbers in the older female age classes 

were extrapolated from the oldest juvenile class using the second equation. 

Pollock <1979> estimates that the mean density of J_, lalandii Cover 55 mm 

carapace length) per metre squared at depths of 14 - 27 m off Robben Island 

is 0.81, and he suggests Cpers. comm.> that an area of 23 · km 2 is occupied 

by the lobsters. This yields a total of 1.863 x 10 7 mature <> 55 mm> 

lobsters in the area. Since there is no legal exploitation of lobster at 

Robben Island and juvenile lobster have equivalent growth and mortality 

rates, it is assumed that there are similar numbers C0.932 x 10 i of each 

sex over 55 mm. It is not possible to obtain a total population size

frequency distribution for lobster as the juveniles live in crevices in the 

shallows and only migrate to deeper waters as they near maturity. 

Percentage si2e-frequency distributions for mature males and females at 

Robben Island <D.E. Pollock, unpublished data) <Pig. 4.3) were converted to 

total number distributions, the absence of juveniles causing it to show a 

normally-distributed population structure. The slope of the right-hand side 

of the distribution is assumed to reflect that of a distribution of the 

whole population. -The number in sbe class.10 in the male population siH-
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frequency distribution, was used as a starting point for calculations. 

Thereafter, older and younger age class numbers were calculated using the 

second equation Cp 38>. The female immature age classes were assumed to be 

equivalent to those of the males and the older age classes were calculated 

from these using the same equation. 

The male distributions calculated using catch d~ta have a bimodal age-

frequency distribution in which some older age classes have more 

individuals than preceding classes. Although this is impossible in a stable 

state because numbers should decline with age, it is assumed that the 

population is not in steady state. The total number of each sex (excluding 

the larval stages of age class 1) and the number over the minimum catchable 

size is assumed to be approximately correct for each area CTable 4.15) and 

the calculated distributions are used as a starting point in the model. The 

sex ratio of lobsters varies among size classes because females have ,a 

smaller maximum carapace length C110 mm) than males C140 mm> CTable 4.16). 

Reproductive Output CEGG> 

In order to obtain a fecundity-size relationship, egg counts by Hickman 

<1945> were combined with those by Heydorn <1965) for ~ lalandii females 

of various carapace lengths. Morgan C1972> showed that for the Western 

Australian spiny lobster, Panulirus cygnus, fecundity did not vary over the 

geographical range of the species, so the !!, lalandii data is assumed to 

apply to all of the study sites. Regression of the data produced a linear 

relationship between number of eggs and carapace length Cr = 0.978), 

predicting the number of eggs spawned annually as !!, lalandii only spawns 

once a year CHeydorn, 1969b; Newman and Pollock, 1974a). 

Number of !!, lalandii eggs spawned = -345521 + 575 x Carapace length Cmm) 
Cindi vidual -1.yr-1> 
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FIGURE 4.3 : Size-frequency distribution of adult J., lalandii at Robben 
Island CD.E. Pollock, unpublished data>. 
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TABLE 4.17 : Reproductive output of female J., lalandii of different sizes 
calculated from the equation derived from the data of Hickman <1945) and 
Heydorn <1965). 

SIZE CLASS 

8 
9 

10 
11 

NUMBER OF EGGS 
PER FEMALE 

85 729 
143 229 
200 729 
258 229 

TABLE 4.18 : Energy content of A, ater of different sizes calculated from 
the equation derived from data given by Griffiths and King C1979a) and 
'Wickens and Griffiths C1985l. 

SIZE CLASS 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 

FLESH CkJ) 

0.017 
0.321 
1.249 
3.057 
5.967 

10.179 
15.876 
23.234 



Morgan <1972> suggests that the relationship between carapace length and 

the number of eggs carried by a female lobster is generally linear. The 

present data confirm this since both exponential and power curves gave a 

poorer fit Cr~ between fecundity and female size. Heydorn <1965> suggests 

that female l. lalandii populations as a whole can only be regarded as 

sexually mature from 70 mm so only size classes 8 to 11 have been 

considered as reproductive <Table 4.17>. Morgan <1980) reviews fecundity in 

various species of spiny lobster of the genera Jasus and Panulirus and 

gives a range of approximately 87 to 460 thousand eggs per spawning for 

different-sized females although a figure of 2 million eggs is possible in 

l. verreauxi <Kensler, 1967>. Morgan <1980> shows that Jasµs sp. appear to 

be less fecund than Panulirus sp. and the values calculated for ~ lalandii 

do appear to fall in the lower half of his range. The reproductive output 

of different-sized females was multiplied by the calculated population 

size-frequency distributions of each area and the total number of eggs 

spawned by the Cape Peninsula, Dassen Island and Robben Island populations 

calculated. This provided a mean <1.488 x 10 17), upper <2.579 x 10 17) and 

lower C0.688 x 10 17) estimates of annual ~ lalandii egg producton per 

spawning for these areas on the S.A. west coast. 

LOBSTER - MUSSEL INTERACTION DATA 

Mussel Energy Content CMUSKJ> 

Raw data on the mass of A, ater in the size ranges 5 - 25 mm and 25 - 85 mm 

were provided by Wickens and Griffiths <1985> and Griffiths and King 

C1979a), respectively. By combining these two sets of data, a regression 

was calculated correlating A, ater mass and size Cr 2 = 0.880>. 

A, ater dry mass <mg> = 0.013 x Shell length Cmm> 2
•
661 

The energy content of A, ater dry flesh is 18.27 kJ.g-t <Wickens and 

Griffiths, 1985>. These two relationships yielded a flesh energy content to 
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TABLE 4.19 : 
sizes, given 
estimated by 
<1980>. 

Monthly energy consumption of adult ~ lalandii of different 
for use in the model as 80 % of the requirement value 
the equation derived from data of Griffiths and Seiderer 

SIZE CLASS CONSUMPTION CkJ.month-1
) 

7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 

0 

196.91 
302.44 
440.21 
614.51 
829.62 

1089.85 
1399.48 
1762.80 



size equation. 

!, ater flesh CkJ) = 2.38 x 10-• x Shell length Cmm> 2
•
661 

The energy content of an average size mussel from each mussel size class 

was calculated <Table 4.18>. This equation was used as an average 

throughout the year although there is seasonal fluctuation such as an 

increased energy content when the mussels are reproducing. 

Adult Lobster Energy Requirements CKJOPTEAT1.> 

Although immature J., lalandii « 60 mm carapace length> eat mussels, D.E. 

Pollock Cpers. comm.> suggests that they may not be dependent on them as a 

source of food since other prey items have been round in stomachs of small 

lobster while they are still in the shallower waters. Using the raw data 

from Griffiths and Seiderer C1980> for the numbers and sizes of !, ater 

consumed per day by five adult J., lalandii of different sizes and the 

relationship between !, ater energy content and shell length derived under 

"Mussel Energy Content CMUSKJl" (p 41>, the daily energy consumption of 

these five lobsters was calculated. Conversion to monthly consumption and 

regression of the data produced the following relationship Cr 2 = 0.964>. 

J., lalandil consumption CkJ.month -l) = 0.0009 x Carapace length Cmm> 2 • 999 

This equation is similar to that given by Griffiths and Seiderer <1980> for 

J., lalandii consumption but uses the !, ater energy content equation 

derived here. To confirm this equation, consumption rates calculated by P. 

Zoutendyk (unpublished data> from an aquarium experiment of one year 

duration involving six males 80 to 130 mm in carapace length, feeding on 

the mussel, Choromytilus meridionalis, show very similar monthly energy 

intake. In a laboratory experiment, specimens do not have to expend energy 

foraging as there may be an unlimited supply of food but they are not 

subjected. to environmental hazards such as wave action, and the two factors 

may compensate. For the purpose of the model, consumption figures 80 ~ or 
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TABLE 4.20 : Numbers and si2es of !, ater consumed by one adult J. lalandii 
per month based on the data of Griffiths and Seiderer C1980>. The figures 
are given for use in the model as 80 % of the requirement value estimated 
by the consumption equation derived from the same source. 

LOBSTER SIZE CLASS 

7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 

1 65 48 36 29 12 0 0 0 
2 166 182 199 223 110 60 36 0 

MUSSEL 3 79 96 137 173 120 72 58 38 
SIZE 4 14 31 53 72 84 96 84 60 
CLASS 5 0 5 7 10 24 34 62 74 

6 0 0 5 24 48 60 77 
7 0 0 0 5 19 
8 0 0 

• 



the calculated amounts were used since, in reality !, ater is not the only 

source of food, although optimal lobster growth may depend upon this 

species <Table 4.19>. 

Numbers and Sizes of Mussels Consumed by Lobsters CNUMOPTEAT 11 •• J 

The raw data from Griffiths and Seiderer <1980> on numbers and sizes of !. 

ater consumed per day by five different-sized adult J., lalandii were 

converted to monthly consumption requirements. They were used in 

conjunction with the 80 % monthly energy consumption figures for ~ 

lalandii of all sizes <calculated in "Adult Energy Requirements 

CKJOPTEAT1J" from the same data Cp 42)) in order to estimate numbers and 

sizes of !, ater eaten by the whole size spectrum of adult lobsters C> 60 

mm carapace length) <Table 4.20>. 

Proportion of mussels unavailable to lobsters <REM> 

A figure of 25 % of all !, ater was modelled as being unobtainable to 

lobsters and subject to natural mortality only. The reason for this is that 

some sizes of mussels occur in dense clumps that are not easily accessible 

to lobsters and if there is a low density of mussels, the lobsters are not 

likely to find all of them. 
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CHAPTER 5 

Mussel model 



CHAPTIR 5 MUSS!L MODIL 

TUNING 

Three mussel parameters <natural mortality, eggs spawned and egg mortality> 

and three forms of output <total population number at yearly intervals and 

age- and size-frequency distributions of the last simulated year> may have 

been used in tuning this model. However, the observed size-frequency 

distribution of D.E. Pollock <unpublished data> produced "unstable" age

frequency distributions Csee Chapter 4>; thus the output age/size-frequency 

distributions were not suitable for tuning the model and only the total 

number of mussels was used. There was therefore no basis for adjusting 

post-larval natural mortality of different mussel size classes leaving 

reproductive potential <calculated from the number of eggs spawned and the 

mortality of these eggs> as the only tuning tool. 

The tuned output for the mussel model was stable after the simulation 

period of 100 years and varied by no more than a fraction of a percent from 

the calculated population values for each area <Appendix G>. 

output appeared to have been overestimated, resulting in 

populations so that the minimum estimate for the number 

Reproductive 

large 

of 

mussel 

eggs per 

spawning was eventually used. The tuned values of the main tuning 

parameter, egg mortality, which was tuned to three significant places, are 

close to the calculated value <Table 5.1>. The magnitude of the tuned 

mortality values are inversely proportional to the total population number 

at each area. Percentage si2e-frequency distributions for each area are 

identical since growth and natural mortality are the same. These "stable" 

size-frequency distributions are very different from the observed 

distribution at Robben Island <D.E. Pollock, unpublished data> showing 

little evidence of bimodality <Fig. 5.1 and Table 5.2>. The age-frequency 

distribution <not illustrated> is representative of a "stable" state with 

numbers declining with age. In further simulations, the stable values from 
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TABLE 5.1 Tuned values for parameters of the mussel model. Values in 
parentheses below each area name give the total number of mussels Cin 
millions) found in the area. 

PARAMETER ORIGINAL 
VALUE 

TUNED VALUE 

CAPE PENINSULA 
C27 395> 

Eggs per 9.735 x 1ot' 2.762 x 1ot' 
spawning CEGG> 

Egg mortality 
at spawning 
CEGGMOR> 

11.550 13.084 

DASSEN ISLAND 
(180 481> 

2.762 x 10 t' 

11.199 

ROBBEN ISLAND 
C82 474> 

2.162 x 1ot' 

11.982 

TABLE 5.2 : Comparison of A: ater size-frequency distribution as observed 
by D.E. Pollock (unpublished data> at Robben Island and the tuned 
distribution from the mussel model. 

SIZE CLASS OBSERVED PERCENTAGE TUNED PERCENTAGE 
FREQUENCY FREQUENCY 

1 91.70 33.14 
2 7.07 27.49 
3 0.05 12.37 
4 0.01 13.10 
5 0.04 7.65 
6 0.18 2.69 
7 0.51 2.15 
8 0.44 1.41 



FIGURE 5.1 : Tuned si2e-frequency distribution of a mussel population as 
simulated by the mussel model for any area. 
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TABLE 5.3 Results of the sensitivity analysis on the mussel model. Where 
a range of values occurs, the letter in parentheses indicates the area 
values (C = Cape Peninsula, D = Dassen Island, R = Robben Island). 

SENSITIVITY 
PARAMETER 

Eggs +20% 
-20% 

Egg +20% 
mortality -20% 

Natural +20% 
mortality -20% 

"Slow" growth 
"Fast" growth 

TOTAL POPULATION NUMBER 
(% OF TUNED VALUE) 

120 
80 

CC)7 I 9(R) I 11(0) 
<0)939 I 1098CR) I 1369CC) 

80 
135 

<R+D>79 I 80CC) 
114 



the tuned runs and a simulation time of 100 years were used as input. Only 

the stable endpoint values are used for comparison between different 

simulations because the initial fluctuations in the trends are merely a 

result of the model "settling in" to the new parameters. 

SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS 

The sensitivity analysis involved testing all of the mussel parameters at 

approximately ± 20 % of their tuned values and in the case of growth rate, 

at "slow" and "fast" growth <Table 5.3>. In terms of total numbers, only 

mussel egg mortality caused a disproportionately C> 20 %> large change from 

tuned numbers because this effect is implemented during each of the three 

spawnings each year and large numbers of eggs are involved. Change in 

growth rate can alter the total numbers to -21 % ("slow"> or +14 % ("fast"> 

due to the fact that with the "slow" growth rate, the individuals are 

subjected to the larger mortality of the small size classes for longer and 

vice~-

EFFECTS OF VARIOUS PARAMETERS ON POPULATION SIZE STRUCTURE 

Natural mortality rate : 

A 20 % change in natural mortality of different size classes caused 

complete loss of bimodality C+ 20 % mortality> or an enhanced bimodality C-

20 %> in the size distribution <Fig. 5.2>. 

Growth rate 

Growth rate has a marked effect on mussel population size composition <Fig. 

5.3>. The input values for "slow" growth are noticeably different from the 

growth increments of the "overall" estimate and "fast" growth. A slowing of 

the growth rate causes complete loss of bimodality and there appears to be

an exponential decrease in number with increase in si2e. 
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FIGURE 5.2 : The effect of natural mortality rate on mussel population size 
composition as simulated by the mussel model. 
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FIGURE 5.3 : The effect of growth rate on mussel population size 
composition as simulated by the mussel model. 
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FIGURE 5.4 : The effect of the shape of a growth curve on mussel population 
size composition as simulated by the mussel model. 
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Growth curve : 

The observed growth data indicate that mussels have a van Bertalanffy-like 

growth curve. The effect of linear growth "curves" in which there is no 

change in growth increment over size was tested to see whether the shape of 

the growth curve influences population size structure CFig. 5.4>. "Fast" 

and "slow" linear growth rates which yield the same maximum age at the 

given maximum size of 80 mm as in the equivalent von Bertalanffy curves 

were used. Such linear increments result in an exponentially decreasing 

size structure apart from the increase in the last age class which is 

caused by accumulation of individuals in this class. The "slow" von 

Bertalanff y curve is almost linear and therefore shows a unimodal, 

approximately exponential, decrease in size structure. 

DISCUSSION 

Since there was only one output value available for use in tuning, only one 

parameter was used to vary this and natural mortality values for different 

mussel size classes were not estimated through simulation. The mortality of 

mussel eggs, which is inversely proportional to the number of mussels 

occurring in each area, can be explained by two main features. Firstly, the 

number of eggs lost during their drift in the currents to each area differs 

and this is accounted for by the egg mortality. Secondly, the substrate at 

each area differs and the mortality of eggs in the model serves to reduce 

the numbers to the carrying capacity of the area suitable for habitation. 

The effects that the natural mortality and growth parameters have on 

population size structure are substantial. If natural mortality is 

increased, fewer individuals survive to the larger size classes shifting 

the size-frequency distribution to the left and decreasing bimodality. 

Likewise, reduction of the mortality rate causes greater numbers to 

survive to the larger size classes, shifting the size distribution to the 
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right and enhancing bimodality. "Slow" growth results in more individuals 

remaining in the smaller size classes for longer, and vice versa, thereby 

changing the size structure. From the results of using different growth 

curves it may be concluded that the shape of· the von Bertalanffy growth 

curve, which is defined by the growth rate Ck> and maximum length (loo) 

attained, is instrumental in causing large variations in the size 

distribution. A "slow" growth rate results in similar· increments in the 

smaller and larger size classes. Thus the size-frequency distribution 

produced by "slow" growth following a von Bertalanffy growth curve looks 

similar to the distribution formed by a linear growth "curve". The more 

growth increments change with size, the less the distribution resembles an 

exponential curve which is caused by reduction in numbers from natural 

mortality as individuals grow through the size classes. Neither the 

observed CD.E. Pollock, unpublished data> nor the tuned mussel size

frequency distributions are biased towards particular cohorts as may occur 

when mussel beds comprise one or a few age classes. However, considering 

the variability in size distributions with parameter change, it is not 

unexpected that these two distributions are very different. 

The practical use of this model is limited, but it can be used to show the 

great variability in mussel population size structure caused'by a variety 

of factors, in particular the influence of growth. Natural mortality and 

growth rates vary considerably between and within habitats so that there 

will be no single distribution which can be considered representative of 

all shore zones and seasons at a study site. 
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CHAPTER.6 

Lobster models 



CHAPIBB 6 LOBSTBB MODBI,S 

The simulations have been divided into two sections; those in which 

recruitment is assumed to be constant and those in which a linear stock

recruitment relationship is used. 

A. WITH CONSTANT RECRUITMENT 

TUNING 

Each area was simulated separately with its appropriate growth rate as 

input, so that parameters specific to each could be obtained. The "overall" 

estimate, "fast" and "slow" growth correspond to the growth rates for 

Dassen Island, Robben Island and the Cape Peninsula, respectively. There 

were four sets of lobster parameters <number of eggs per spawning, 

egg/larval mortality, lobster natural mortality C13 and 10 values for male 

and female size classes, respectively] and fishing mortality> and a number 

of forms of output Cfor each sex, total number of individuals excluding 

larval stages Csize class 11, number of harvestable size, number harvested, 

mean size of individuals in the catch and size-frequency distributions; 

mass of lobster harvested and the sex ratios of different size classes of 

lobster) which may have been used in tuning this model for each of the 

chosen areas. Because the age-frequency distributions calculated were 

"unstable" Csee Chapter 4), the output age/size-frequency distributions 

could not be used as indicators in tuning. The number of eggs per spawning 

and the egg/larval mortality of these eggs during the first year of life 

were used to tune the total number of individuals. Lobster smaller than 60 

mm in carapace length occur as a separate stock from the adults and have 

similar growth increments, probably typical for most areas on the S.A. 

southwest coast <Pollock, 1973>. Using the same reasoning, the calculated 

juvenile natural mortality values Cup to the 6th size class) were kept the 

same for each area. The main tuning parameter was natural mortality of the 
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Table 6.1 : Tuned values of parameters in the lobster constant recruitment 
model. Values in parentheses below each area name give the total number of 
lobsters found in each area. 

PARAMETER ORIGINAL 
VALUE 

Eggs per 1.488 x 10 12 

spawning CEGG> 

Monthly egg/ 1.000 
larval mortality 

Monthly natural 
mortality 
<male/ female) 

7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 

0.008/0.008 
0.008/ 0.010 
0.008/0.015 
0.008/ 0.019 
0.010/0.023 
0.015 
0.019 
0.023 

Female monthly 0.038 
fishing mortality 
CFIS> 

TUNED VALUE 

CAPE PENINSULA 
C66 450 240> 

0.688 x 10 12 

1.076 

0.006/0.006 
0.005/0.008 
0.005/0.010 
0.006/0.011 
0.006/0.012 
0.007 
0.007 
0.008 

0.0002 

0 

DASSEN ISLAND 
C146 245 106) 

0.688 x 10 12 

0.978 

0.011/0.010 
0.014/ 0.012 
0.015/0.013 
0.016/0.014 
0.017 /0.015 

0.018 
0.019 
0.020 

0.007 

ROBBEN ISLAND 
<6 550 123) 

0.688 x 10 12 

1.109 

0.006/0.008 
0.008/ 0.011 
0.011/0.016 
0.015/0.021 
0.018/ 0.024 

0.020 
0.022 
0.024 



different adult size classes. The number of harvestable size, catch mass, 

mean size of individuals in the catch and the observed sex ratios of each 

size class were tuned by altering the size composition of the catch with 

the natural mortality parameters from different size classes for each sex. 

Male fishing mortality was kept to the calculated values as there was some 

basis for the calculation of these figures. Female fishing mortality was 

used in conjunction with natural mortality to produce the correct number of' 

females harvested. The parameters were tuned to three significant places 

<Table 6.1 >. 

The tuned output stabilized during the 100-year simulation and differed by 

no more than four percent from the calculated population estimates 

<Appendix G>. The minimum estimate of number of eggs shed per spawning was 

used because the mean estimate for reproductive output resulted in large 

population sizes. Egg/larval mortality for each area does not differ much 

from the calculated value and shows a trend in magnitude from area to area 

that is inversely proportional to population size. The main tuning 

parameter, natural mortality of different adult size classes, has tuned 

values that maintain the same trend as the calculated values, increasing in 

the larger size classes. The natural mortality values of the adults 

increase from the Cape Peninsula to Dassen Island to Robben Island. The 

difference in natural mortality between areas is probably an indication of 

the range of annual natural mortality values that may be expected for adult 

lobsters <M = 0.06 to 0.29>. Tuned fishing mortality of females was found 

to be much lower than the estimated value. At Dassen Island females have a 

fishing mortality value one order of magnitude higher than at the Cape 

Peninsula fishing ground. 

Fig. 6.1 shows the "stable" output size-frequency distributions which 

differ for each area. These cannot be compared to any observed 

distributions because counts for juveniles and adults which inhabit 
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FIGURE 6.1 : Size-frequency distributions of J_. lalandii populations at the 
Cape Peninsula, Dassen Island and Robben Island as simulated by the 
lobster constant recruitment model. The vertical broken line indicates the 
present minimum catchable size C89 mm carapace length>. 
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Table 6.2 : Sex ratios of mature iJ..: lalandii of different sizes, given as 
percentage males as observed CO> in the field by D.E. Pollock <unpublished 
data>, from calculated CC> size-frequency distributions and the tuned 
simulation runs of the lobster constant recruitment model CL>. The codes 
l11 and [21 indicate 1 year sampling at 30 m depth and 3 stations, and 2 
years of sampling at a depth of 12 - 33 m, respectively. 

SIZE 
CLASS 

7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 

CAPE PENINSULA 
0 C L 

[11 

32 31 28 
33 34 36 
48 62 58 
83 80 89 
99 97 98 

100 100 100 
100 100 100 
100 100 100 

DASSEN ISLAND 
0 C L 

[11 

17 27 30 
30 34 36 
51 59 57 
65 86 79 

. 72 98 96 
89 100 100 

100 100 100 
100 100 100 

ROBBEN ISLAND 
0 C L 

[21 

24 27 31 
40 33 32 
61 59 51 
86 89 87 
97 100 100 
99 100 100 

100 100 100 
100 100 100 

Table 6.3 : Percentage of iJ..: lalandii males in the population, over the 
minimum catchable size and in the catch at the .Cape Peninsula, Dassen 
Island and Robben Island as estimated from the calculated age-frequency 
distributions and as simulated by the lobster constant recruitment model. 

IN POPULATION : 
Cape Peninsula 
Dassen Island 
Robben Island 

OVER MINIMUM 
CATCHABLE SIZE 
Cape Peninsula 
Dassen Island 
Robben Island 

IN CATCH : 
Cape Peninsula 
Dassen Island 
Robben Island 

PERCENTAGE OF MALES 

CALCULATED 

46.8 
44.8 
50.1 

81.2 
83.9 
93.7 

99.9 
97.5 

SIMULATED 

. 45,5 
45.2 
·49.2 

91.2 
84.6 
93.7 

99.9 
96.6 



Table 6.4 : Results of the sensitivity analysis on the lobster constant 
recruitment model. The range of figures show male CM>· and female CF> 
values. . . 

SENSITIVITY OUTPUT C% OF TUNED VALUE> 
PARAMETER 

4l 

TOTAL NUMBER NUMBER OVER NUMBER MASS 
MINIMUM HARVESTED HARVESTED 

CATCHABLE SIZE 

M F M F M F 

CAPE PENINSULA 
Natural ·+20% 9 9 8 4 8 4 8 
mortality -20% 1072 1194 1203 2729 1216 2803 1223 

Fishing +20% 98 100 90 100 103 120 101 
mortality -20% 102 100 114 100 96 80 99 

Eggs +20% 120 120 120 120 120 120 120 
-20% 80 80 80 80 80 80 80 

"Overall" growth 92 97 113 396 111 395 125 
"Fast" growth 87 95 120 484 122 484 150 

DASSEN ISLAND 
Natural +20% 12 11 9 5 9 5 9 
mortality -20% 879 953 1078 1928 1115 2005 1158 

Fishing +20% 99 100 93 97 106 110 104 
mortality -20% 101 100 109 103 92 89 i? 

Eggs +20% 120 120 120 120 120 120 120 
-20% 80 80 80 80 80 80 80 

"Slow" growth 105 102 73 15 73 15 66 
"Fast" growth 96 99 119 137 120 137 128 

ROBBEN ISLAND 
Natural +20% 9 8 7 4 
mortality -20% 1191 1213 1430 2300 

Eggs +20% 120 120 120 120 
-20% 80 80 80 80 

"Overall" growth 104 102 92 76 
"Slow" growth 109 105 78 9 



different areas were not available. Both sexes show bimodal distributions, 

this being more marked in females. The two peaks in the distribution 

correspond to the younger juveniles and the newly-matured adults and differ 

in height from area to area. The age~frequency distributions stabilize so 

that the numbers decline with age, each area having a different number of 

age classes according to its growth rate. The stable percentage of males in 

each size class in each area shown by the model follows the trends shown by 

the observed CD.E. Pollock, unpublished data·> and calculated sex · ratios 

although the figures do vary from these possibly "unstable" representations 

<Table 6.2>. Calculated and model percentage of males in the population, of 

legal catchable size and present in the catch agree in the three areas 

<Table 6.3>. Fig. 6.1. and Table 6.3 show that Robben Island has a larger 

percentage of harvestable males than the two fishing grounds. In further 

simulations, the stable tuned values and a simulation time of 100 years 

were used as input. Only the stable endpoint values after this simulation 

time were used for comparison among simulations because initial 

fluctuations are a result of the model adjusting to new parameters. 

SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS 

Table 6.4 shows the results of the sensitivity analysis which included 

testing all lobster model parameters except for whole wet mass and the 

minimum catchable size. The parameters were tested at approximately ± 20 % 

of their tuned values and in the case of growth rate, to either the 

"overall" estimate, "slow" or "fast" growth depending on the area. Fishing 

mortality and the number of eggs per spawning show no disproportionate <> 

20 %> differences in output. Changing natural mortality, which includes 

egg/larval mortality, has a cumulative effect, the mass harvested being 

altered to a maximum of 8 % to 1223 % with a 20 % increase and decrease in 

the parameter, respectively <Figures for the Cape Peninsula). Changing the 

growth rate causes individuals to be subjected to various mortality rates 
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FIGURE 6.2 : The effect of adult growth rate on male and female lobster 
population size structure as simulated by the lobster constant recruitment 
model. 
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for different periods of time. Therefore speeding up or slowing down the 

adult growth rate can make a substantial difference to numbers and mass 

harvested, especially in the case of females. A faster growth rate results 

in a substantially higher yield and vice ~ 

EFFECTS OF VARIOUS PARAMETERS ON POPULATION SIZE STRUCTURE 

The effects of natural mortality, growth and fishing on the population size 

composition of lobsters were tested using particular areas as examples. 

Natural mortality : 

The effects of a 20 % change in mortality rate in all size classes and of a 

change in the trend in natural mortality rate with increase in size make 

neglible difference to the Dassen Island population size distribution <not 

illustrated>. 

Growth rate : 

Adult growth rate affects the intensity of bimodality of population size 

structure of male and female lobsters at the Cape Peninsula CFig. 6.2). 

Reduced growth rate results in more individuals accumulating in the second 

peak of the distribution, enhancing the bimodality and vice versa. Adult 

female lobsters have a slower growth rate than males and this is reflected 

in the increased height of the second peak <Figs 6.1, 6.21. 

Growth curve : 

Data on observed growth rates indicate that lobsters have a von 

Bertalanffy-like growth curve. The effect of a "linear" growth curve i.n 

which there is no change in growth increment with size was tested to see 

whether the shape of this curve influences population size structure, using 

the Dassen Island population as an example. Such "linear" growth increments 

result in an approximately exponential curve as opposed to the bimodal 

structure that results from using a von Bertalanffy curve CFig. 6.3>. 
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FIGURE 6.3 : The effect of the shape of the growth curve on male and female 
lobster population size structure as simulated by the lobster ' constant 
recruitment model. 
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FIGURE 6.4 The effect of ceasing lobster harvesting at two fishing 
grounds Cthe Cape Peninsula and Dassen Island) and of introducing fishing 
to a sanctuary <Robben Island> on male population size structure as 
simulated by the lobster constant recruitment model. The vertical broken 
line indicates the present minimum catchable size <89 mm carapace length>. 
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FIGURE 6.5 : The results of changing fishing pressure on J., lalandii at the 
two fishing grounds as simulated by the lobster constant recruitment model, 
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Fishing : 

The simulated cessation of harvesting at two fishing grounds and the 

introduction of fishing to a sanctuary give three clear examples of the 

effect that fishing has on population size structure <Fig. 6.4). Only males 

are shown because the harvest of females is negligible. Lack of fishing 

results in a considerable increase in percentage of harvestable individuals 

C> 89 mm carapace length), resulting in a flattening of the entire 

distribution. 

TESTING DIFFERENT LOBSTER HARVESTING STRATEGIES 

Simulations were carried out to investigate change in harvesting strategies 

at both fishing grounds, the Cape Peninsula and Dassen Island, and the 

sanctuary, Robben Island. The three areas have different lobster growth 

rates and the fishing pressure at the two fishing grounds differs. The 

annual fishing mortality at the Cape Peninsula is smaller <F .. 1. = 0.342, 

F hlNh = 0.002> than that at Dassen Island <F .. 1. = 0.399, F h .. 1. = 

0~056>. 

Change in fishing pressure : 

Fig. 6.5. shows the results of simulations in which fishing pressure was 

increased to 300 % and decreased to 0 % from the present fishing 

mortalities at the fishing grounds. An increased number and mass of 

lobsters are harvested with increasing fishing mortality from zero to 100 % 

of the present rates above which the yield levels off. The population 

numbers are increased slightly with greatly reduced fishing pressure. At 

the Cape Peninsula, increased fishing makes negligible difference to the 

catch while at Dassen Island the harvest may be increased with a large 

increase in effort. In both areas, the mean size of individuals in the 

catch Cnot illustrated) is reduced slightly with increased 

pressure. 
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FIGURE 6.6 : The results of changing the minimum catchable size of J., 
lalandii at the two fishing grounds as simulated by the lobster constant 
recruitment model. The vertical broken line shows the present minimum 
catchable size <89 mm carapace length). 
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Change in minimum catchable size 

Simulations were carried out in which the minimum catchable size was 

increased and decreased to plus and minus 30 % <62 mm - 116 mm> of the 

present limit <89 mm> at the two fishing grounds <Fig. 6.6a,b). Increased 

numbers are harvested with reduced minimum catchable size and vice versa. 

Population size has the opposite response, decreasing with a decrease in 

minimum catchable size. There is a marked difference in the results between 

the Cape Peninsula and Dassen Island <Fig. 6.6a>. While both areas show 

decreasing harvested mass with increasing minimum catchable size, the Cape 

Peninsula shows a similar decrease with lowering of the minimum catchable 

size, indicating optimum minimum catchable size regulations at the Cape 

Peninsula ground. However, at Dassen Island the mass harvested 
I 

increases 

with reduced minimum size, levelling off with a decrease of more than 20 % 

« 71 mm>. In both areas, the mean size of individuals in the catch alters 

considerably with minimum catchable size, having the lowest mean some 20 mm 

smaller than the present mean size at smallest minimum catchable size and 

vice ~ <Fig. 6.6b>. 

Cessation of harvesting at fishing grounds : 

The effect of ceasing harvesting at the two fishing grounds is an increase 

in population size and more individuals of harvestable size <Fig. 6.7>. At 

the Cape Peninsula, the effect on female numbers is negligible because the 

, . 
• 1 · fishing mortality of this sex is so low. At Dassen Island, the number of 

females of catchable size is greatly increased with cessation of 

harvesting. 

Fishing in a sanctuary : 

The effect of introducing fishing to the sanctuary at the harvesting rates 

of the Cape Peninsula <moderate fishing rate> and Dassen Island <heavy 

fishing rate> is in both cases a slight reduction <-7 %> in population size 

and number of harvestable size <-45 %> but with a reasonable catch of 339 -
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FIGURE 6.7 : The results of ceasing harvesting of J, lalandii at the two 
fishing grounds as simulated by the lobster constant recruitment model. 
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FIGURE 6.8 : The results of fishing J_. lalandii at the sanctuary, Robben 
Island, using two different fishing pressures CF -..1 91 F h ... 1.> as simulated 
by the lobster constant recruitment model. 
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FIGURE 6.9 : The results of changing fishing pressure on cl. lalandii from a 
"heavy" harvesting rate CF> at sanctuary, Robben Island as simulated by the 
lobster constant recruitment model. 
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FIGURE 6.10 The results of changing the minimum catchable size using 
sanctuary, 

model. The 
size C89 mm 

"moderate" and "heavy" harvesting rates of J_. lalandii at the 
Robben Island as simulated by the lobster constant recruitment 
vertical broken line shows the present minimum catchable 
carapace length). 
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Table 6.5 : Tuned values of monthly J.., lalandii egg/larval mortality from 
the lobster constant recruitment and stock-recruitment models 

MODEL 

Constant recruitment 

Stock-recruitment 
relationship 

CAPE PENINSULA 

1.076 

1.135 

DASSEN ISLAND ROBBEN ISLAND 

0.978 1.109 

1.089 1.110 



355 tons per annum <Fig. 6.8). The effect of changing fishing effort from 

the heavy fishing pressure shows that the yield may increase with a large 

increase in harvesting rate <Fig. 6.9>. Under heavy fishing pressures the 

mean size of individuals in the catch (not illustrated) is slightly 

reduced. 

Changing the minimum catchable size has different results with different 

fishing mortalities <Fig. 6.10a). Under both fishing intensities the number 

harvested increases with a reduced minimum catchable size and decreases 

when the minimum size is increased. The trend in population numbers is 

opposite. Using the heavier fishing pressure CF .. ,. = 0.399, F , ... i. = 

0.056> the harvested mass is greatest at a minimum catchable size of 70 mm 

whereas at moderate fishing intensity CF .. ,. = 0.342, F fHai. = 0.002). the 

mass caught is largest at 80 mm minimum catchable si2e. Decreasing the 

minimum catchable size causes a drop of approximately 20 mm in mean size of 

individuals in the catch and vice ~<Fig. 6.10b>. 

B. WITH A STOCK-RECRUITMENT RELATIONSHIP 

TUNING 

The tuned parameter values and the stable age-frequency distributions from 

the constant recruitment model were used as input into this· model which 

incorporates a linear stock-recruitment relationship. The only tuning 

parameter, lobster egg/larval mortality, was tuned to three significant 

figures for each area <Table 6.5>. The Robben Island values are very 

similar in both models, whereas for the other areas the tuned values of the 

stock-recruitment model are somewhat higher and the trend from area to area 

does not follow that of the constant recruitment model. Complete steady 

state was not attained but simulations were run f'or 100 years. The output 

varied by no mor-e than 4 S or the calculated values <Appendix G>. The 

simulated. si2e-frequency distributions are the same as in .the constant 

recruitment model and therefor-e so are the sex ratios of different size 



Table 6.6 Results of the sensitivity analysis on the lobster stock
recuitment model. The range of figures show male CM> and female CF> lobster 
values. An arrow indicates the trend in numbers after 100 years of 
simulation, the magnitude of which ranges from negligible to a rapid 
increase/decreasa 

SENSITIVITY OUTPUT C% OF TUNED VALUE> 
PARAMETER DIRECTION 

. OF 
TOTAL NUMBER NUMBER OVER NUMBER MASS TREND 

MINIMUM HARVESTED HARVESTED 
CATCHABLE SIZE 

M F M F M F 

CAPE PENINSULA 
Natural +20% 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .1. 
mortality -20% 10 9 10 9 10 8 10 7 10 8 10 7 10 8 t 

Fishing +20% 98 100 90 . 100 103 120 101 t 
mortality -20% 102 100 114 100 96 80 99. t 

Eggs +20% 238 232 224 172 221 170 221 .t 
-20% 36 37 38 53 39 54 39 .1. 

"Fast" growth 401 415 510 1547 500 1506 600 t 
"Overall" growth 234 238 270 790 266 776 292 t 

DASSEN ISLAND -· 
Natural +20% 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .1. 
mortality -20% 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 8 10 9 10 8 10 10 t 

Fishing +20% 97 98 92 96 104 109 102 .1. 
mortality -20% 103 102 111 104 94 90 97 t 

Eggs +20% 296 289 277 227 273 223 271 t 
-20% 27 28 30 38 30 39 31 .1. 

"Fast" growth 243 244 286 279 283 275 299 t 
"Slow" growth 31 31 24 7 24 7 22 .1. 

ROBBEN ISLAND 
Natural +20% 0 0 0 0 .1. 
mortality -20% 10 11 10 10 10 10 10 9 t 

Eggs +20% 322 318 300 251 t 
-20% 25 25 27 33 .1. 

"Overall" growth 55 54 51 46 .1. 
"Slow" growth 24 23 19 3 J, 



classes and the sex ratio in the population as a whole, of harvestable 

individuals and in the catch. The stable tuned output after 100 years was 

used as input in all further simulations, and the tuned output was also 

used for comparison with the endpoint values of further 100-year 

simulations. 

SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS 

Sensitivity of the model was tested against the same parameters used in the 

constant recruitment model <Table 6.6). These simulations did not attain 

complete stability, the population showing either a consistent increasing 

or decreasing trend with time. Na~ural mortality has the largest effect, 

ranging from a reduction in numbers to almost zero to numbers 9 orders of 

magnitude higher than tuned. 

TESTING DIFFERENT HARVESTING STRATEGIES 

The lobster populations in the following simulations did not level off, 

even after 100-year simulations, therefore increasing or decreasing 

tendencies after 100 years are indicated by arrows in all figures. 

Change in fishing pressure : 

Fig. 6.11 shows the results of simulations in which fishing pressure was 

altered at the two fishing grounds. The results at different fishing 

pressures are the same as in the constant recruitment model for the Cape 

Peninsula. At Dassen Island, heavy fishing pressure on females results in 

reduced population numbers and a smaller increase in harvest. The mean size 

of individuals in the catch Cnot illustrated) is slightly reduced with 

increased fishing pressure. 
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FIGURE 6.11 : The results of changing fishing pressure on J_. lalandii at 
the two fishing grounds as simulated by the lobster stock-recruitment 
model. Arrows indicate the increase/decrease in population numbers after a 
simulation period of 100 years. If there is a changeover in the 
increasing/decreasing trends, this is indicated by a dottert vertical line. 
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FIGURE 6.12 : The results of changing the minimum catchable size of J., 
lalandii at the two fishing grounds as simulated by the lobster stock
recruitment model. The vertical broken line shows the present minimum 
catchable size <89 mm carapace length). Arrows indicate the 
increase/decrease in population numbers after a simulation period of 100 
years. If there is a changeover in the increasing/ decreasing trends, this 
is indicated by a dotted vertical line. 
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FIGURE 6.13 : The results of cnanging fishing pressure on J .. lalandii from 
a "heavy" harvesting rate CF> at the sanctuary, Robben Island as simulated 
by the lobster stock-recruitment model. Arrows indicate the 
increase/decrease in population numbers after a simulation period of 100 
years. 
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Harvesting of males only : 

Since the standing stock of lobsters in the stock-recruitment model depends 

on the number of females in the population, a simulation was carried out to 

test the effect of outlawing the harvesting of females at the two fishing 

grounds (not illustrated). In the Cape Peninsula ground this made no 

difference to population numbers or the mass harvested because female 

fishing mortality is low. At Dassen Island, however, the total population of 

lobsters increased by 20 % while the harvested mass was larger by 15 %. 

These results are based on the assumption that the legislation affects all 

parent stocks from which recruitment is derived. 

Change in minimum catchable size 

The same trends in number and mass harvested are shown at both fishing 

grounds for different minimum catchable sizes <Fig. 6.12). Both show an 

optimal harvested mass at the current minimum catchable size of 89 mm 

carapace length. The change in population numbers is different in each area 

at small minimum catchable sizes, having a more marked effect at Dassen 

Island where fishing pressure on females is greater. The results of both 

models are similar for the Cape Peninsula, whereas the patterns at Dassen 

Island are different using the model incorporating the stock-recruiment 

relationship. The changes in mean size of individuals in the catch <not 

illustrated) are similar to those of the constant recruitment model. 

Cessation of harvesting at fishing grounds 

Stopping fishing at the Cape Peninsula had the same effect using this model 

and the constant recruitment model. However, at Dassen Island the increase 

in population numbers with no fishing is marginally greater than in the 

constant recruitment model because a larger number o~ females are available 

to produce more eggs <not illustrated>. 
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FIGURE 6.14 : The results of changing the minimum catchable size at 
"moderate" and "heavy" harvesting rates of ;I: lalandii at the sanctuary, 
Robben Island as simulated by the lobster stock-recruitment model. The 
vertical broken line shows the present minimum catchable size <89 mm 
carapace length). Arrows indicate the increase/decrease in population 
numbers after a simulation period of 100 years. 
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Fishing in a sanctuary : 

The change in population numbers with introduction of fishing to the Robben 

Island sanctuary at moderate and heavy fishing intensities Cnot 

illustrated) is similar to that of the constant recruitment model. A yield 

of 318 - 333 tons per annum is predicted, slightly lower than that 

estimated by the constant recruitment model. In this model the smaller 

harvest was produced at the heavier fishing rate (and higher female fishing 

mortality>. Changing fishing pressure from the heavier harvesting rate 

leads to an increase in number and mass harvested with increased fishing 

pressure which is less using this model because the total population is 

reduced <Fig. 6.13) . As with the constant recruitment model, the mean si2e 

of individuals in the catch is slightly reduced with increased fishing 

pressure <not illustrated>. 

If the minimum catchable si2e is changed <Fig. 6.14) the results of the two 

models are similar at the moderate fishing mortality rate <F .. i. = 0.342, 

F haai. = 0.002) although the optimal minimum catchable si2e is slightly 

larger <83 mm) using the stock-recruitment model. Reduction of the minimum 

catchable si2e below the present level leads to a sharp decrease in 

population number, number harvested and the mass harvested at heavy fishing 

pressures. This is the opposite trend to that shown by the constant 

recruitment model which predicts an optimal minimum catchable si2e of 70 

mm. Both this and the constant recruitment model predict similar decreases 

in the mean si2e of individuals in the catch when the minimum catchable 

si2e is reduced <not illustrated). 
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DISCUSSION 

In the constant recruitment model, Dassen Island, which has the densest 

lobster population has the lowest egg/larval mortality. Robben Island, 

having the sparsest population has proportionately heavier egg/larval 

mortality and the Cape Peninsula is intermediate. The mortality rates may 

differ because there are differing periods of larval drift to each area and 

differences in the larval settling potential or each area. Natural 

mortality of the adult size classes increases from the Cape Peninsula to 

Dassen Island to Robben Island. This is to be expected from the model since 

this sequence shows an increase in growth rate. There is heavier natural 

mortality in all size classes in areas of faster growth, compensating for 

the more rapid growth through the size classes. Female fishing mortality 

<F> was much less than first estimated. This is not unexpected because the 

number of females harvested is 2 to 3 orders of magnitude lower than that 

of males <see Table 4.141. 

The most interesting effects of different parameters on lobster population 

size structure are those or growth and fishing. Mortality rate and the 

mortality-size distribution have little effect. The second peak of the 

size-frequency distributions for both sexes, representing newly-matured 

adults, is formed by the reduction in growth rate once individuals reach 

maturity (> 60 mm carapace length>. The second peak may be emphasized 

because there are two sets of growth data (for juveniles and adults> from 

different sources, and there is a sharp drop in annual increment at the 

onset of maturity Csee Fig 2.2>. The height of the second Cadult> peak is 

inversely related to the rate of growth, and is more marked in females 

because their growth rate is slower than that of males. This explains the 

sequence in peak height, following the progression from slowest CCape 

Peninsula> to fastest <Robben Island> adult growth rates in the tuned size

frequency distributions CFig. 6.1 >. Harvesting individuals larger than the 
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minimum catchable size has a very marked influence on population size 

composition. The number of harvestable-sized individuals is greatly 

increased if there is no exploitation of the legal size classes and the 

entire distribution is flattened <Fig. 6.4>. This explains the tuned male 

size-frequency distribution at the sanctuary <Robben Island> not declining 

as markedly as the other male distributions. A change in fishing pressure 

at .the fishing grounds should also alter the balance between harvestable 

and non-harvestable individuals and therefore change the size structure of 

the population. 

The model incorporating a linear stock-recruitment relationship does not 

reach steady state because there is no density limitation of females, thus 

control of population fecundity is unconstrained. An approximately stable 

state was attained in the tuned simulations because the mortality of 

females balanced recruitment. However, any change which alters the equality 

results in the model population being unable to reach steady state. The 

stock-recruitment model is thus far more sensitive to parameter change than 

the constant recruitment model because it is density- independent. The 

inability of the stock-recruitment model to reach steady state makes it 

less useful for management. Nevertheless, it is interesting to compare the 

results of different harvesting strategies using this model with those of 

the constant recruitment model. If more females are removed by fishing in 

the stock-recruitment model this results in reduced recruitment and 

consequently a smaller harvest than predicted by the constant recruitment 

model. At the · Cape Peninsula the annual fishing mortality of females is 

negligible <0.002> and the results of the two models are very similar. At 

Dassen Island the annual fishing mortality of females is higher C0.056> 

although still small compared to that of males. 

The similarity between the two models with change in fishing pressure is 

caused by the small number of mature females that are harvestable. From 
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simulations, only 5. 7 % <Cape Peninsula) and 6. 7 % <Dassen Island) of all 

mature females are shown to be of legal harvestable size. Table 6.3 shows 

that only 0.06 % <the Cape Peninsula) and 3.4 % <Dassen Island) of catches 

are comprised of females. This prevents drastic collapse or explosion in 

the lobster population with increased or decreased fishing mortality, as 

would otherwise be expected with such simulations. All Dassen Island 

simulations in which more females are harvested <increased fishing pressure 

and a lower minimum catchable size) lead to reduced harvest being predicted 

by the stock-recruiment model. Conversely, cessation of, or decrease in 

fishing, harvesting of males onl~, or increase in minimum catchable size 

results in greater recruitment leading to a greater increase in population 

numbers being predicted by the stock-recruitment model at Dassen Island 

than the constant recruitment model. The introduction of fishing to Robben 

Island and changing the fishing intensity and minimum catchable size 

results in little difference between models if female fishing mortality is 

small. Increasing fishing pressure or decreasing the minimum catchable size 

at Robben Island with heavy fishing mortality rate results in smaller 

increases in harvest as compared to the predictions of the constant 

recruitment model, in response to the reduced total fecundity of fewer 

females. 

The lobster model based on constant recruitment provides useful information 

about the harvesting strategies of lobsters. The yield estimates are all 

sustainable because they are based on stable simulation output. Differences 

in growth and fishing mortality rates at two fishing grounds and a 

sanctuary give wide scope for exploring management strategies by modelling. 

Increased fishing pressure does not appear to improve harvest for the 

increased effort in either area, especially at the Cape Peninsula where 

growth is slower. Doubling the current effort at Dassen Island <where 

lobsters grow at the estimated "overall" growth rate> may increase the mass 
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harvested by approximately 13 % with a large reduction in catch per unit 

effort. Cessation of fishing at either area causes a large <250+ %> 

increase in numbers of larger individuals and the overall population 

increases by a maximum of 25 %. 

Off the Cape Peninsula the current minimum catchable size gives the best 

yield in terms of mass harvested, but at Dassen Island the optimal minimum 

catchable size is somewhat smaller <70- mm carapace length>. This leads to 

an increase of approximately 35 % in harvested mass whereas the number 

harvested is increased to more than 300 % of the present Dassen Island 

catch. The mean size of individuals in the catch is reduced from 96 mm to 

less than 80 mm·. If the fast-growing lobster population at Robben Island 

were to be exploited, a harvest of at least 340 tons per annum would seem 

sustainable with little change in the overall population number. A large 

amount of fishing effort would be required to increase the mass yield by an 

additional 12 % or the number harvested by 30 %. The optimal minimum 

catchable size off Robben Island appears to be smaller than the present 

minimum size although this changes with different fishing pressures. Using 

a reduced fishing effort <F .. i. = 0.342, F hHh = 0.002) the model 

predicts a catchable size closer to 80 mm than the current 89 mm although 

the increase in mass harvested is marginal <3 %>. The number harvested 

increases by approximately 30 % and the mean size of individuals caught is 

reduced from 95 mm to 91 mm. At higher fishing mortality <F .. i. = 0.399, 

F ,. •• i. = 0.056> a minimum catchable size even smaller <70 mm) would appear 

to be optimal. 

caught would 

The mass harvested might increase by 10 % while the number 

increase by almost 90 % with the mean size of individuals 

caught being reduced from 98 mm to 79 mm. 
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CHAPTER 7 

Lobster-mus set models 



CHAPTBR 7 LOBSTBR-MUSSBL MODBLS 

The simulations have been divided into two sections those in which 

lobster and mussel recruitment is assumed to be constant and those in which 

a linear stock-recruitment relationship is used for lobsters. 

A. WITH CONSTANT RECRUITMENT 

TUNING 

The interaction between lobsters and mussels is such that the growth rate 

of lobster adults C> 60 mm carapace length> is dependent on Mssel 

availability, whereas juvenile lobster growth is constant throughout. The 

"fast" adult growth rate was used as input in this model for all areas and 

mussel availability was used to slow this growth rate to that appropriate 

to the Cape Peninsula and Dassen Island lobster grounds where growth is 

slower than at Robben Island. In the case of Robben Island, where lobsters 

grow optimally, it was tuned with the minimum number of mussels adequate to 

maintain this natural growth rate. Most of the tuned parameter values from 

the two single-species constant recruitment models of lobster and mussel 

populations were used in the lobster-mussel model for each area. Predation 

by lobsters is one form of mussel natural mortality and removes a large 

portion of the model mussel population. Therefore, zero mussel natural 

mortality was used except in the last size class which is not subject to 

predation. The number of mussels was altered by adjusting· mussel egg 

mortality Cto three significant figures> so that the growth rat.es 

approximated those of each area <Table 7.1>. Mussel egg mortality values do 

not show the same trend from area to area as in the mussel model, and all 

values are somewhat larger than the corresponding figures in the mussel 

model. 
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TABLE 7.1 Tuned values for parameters of the lobster-mussel constant 
recruitment model which retains the tuned values of the single-species 
models except for mussel egg mortality which is its tuning parameter. 
Values in parentheses below each area name give the total population of 
lobsters in each area. Mussel egg mortality values in parentheses are 
values from the mussel single-species model. 

PARAMETER 

Mussel model 

Eggs per 
spawning CEGGl 

Lob'Ster model 

Eggs per 
spawning CEGGl 

Monthly egg; 
larval mortality 

Monthly natural 
mortality 
<male/ female) 

7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 

Female monthly 
fishing mortality 
CFISl 

ORIGINAL 
VALUE 

9.735 x 10 1 ~ 

1.488 x 10 12 

1.000 

0.008/ 0.008 
0.008/ 0.010 
0.008/ 0.015 
0.008/ 0.019 
0.010/ 0.023 
0.015 
0.019 
0.023 

0.038 

Lobster-mussel model 

Mussel egg 11.550 
mortality 
at spawning 
CEGGMORl 

CAPE PENINSULA 
C66 450 240l 

2.762 x 10 15 

0.688 x 10 12 

1.076 

0.006/ 0.006 
0.005/ 0.008 
0.005/ 0.010 
0.006/0.011 
0.006/0.012 
0.007 
0.007 
0.008 

0.0002 

10.965 
(13.084) 

TUNED VALUE 

DASSEN ISLAND 
(146 245 106) 

2.762 x 10 1 ~ 

0.688 x 10 12 

0.978 

0.011/0.010 
0.01-4/ 0.012 
0.015/0.013 
0.016/0.014 
0.017 /0.015 

0.018 
0.019 
0.020 

0.007 

10.305 
(11.199) 

ROBBEN ISLAND 
(6 550 123) 

2.762 x 10 1 ~ 

0.688 x 10 12 

1.109 

0.006/0.008 
0.008/ 0.011 
0.011I0.016 
0.015/ 0.021 
0.018/ 0.024 

0.020 
0.022 
0.024 

11.388 
(11.982) 
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TABLE 7.2 : Ratio of total lobster population to mussel population at each 
area as calculated from the original population estimates and as simulated 
by the lobster-mussel constant recruitment model. 

AREA GROWTH RATE LOBSTER/MUSSEL RATIO 

CALCULATED. TUNED 
Cx 10 -3:1 Cx 1 o-4> 

Cape Peninsula "SLOW" 2.4 4.2 
Dassen Island "OVERALL" 0.8 3.7 
Robben Island "FAST" 0.5 2.5 

FIGURE 7.1 : Size-frequency distributions of A, ater populations from the 
Cape Peninsula, Dassen Island and Robben Island as simulated by the 
lobster-mussel constant recruitment model and compared to the observed 
distribution from Robben Island CD.E. Pollock, unpublished data) . 
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TABLE 7.3 : Percentage of optimal ("fast") growth rate calculated from the 
appropriate growth rates and simulated for the Cape Peninsula ~slow" 

growth) and Dassen Island ("overall" growth) using the lobster-mussel 
constant recruitment model. 

AREA PERCENTAGE OF OPTIMAL GROWTH IN DIFFERENT SIZE CLASSES 

MALES : 

Cape Peninsula 
-·tuned 
- calculated 

Dassen Island 

7 

78.2 
71.4 

- tuned 1 oo.o 
- calculated 85.7 

FEMALES : 

Cape Peninsula 
- tuned 
- cal cu lated . 

Dassen Island 
- tuned 
- calculated 

78.2 
60.0 

100.0 
80.0 

8 / 

59.1 
61.5 

98.0 
80.8 

59.1 
66.7 

98.0 
83.3 

9 

53.7 
50.0 

98.0 
75.0 

53.7 
50.0 

98.0 
100.0 

• 

10 

46.7 
45.5 

89.8 
72.7 

46.7 
57.1 

89.8 
100.0 

11 

22.5 
40.0 

67.0 
70.0 

22.5 
60.0 

67.0 
100.0 

10.1 
33.3 

51.5 
66.7 

12 

100.0 
25.0 

45.3 
62.5 

13 

100.0 
20.0 

33.1 
60.0 

14 

TABLE 7.4 Maximum ages and corresponding maximum sizes for male and 
female lobsters at the Cape Peninsula and Dassen Island as estimated by the 
appropriate growth rates at each and when modelled using the lobster-mussel 
constant recruitment model. 

AREA 

CAPE PENINSULA 
- calculated 
- tuned 

DASSEN ISLAND 
- calculated 
- tuned 

AGE 
(years> 

58 
54 

30 
34 

MALES 

MAXIMUM 
CARAPACE 

LENGTH Cmm> 

140 
140 

139 
139 

AGE 
(years> 

100 
100 

63 
70 

FEMALES 

MAXIMUM 
CARAPACE 

LENGTH Cmm) 

110 
105 

110 
110 



The Dassen Island and Robben Island simulations were stable after 100 years 

but the Cape Peninsula took 150 years for the output, including the growth 

rate, to stabilize. Tuned values for the lobsters differed by less than 20 

% and in most cases only a 2 % difference was found. Since altering the 

number of mussels was the only way of tuning the model without changing the 

population size structure of the lobsters, the mussel population numbers 

vary considerably from the values calculated originally <Appendix G>. 

However, the ratio of lobster numbers to mussel numbers, an indication of 

mussel availability to predators, keeps the same tendency to decrease with 

increasing growth rate as that calculated <Table 7.21. 

The mussel size-frequency distribution differs between areas with the 

greatest impact of lobster predation occurring around the Cape Peninsula 

and least at Robben Island CFig. 7.1). The number of mussels in size 

classes 5, 6 and 7 <Cape Peninsula> and 6 and 7 <Dasssen Island) are 

reduced to zero because predation exceeds availability in these classes. 

The distributions are similar to that observed at Robben Island CD.E. 

Pollock, unpublished data>. Table 7 .3 shows the growth rate of each sex as 

a percentage of the "fast" rate, and computed from the ratio of mussels 

required to mussel availability in the model populations of the Cape 

Peninsula and Dassen Island grounds. This shows that the growth increments 

calculated by the model in these two areas are not exactly equivalent to 

those of the given "slow" and "overall" estimates of growth. In the Cape 

Peninsula area male size classes 13 and 14 grow optimally because there are 

so few individuals competing for food in these classes. The Robben Island 

population grows "fast" and therefore has 100 % growth in each size class. 

The model sets a maximum age for each sex equivalent to that attained at 

the "slow" growth rate. If growth is reduced below the "slow" rate then it 

is assumed that the lobsters will never attain maximum size. Table 7.4 

shows that at the slower growth rates estimated by the model, the maximum 

ages and sizes are similar to those calculated from the age-length 
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TABLE 7.5 Results of the sensitivity analysis on the lobster-mussel 
constant recruitment model. The range of figures show male CM) and female 
(f) values. The rate of growth is indicated as "fast" Cf), "overall" (Q) or 
"slow" CS). If the growth rate is slowed to less than the determined "slow" 
growth, it is assumed the maximum size cannot be reached so the sizes 
reached by the maximum ages C58 and 100 years for males and females, 
respectively) are shown. 

SENSITiYliY 
PARAMETER 

OUTPUT !I OF TUNH 'iALUEl 

LOBSTERS 
LOBSiO:R cG23'~R 

MUSSEL GROWTH M~~ ai:j~ 

------------- rrnNBERS RATE c~~M~ACE 
LE~6TH 

TOTAL NUrtBER OF NU~BER MSS 
Nlir.m CATCH.4BLE HARVESTED HARVESTED 

cm PENHlSVLA 

Lobsier- parmters: 
Natural +lOI 9 8 
mtalitr ·20Z 1764 1387 

Fishing t20'.4 56 97 
aorta) ity -20i. 102 100 
Em +20I 164 130 

-207. 71 77 
"Oma1 I" Qr·owth 107 102 
"Slow" gro~th 150 112 
Opti1al +207. 137 109 
Eating -207. 88 97 

M:mel :·ara111ter·s : 
Em +M BB 97 

-2oi. m 109 
Egg +20% 148 115 
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distributions. 

The lobster size-frequency distributions at the Cape Peninsula and Dassen 

Island changed slightly from those simulated by the lobster single-species 

model because their appropriate growth rates are not exactly as calculated. 

Consequently, the lobster sex ratios in different size classes, the 

percentage of males in the population, of harvestable size and in the 

catch, are also marginally different from those of the lobster model. In 

the lobster-mussel model, the stable tuned values cannot be used as input 

for further simuJ.ations because all runs must commence with a "fast" growth 

rate which is reduced according to food availability. The 100-year runtime 

for Dassen Island and Robben Island and the 150-year runtime for the Cape 

Peninsula, used in tuning were used in further simulations and the stable 

endpoint values in further simulations compared with the those of the tuned 

output. 

SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS 

Sensitivity analyses on the lobster-mussel model involved testing all the 

parameters tested in the lobster and mussel models, the optimal number and 

kilojoule requirement of mussels by lobsters and the number of 

unobtainable mussels to ± 20 % of their values. Of the lobster-mussel model 

parameters only the sensitivity to kilojoule value of mussel flesh was not 

tested. Comparison of this sensitivity analysis to those of the single

species models gives an indication of the sensitivity of this model to its 

structure, which includes the change in lobster growth rate. The output 

used is the same as in the two single-species models but the maximum age 

and the corresponding size of lobsters were also noted <Table 7.5J. A 20 % 

change in parameter values tended to change growth rates to the extremes, 

caused by either an excess or a shortage of mussels. This results in 

different numbers of individuals in various size classes being subjected to 
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FIGURE 7.2 The effect of different intensities of predation from J_. 
lalandii populations at the Cape Peninsula, Dassen Island and Robben Island 
on & ater population size structure as simulated by the lobster-mussel 
constant recruitment model. This is compared to the size distribution 
resulting from linearly decreasing mortality with A.. ater size <tuned 
distribution from mussel single-species model for all areas, see Fig. 5.1). 
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the si2e-based parameters for different periods of time with consequent 

changes in population numbers. Of the lobster parameters, a 20 % reduction 

in natural mortality caused the most substantial changes to the growth 

rate, slowing it so that no individuals attained harvestable si2e. Of the 

mussel parameters, reducing the number of eggs spawned or increasing the 

egg mortality had an equally large effect. In all three areas the number of 

unobtainable mussels made no difference to growth rate or other output. 

EFFECTS OF PREDATION ON POPULATION SIZE STRUCTURE 

Predation may have a marked effect on the si2e composition of the prey 

population CFig. 7.2>. Depending on the predation intensity, some si2e 

classes may have substantially reduced numbers whereas a linearly 

decreasing natural mortality with si2e does not result in such marked 

declines in larger mussel si2e classes. 

TESTING DIFFERENT LOBSTER HARVESTING STRATEGIES 

Simulations were carried out to investigate changes in lobster harvesting 

strategies at both fishing grounds, the Cape Peninsula and Dassen Island 

and the sanctuary, Robben Island. The three areas have different lobster 

growth rates and the fishing pressure at the two fishing grounds differs. 

The annual fishing mortality of the Cape Peninsula is smaller CF .. i. = 

0.342, F r. .. i. = 0.002) than that of the Dassen Island fishing ground 

<F Hl • = 0.399, F hHh = 0.056>. 

Change in fishing pressure : 

Simulations were carried out in which fishing pressure was increased and 

decreased at the two fishing grounds <Fig. 7.3a>. At different fishing 

pressures, especially at fishing mortalites close to the tuned F values the 

trends are not smooth. A large increase in fishing pressure leads to 
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TABLE 7.6 : Fishing pressures Cas percentages of tuned fishing mortalities) 
which show a change from one growth rate to another at the two fishing 
grounds using the lobster-mussel constant recruitment model. 

FISHING MORTALITY 

CAPE PENINSULA 

100 % Ctuned) 
+ 25 % 
+ 30 % 

DASSEN ISLAND 
Q 

- 5 % 
100 % Ctuned) 
+ 5 % 

GROWTH RATE 

"SLOW" 
"SLOW" 
"FAST" 

"SLOW'' 
"OVERALL" 

"FAST" 

YEARS TO REACH 
MAXIMUM SIZE 
CM ALE/ FEMALE) 

54/100 
58/81 
23/60 

58/80 
34170 
22/60 



FIGURE 7.4 : The results of changing the minimum catchable size at the two 
fishing grounds in terms of !l_. lalandii and & ater populations, !l_. 
lalandii harvest Ca and b) and !l_. lalandii growth rate Cc) as simulated by 
the lobster-mussel constant recruitment model. The vertical broken line 
indicates the present minimum catchable size C89 mm carapace length). 
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stabilization with a slightly reduced mean size of individuals in the catch 

(not illustrated>. At intense fishing pressures the predation of mussels by 

the reduced lobster numbers is less and large mussel populations develop. 

At both fishing grounds there is a very sharp changeover point from one 

growth rate to another <Table 7.6>. At the Cape Peninsula, a 5 % change in 

fishing mortality results in the growth rate changing from "slow" to 

"fast". At Dassen Island, a 5 % decrease reduces the growth rate from the 

"overall" estimate to "slow" and an .equivalent increase results in a "fast" 

growth rate. Fig. 7.3b shows how the growth rate of each size class of 

lobsters (same for males and females> is affected by a change in fishing 

pressure. 

Change in minimum catchable size 

Simulations in which the minimum catchable size of lobsters was increased 

and decreased from the present size <89 mm carapace length> were carried 

out at the two fishing grounds and showed population trends which were not 

smooth <Fig. 7.4a>. As the minimum catchable size is reduced, more lobster 

are fished and predation by lobsters on mussels is decreased, allowing 

larger mussel populations. There is a difference between the Cape Peninsula 

and Dassen Island in terms of mass harvested. As minimum catchable size is 

reduced, the mass harvested at the Cape Peninsula increases to a peak C86 

mm minimum catchable size> and then decreases when the minimum catchable 

size is reduced further. At Dassen Island, the mass harvested shows an 

inverse s-shaped curve with minimum catchable size, the maximum harvest 

occurring below 70 mm minimum catchable size. The mean size of the 

individuals in the catch is increased/decreased with increase/lowering of 

the minimum catchable size, respectively <Fig. 7.4b>. Mean sizes of 

individuals in the catch fluctuate around the present minimum catchable 

size when the lobster growth rate is changing. The effect of changing the 

minimum catchable size has major consequences for the growth rate <Table 

7.7>. In the Cape Peninsula area, a 1 mm change in the minimum catchable 
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TABLE 7.7 : Change from one growth rate to another at different minimum 
catchable sizes at the two fishing grounds using the lobster-mussel 
constant recruitment model. 

MINIMUM CATCHABLE 
SIZE 

CAPE PENINSULA 

89 mm <tuned) 
87 mm 
86 mm 

DASS EN ISLAND 

90 mm 
89 mm <tuned) 
88 mm 

GROWTH RATE 

"SLOW" 
"SLOW" 
"FAST" 

"SLOW" 
"OVERALL" 

"FAST" 

YEARS TO REACH 
MAXIMUM SIZE 
CMALE/ FEMALE) 

54/100 
58/82 
23/60 

58/81 
34/70 
22/60 



size causes the lobster growth rate to change from "slow" to "fast". At 

Dassen Island, a 1 mm change on either side of the present minimum 

catchable size results in either a slower or faster growth rate than the 

tuned growth rate. Fig. 7.Sc shows how the growth rate of each size class 

<same for both sexes> is affected by a change in the minimum catchable 

size. 

Cessation of harvesting at fishing grounds : 

The effect of ceasing harvesting at both fishing grounds is an increase in 

total lobster numbers with more males over the minimum catchable size, and 

a reduced mussel population <Fig. 7.5a>. The growth rate slows down at both 

fishing grounds so that the maximum carapace lengths of 140 mm <males> and 

110 mm <females> are not reached. In the Cape Peninsula area, maximum sizes 

of 103 mm and 87 mm were attained for males and females, respectively. The 

growth rate was not as slow at Dassen Island, males and females reaching 

maximum sizes of 123 mm amd 103 mm, respectively. The number of females 

over the minimum catchable size was reduced to zero <Cape Peninsula) and 17 

% <Dassen Island> because their growth rate is so slowed down that many do 

not reach harvestable size <89 mm>. Fig. 7.5b shows how the growth 

increments in each size class <same for both sexes) are reduced when 

fishing is stopped. 

Fishing in a sanctuary : 

Fishing in the present sanctuary, Robben Island, shows the same effects for 

lobsters as using the single-species lobster model because the growth rate 

remains optimal <see Fig. 6.8> even though the number of mussels is 

increased approximately three -fold. Likewise, the effects of changing 

fishing pressure or changing the minimum catchable size are the same as 

simulated by the single-species lobster model because optimal growth is 

maintained <see Figs 6.9, 6.10>. Changes in predation pressure on mussels 

with changes in lobster population size result in the mussel population 
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FIGURE 7.5 : The results of ceasing harvesting at the two fishing grounds 
in terms of J_. lalandii and & ater populations Ca> and J_. lalandii growth 
rate Cb> as simulated by the lobster-mussel constant recruitment model. 
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increasing or decreasing. Reducing fishing pressure and increasing the 

minimum catchable size causes the mussel population to decrease to its 

present size. The number of mussels increases by a maximum of 25 % with 

increased fishing pressure on lobsters; a reduced minimum catchable size of 

62 mm indirectly results in the mussel population increasing two-fold from 

the population levels at the current minimum catchable size. 

B. WITH A LOBSTER STOCK-RECRUITMENT RELATIONSHIP 

TUNING 

The tuned parameters of the lobster-mussel constant recruitment model were 

·used as input values and only lobster egg/larval mortality used to tune 

this model to give growth rates appropriate for each area. Stability was 

not reached at Robben Island but the model for this area was tuned with a 

simulation time of 100 years until no slowing of the growth rate occurred. 

The appropriate "slow" growth rate was tuned for the Cape Peninsula model 

using a 250-year simulation time. Even after a simulation of 500 years, it 

was not possible to attain a stable growth rate approximating the observed 

growth rate of Dassen Island because growth rate fluctuates in response to 

,-: . both mussel availability and changing lobster recruitment. The populations 

of Dassen Island were therefore not simulated using this stock-recruitment 

model. The tuned egg/larval mortality value for Robben Island is the same 

as in the constant recruitment model while that for the Cape Peninsula is· 

slightly larger than the value for the other two models <Table 7.8>. 

Tuned lobster output differed by no more than 11 % from the calculated 

values but for the mussels there is a large difference <Appendix G>. Table 

7.9 shows that the ratio of lobsters to mussels remains high for the slower 

growing lobster populations in both models. The size-frequency 
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TABLE 7.8 : Tuned values of monthly egg/larval mortality from the constant 
recruitment and stock-recruitment models. 

PARAMETER 

Constant recruitment 
lobster and lobster
mussel models 

Stock-recruitment 
lobster model 

Stock-recruitment 
lobster-mussel 
model 

CAPE PENINSULA 

1.076 

1.135 

1.146 

DASSEN ISLAND ROBBEN ISLAND 

0.978 1.109 

1.089 1.110 

1.110 

TABLE 7.9 : Ratio of total lobster population to mussel population at each 
of the areas modelled using the stock-recruitment model CS-R) compared to 
the constant recruitment model CC). 

AREA GROWTH RATE LOBSTER/MUSSEL RATIO 

CALCULATED TUNED CC) TUNED CS-R) 
Cx 10-3>. Cx 10-4> (X 10 -"') 

Cape Peninsula "SLOW" 2.4 4.2 4.4 
Robben Island "FAST" 0.5 2.5 2.0 



TABLE 7.10 Results of the sensitivity analysis on the lobster-mussel 
stock-recruitment model. The range of figures show male CM> and female CF> 
values. The rate of growth is indicated as "fast" CF), "overall" cm or 
"slow" CS). If the growth rate is slowed to less than the determined "slow" 
growth, it is assumed the maximum size cannot be reached and the sizes 
reached by the maximum ages C58 and 100 years for males and females, 
respectively) are shown. 
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FIGURE 7.6 : The res.ults of changing fishing pressure in the Cape Peninsula 
fishing ground as simulated by the lobster-mussel stock-recruitment modelin 
terms of J_. lalandii and & ater populations and J_. lalandii harvest and Ca 
and b) and J_, lalandii growth rate Cc> . 
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distributions and therefore the sex ratio in different si2e classes for the 

Cape Peninsula and Robben Island are approximately the same as in the 

constant recruitment model as are the percentages of males in the 

population, of catchable size and in the catch. Fractional differences in 

each size class have caused slight changes from the constant recruitment 

model in the increments for "slow" lobster growth at the Cape Peninsula 

using this model. 

SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS 

The sensitivity analyses of the same parameters as in the constant 

recruitment model CTable 7.10> show that any parameter that causes the 

growth rate to be increased to a "fast" rate at the Cape Peninsula or to 

remain at this optimal rate <Robben Island> has the greatest effect on 

numbers. These simulations do not reach steady state and all show 

decreasing lobster numbers and increasing numbers of mussels. Of the 

remaining parameters which result in stable output, a dec~ease in lobster 

natural mortality has the greatest slowing effect on growth so that neither 

sex reaches harvestable size <89 mm carapace length>. When slower growth 

rates are input there is a large drop in lobster numbers and an increase in 

mussel numbers. 

TESTING DIFFERENT LOBSTER HARVESTING STRATEGIES 

Change in fishing pressure : 

A change in fishing pressure results in no sudden changes in growth rate at 

the Cape Peninsula and the output is thus more stable than in the constant 

recruitment model <Fig. 7.6a>. The mussel and lobster populations remain 

fairly consistent at any fishing intensity. Only a marginal increase in 

harvest is shown at a large fishing mortality. There is a slight reduction 

of the mean size of the individuals in the catch <not illustrated> at heavy 

fishing mortalities. Fig. 7.6b shows how the growth rate of different-si2ed 
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FIGURE 7.7 : The results of changing the minimum catchable size at the Cape 
Peninsula fishing ground in terms of !L- lalandii and A_. ater populations 
and J_. lalandii harvest Ca and b) and J_. lalandii growth rate (c) as 
simulated by the lobster-mussel stock-recruitment model. The vertical 
broken line indicates the present minimum catchable size C89 mm carapace 
length>. 
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lobsters of both sexes is marginally affected by the- change in fishing 

pressure. The growth rate is "slow" at all levels although at zero fishing 

it slows slightly more so that males reach a maximum size of only 123 mm as 

opposed to the normal 140 mm. At 300 % of the present fishing mortality the 

male growth rate is equivalent to the "overall" estimate of growth. 

Harvesting of males only : 

A harvest which excluded the capture of females was simulated, but it made 

negligible difference <± 1 %> to the population numbers and harvested mass 

and there was no change in the growth rate (not illustrated). 

Change in minimum catchable size 

The total populations of lobsters and mussels remain fairly constant when 

the minimum catchable size is altered at the Cape Peninsula <Fig. 7.7a). 

The number of lobsters harvested is highest at the smallest minimum 

catchable size <62 mm carapace length> while the mass harvested is largest 

<although only by a small percentage) at a minimum catchable size just 

above 70 mm. The mean size of individuals in the catch is reduced at this 

70 mm minimum catchable size <Fig. 7.7b). For males there is further 

reduction of the "slow" growth rate so that maximum size is not reached at 

legal sizes well below and above the present minimum catchable size of 89 

mm. At minimum catchable sizes of less than 70 mm and above 107 mm, males 

reach maximum sizes of 128 mm and 123 mm, respectively. The effect on 

growth rate is greater on males than females because it is the sizes 

greater than the females maximum size that are most affected. Fig. 7.7c 

shows how the growth increment differs in each size class <same for both 

sexes) with different minimum catchable size regulations. 

Cessation of harvestinS at fishing grounds : 

The cessation of harvesting at the Cape Peninsula had very little effect on 

the total lobster and mussel populations, although the percentage of 
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FIGURE 7.8 : The effect of ceasing harvesting in the Cape Peninsula fishing 
ground in terms of ~ lalandii and A: ater populations Ca) and ~ lalandii 
growth rate Cb) as simulated by the lobster-mussel stock-recruitment model . 
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harvestable males is increased <Fig, 7.8a). The growth rate is reduced 

slightly so that males reach a maximum size of 123 mm compared to 140 mm. 

Female growth is affected little because the growth rate is only reduced in 

the larger size classes above female maximum size CFig. 7.Bb). 

Fishing in a sanctuary : 

In all simulations in which fishing took place at Robben Island Cnot 

illustratedJ the results are the same as using the lobster model based on a 

stock-recruitment relationship because the optimal growth rate is 

maintained Csee Figs 6.13, 6.14). In all simulations there is a general 

increasing trend in lobsters and a decrease in mussels after 100 years of 

simulation. The number of mussels is increased by 150 to 200 % when 

lobsters are harvested at Robben Island because of the reduced lobster 

population and consequent decrease in predation. With increased fishing 

pressure the mussels may increase by an additional 30 %. When the minimum 

catchable size is reduced below the current size of 89 mm carapace length, 

the lobster population becomes very small and mussels may increase four

fold in standing stock. Reducing fishing pressure and increasing the 

minimum catchable size causes the mussel population to decrease to the 

present level with no lobster exploitation. 

DISCUSSION 

The main purpose of this model is to investigate the harvesting strategies 

of lobster at areas in which the rates of growth of this species vary in 

response· to the abundance of their prey, mussels. It is based on the 

assumption that the growth rate of different-sized lobsters is directly 

affected by the availability of mussels of correct size. The relative 

proportions of mussels of different sizes consumed by different-sized 

lobsters need to be correct for the model to be realistic. However, the 
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FIGURE 7.9 : Size composition and total number of !!, ater from each size 
class in the diet of different-sized J., 18.landii calculated from the data 
of Griffiths and Seiderer <1980> and size-frequency distributions of model 
lobster populations from the Cape Peninsula, Dassen Island and Robben 
Island. 
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exact numbers consumed are not important since the model is tuned by 

adjusting the overall number of mussels. Using the availability of mussels 

to tune the growth rate of lobsters at each area results in mussel 

abundance at these areas differing from those calculated, but does not 

detract from the main objective. of. the .modeL Most important is that the 

ratio of lobsters to mussels is highest in areas of slowest growth as a 

result of there being less food for more predators and vice versa. The 

difference between the calculated range of growth rates for each lobster 

size class and that computed by the model is a result of two features. It 

is .assumed in the model that the growth of males and females of the same 

size are equally affected and the rate of growth is only dependent on 

mussel availability. The two factors are not entirely realistic but are 

simplifications of the natural situation. 

The Cape Peninsula lobster population has the greatest impact on mussels 

reducing numbers in some size classes to zero. The Dassen Island lobster 

population does so but to a lesser extent CFig. 7.1). The individuals which 

reach the largest size class may be considered to have reached a "refuge in 

size" from predation <Paine, 1965>. At Robben Island the drop in mussel 

numbers in the larger size classes is less marked because there is less 

predation pressure. The observed mussel distribution from Robben Island 

m.E. Pollock, unpublished data) shows a strong decline in numbers with 

increase in size, and over 90 % of individuals are less than 10 mm. 

However, as suggested in Chapter 2, variability in growth and natural 

mortality rates have profound effects on population size structure. 

Fig. 7.9 shows both the size composition and the total number of mussels 

from each size class consumed by a single lobster (estimated from the data 

of Griffiths and Seiderer, 19801 and the tuned size-frequency distributions 

of lobster populations from each area. Lobster size classes 7, 8 and 9 have 
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the largest number of individuals and would consume most mussels from si2e 

classes 2 and 3. Lobster size class 10 has fewer individuals but this class 

consumes the most mussels, also mainly from size classes 2 and 3. If the 

mussel size-frequency distribution is treated as the dependent variable, 

comparison of the lobster size-frequency distributions shows that the Cape 

Peninsula population would consume most of these smaller sizes of mussels 

followed by the Dassen Island and Robben Island populations. Therefore it 

is not unexpected that heavy exploitation of these small mussel size 

classes leads to the great reduction in numbers in the larger classes shown 

by the model distributions. Penney and Griffiths (1984> found that prey 

size preferences by various predators may profoundly affect prey population 

size structure particularly by depleting prey within the preferred size 

range. Pollock <1978> and Griffiths <1981) also observed that !l,, lalandii 

can obliterate !. ater beds rapidly through predation. The model confirms 

that differing natural mortality in the form of predation or other losses 

can greatly alter the size structure of the mussel population. 

The lobster-mussel models with different lobster recruitment patterns both 

produce some unstable or irregular results, but for different reasons. When 

a constant recruitment pattern is used, fine tuning is required to reach 

growth rates appropriate for each area. If the ratio of lobsters to mussels 

results in a change in lobster growth rate, this occurs over a very narrow 

range of parameter values as shown by the sensitivity analysis <Table 7.5>. 

In the model in which a linear stock-recruitment relationship is assumed, 

density-dependence resulting from the influence of mussel availability on 

the lobster growth rate creates a stability which was absent in the single

species stock-recruitment model. In the density-dependent situations, 

cha~ges in growth rate are "smoothed" so that there are no sharp cutoff 

points between very different rates. However, use of the stock-recruitment 

model is limited since any change leading to optimal lobster growth being 

achieved <such as in all the Robben Island simulations> causes density-
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independence in recruitment and a model unable to reach steady state. The 

output from both models is discussed, bearing these features in mind, but 

only the "realistic" situations used as beneficial model results in terms 

of management policy. 

Using the constant recruitment model the trends of the Cape Peninsula and 

Dassen Island populations of lobsters and mussels are very sensitive close 

to the present fishing mortality value <when fishing mortality is changed) 

and near to present minimum catchable size <when this is altered from 89 mm 

carapace length). A 5 % change in fishing mortality or a· 1 mm change in the 

minimum catchable size retards or accelerates the growth rate to either 

extreme. The constant recruitment model suggests that with increased 

fishing one could attain a harvested mass some 20 % higher at Dassen Island 

or approximately 30 % higher at the Cape Peninsula. In both areas the 

number harvested increases by approximately 30 % with a slight reduction in 

mean size of individuals in the catch. At this heavy fishing intensity the 

mussel population would increase very rapidly. Optimal minimum catchable 

size predicted by the constant recruitment model is 86 mm or < 70 mm for 

areas of "slow" growth (Cape Peninsula) and the "overall" growth estimate 

<Dassen Island) respectively, with the mussels reaching very large 

population sizes at both of these limits. However the sensitivity of the 

model in terms of growth rate places some doubt on the usefulness of the 

results. Both models indicate that cessation of fishing at fishing grounds 

results in increased lobster numbers and heavier predation with fewer 

remaining mussels. This retards the lobster growth rate <of males in 

particular) so that maximum size is not reached. 

Neither model gives more information about introducing fishing to Robben 

Island and thereafter changing the fishing policy than the density-
-

independent single-species lobster models, because growth rate remains 

optimal. However, the fluctuations in the mussel population in response to 
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the intensity of predation can be monitored. Any harvesting strategy that 

reduces lobsters causes an increase in the mussel population, and vice 

versa. The sustainable catch of at least 340 tons per annum at Robben 

Island is probably an underestimate for two reasons. Firstly, if fishing 

were introduced, the number of individuals dying from natural mortality 

would probably be reduced. Secondly, the growth rate estimated here is 

based on the optimal recorded growth but this may not be the fastest 

possible rate. An excess of mussels may lead to even faster growth rates 

which may result in a larger catch. 

The inconsistency of the trends of the constant recruitment model reduces 

its value as a potential management tool. The simulations which are most 

informative are those simulating the harvesting strategies of the slow

growing Cape Peninsula lobster population with the stock-recruitment model, 

because optimal growth is not achieved. The yields estimated with different 

harvesting strategies are sustainable because they are based on stable 

output. The lobsters, in particular the females, show no sudden changes in 

the growth rate when fishing intensity or the minimum catchable si2e was 

altered. Both predator and prey populations maintain stability in these two 

sets of simulations. A marked reduction or increase in fishing pressure or 

a smaller or larger minimum catchable size may cause slight retardation or 

acceleration of male growth, respectively. Increase in fishing pressure to 

above double the present harvesting rate would make little difference « 10 

%> to the mass harvested although a 20 % increase in the number caught 

<with a slightly lower mean size of catch individuals) could be expected. 

If the minimum catchable size were changed to 70 mm only a 7 % better yield 

in terms of mass is predicted. A corresponding 70 % increase in the number 

harvested would be expected but the mean size of the catch would drop from 

95 mm to 80 mm. in terms of mass is predicted. A corresponding 70 % 

increase in the number harvested would be expected but the mean size of the 

catch would drop from 95 mm to 80 mm. 
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CHAPTER B CONCLUSIONS 

Economically, the ideal state for a fishery is to have a maximal 

sustainable harves~ while ecologically, it should have the least 

disruptive effect on the ecosystem. There is evidence that predators may 

determine the structure and productivity of a system <Mann, 1981). If 

increased exploitation of a predator species is under consideration, it is 

essential to consider components of other trophic levels that may be 

affected. Mann <1981) suggests that exploitation should be controlled so 

that stocks are not severely stressed, thereby guarding against ecosystem 

changes that may be irreversible. There may be chain reactions such as that 

believed to have occurred in a Nova Scotia kelp bed ecosystem <Breen and 

Mann, 1976; Mann, 1981; Wharton and Mann, 1981). Overexploitation of 

lobster CHommarus americanus) in this area reduced the population so that 

their prey, 

Overgrazing 

longicruris, 

urchins 

by urchins 

b diSitata 

CStrongylocentrotus droebachiensis) 

led to destruction of the kelp 

and Argarum cribrmtYm). Lobster 

increased. 

CLammanaria 

were then 

subjected to a reduced food supply and increased predation as a result of 

lack of shelter from the kelp, and their population decreased further. 

The relationship between growth of lobsters and availability of their prey 

is well documented both locally for Jasus lalandii and Aulacomya ater 

<Newman and Pollock, 1974b, 1977; Pollock, 1979; Pollock and Beyers, 1981; 

Pollock et al., 1982) and for other species <Kurata, 1962; Witham et al., 

1964; Chittleborough, 1975, 1976>. These interacting predator and prey 

species are the most abundant benthic carnivore found in kelp beds <Field 

et al., 1977; Velimirov et al., 1977> and the largest sessile component of 

benthos <Pollock, 1979>. respectively, on the west coast of South Africa. 

The importance of maintaining stability of these two species should 

therefore not be underestimated as they may have profound . influences on 
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other trophic levels, effects which have not been modelled. The models have 

shown the effects that different parameters have on population size 

composition. Growth and fishing, in particular1 can alter the size 

structure of a lobster population to a degree. The effects of growth and 

predation on the mussel prey population may cause great changes to the size 

composition of the population. The size structure of the prey population is 

highly variable and the intensity of predation may have large effects on 

mussels and therefore on other ecosystem components. The use of such a 

variable population size composition in estimation of exploitation by 

mussels on another species must be regarded carefully. 

Population parameters and recruitment 

The collection of data for population parameters provides a comprehensive 

compilation of information about a species, synthesises a large portion of 

research carried out on the given species and highlights areas in which 

data is lacking. Growth is an important parameter in fisheries biology, 

having a profound effect on the harvesting strategy of a species. Therefore 

an attempt was made to combine a number of existing data sets on growth in 

order to obtain overall growth estimates and ranges for both ~ lalandii 

and A, ater. Growth of both J_, lalandii and A.. ater was found to be very 

slow and highly variable. There are inadequacies in the data sets for the 

two species <such as recruitment rates and natural mortality rate of 

mussels>. These are difficult to quantify and are highly specific to 

particular areas. The quality of the data is sufficient for the level of 

resolution of the model and this has been satisfactorily confirmed by the 

sensitivity analyses. Using these analyses, unexpected results highlight 

any irregularites in the model structure, providing information on the 

extent to which one can interpret the simulations and can also help 

determine the controlling processes in a population or system. 
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A central problem in population dynamics models is that of recruitment. 

Hancock C1980> questions the validity of restrictions which preserve 

spawning stock. Such restrictions assume that there is a relationship 

between parent stock and recruitment, but no good correlations between 

lobster stock and number of recruits have been shown. Morgan (1980> 

suggests that populations may be limited by habitat, and not by 

recruitment. However, both of these authors acknowledge that for most 

populations, limiting factors are unknown and conservative treatment should 

force management to assume that egg production is an important factor. Only 

sub-populations of the entire South African west coast stocks of J, 

lalandii and A, ater were modelled <in the areas of the Cape Peninsula, 

Dassen Island and Robben Island>. The assumption of constant recruitment to 

each of these sub-populations is possibly not completely unrealistic. 

Recruitment depends on the whole populations of these two species as there 

is wide larval dispersal and the area of substrate suitable for settlement 

of larval recruits at each area sets an upper limit for each sub

population. However, if recruitment at all fishing grounds is reduced by a 

new harvesting policy, recruitment to each sub-population may also be 

limited. As a protection against this, sanctuaries protect some sub

populations that produce a number of recruits and the present fishing 

season does to some extent protect females as they moult during the season 

and there is restriction on harvesting soft-shelled and berried females. 

The models and their limitations 

In building models, one has to balance complexity in making the model more 

realistic against simplicity which facilitates interpretation. Simple 

models do not account for all factors but more complicated multi-species 

models either tend to produce what is intuitively obvious or follow 

directly from the assumptions and they may demand too much from the data 

<Gulland, 1979>. In such models it is therefore difficult to distinguish 

between the model effects and "real" ones. Nevertheless Gulland <1979> 
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suggests that the careful use of multi-species models can provide useful 

guidance 1n fishery management and may result in better decisions than 

those based on a single-species approach. Measures to control exploitation 

range from regulations based on empirical reasoning to comprehensive 

management policies involving detailed studies of the population dynamics 

of the species for use in quantitative models to describe the fishery 

!Hancock, 1980l 

Four models of lobster populations, each differing in complexity, were 

formulated to investigate optimal exploitation of~ lalandii. The models 

are all age-based models using a simple conversion factor for using length

based parameters as functions of age. This is neccessary for Crustacea as 

ageing is difficult in such slow growing species. First there is a single

species model in which constant recruitment and growth are assumed. This 

was then expanded to include a stock-recruitment relationship. The next 

step was enlargement of the single-species constant recruitment model to 

include a mussel-dependent growth function for lobsters. The final stage 

was incorporation of a stock-recruitment relationship for lobsters into 

this two-species model. Of these four models the most simple and the most 

complex models provided the most practical management information without 

complications that cause instability and necessary fine-tuning. The single

species model incorporating a stock-recruitment relationship was unstable 

due to a lack of any density-dependence to regulate reproductive output. 

The lobster-mussel constant recruitment model required fine-tuning and 

marginal changes in parameter values caused rapid retardation or 

acceleration of the lobster growth rate. Use of the lobster-mussel model 

incorporating a stock-recruitment relationship was also limited as only 

simulations in which maximal lobster growth was not attained yielded stable 

results with density-dependence being maintained by means of the mussel 

dependent growth rate. Thus results for the fast-growing Robben Island 
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lobster population produced no more information than the single-species 

models because mussel availability does not retard lobster growth at Robben 

Island. The effect of lobster exploitation of the mussel population was 

explored in the stock-recruitment model of the Cape Peninsula sub

populations. However the prey populati~n was very stable under conditions 

of varying harvesting strategies so no further interpretation is attempted, 

except to bear in mind the large effect predation has on population si2e 

structure. The simplest model, that of a single lobster population in which 

constant recruitment and growth are assumed, produced the most conclusive 

information for the whole spectrum of areas, growth rates and harvesting 

rates modelled. 

The recommendations and discussion of management of lobsters are based on 

the results of the simulation models and depend on the validity of the 

concepts and assumptions which surround ~he models. A limitation of the 

models is that each model is tuned once for each area and subsequent 

simulations only involve changes in one parameter. Therefore biological 

factors including intrinsic changes in populations such as the changing 

natural mortality with increase/decrease in fishing mortality are not 

accounted for. A population which is subjected to exploitation may 

compensate for increased mortality by means of accelerated recruitment 

rates and faster growth (Graham, 1943; Rounsefell and Everhard, 1953> 

although this may be more difficult to achieve in slow-growing species 

CHeydorn et al., 1968>. The results presented do not indicate the period it 

would take for stocks to stabili2e if harvesting policy were altered. It is 

difficult to distinguish between initial fluctuations as the model adjusts 

to parameters and the natural response of the populations. Changes in 

parameters such as growth rate would take many years to be reali2ed in 

future stocks. However, the results all indicate yields that would be 

· sustainable in the long-term. 
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Optimal harvesting strategies 

An important feature shown by all of the lobster models is that the results 

of the sensitivity analyses in which a range of lobster growth rates were 

applied to each area, confirm that a faster growth rate does yield a better 

harvest. Therefore any policy which results in the growth of lobsters being 

accelerated, all other factors being equal, should yield a larger harvest. 

A broader view for management is obtained by using different areas of 

varying species abundance with differing growth and harvesting rates and 

different recruitment patterns. Only the simulations of the single-species 

constant recruitment model and the lobster-mussel model for the Cape 

Peninsula populations incorporating a lobster stock-recruitment 

relationship produced valid results useful for management. 

The changes in present harvesting strategy which were tested include 

changing fishing pressure and altering the minimum catchable size at two 

fishing grounds, the Cape Peninula and Dassen Island. For interest the 

effect of prohibiting fishing was explored in existing fishing grounds but 

this did not make a substantial difference to the populations. Optimal 

harvest can be measured in terms of either number caught or harvested mass. 

The mean size of individuals in the catch is associated with this, and may 

have economic implications because there may be an optimal marketable size. 

Any increase in fishing effort or decrease in minimum catchable size at any 

area causes an increase in the number of lobster harvested, however small. 

Optimal harvest in terms of these models is therefore taken as the largest 

harvested mass and thereafter the number caught and mean size of 

individuals in the catch can be considered. Changes in fishing pressure 

were investigated using the models and these produced curves equivalent to 

Beverton and Holt <1957> yield per recruit curves because recruitment is 

constant or with very little fluctuation because of the small female 

harvest. All simulations showed that no increase in the fishing effort 

currently being employed at either of the two fishing grounds appears to be 
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warranted for the small increase in harvest. 

A lobster-mussel model formulated by Seiderer et al. <1982) was based on 

the length distributions of the populations and constant recruitment was 

assumed. The effect of reducing the minimum catchable size from the current 

89 mm to 70 mm was tested. They concluded that this would increase lobster 

yield by 24 % as a result of an accelerated lobster growth rate. Their 

model may be compared to the constant recruitment lobster-mussel model 

presented here although this is based on the age distribution of the 

population. This present model predicts the same results in a population 

growing at the "overall" estimate of growth, showing that the yield would 

increase by 25 % at a minimum catchable size of 70 mm. However, the results· 

predicted by this model should be viewed with caution because there were 

sharp changes in growth rate, a feature also found in the Seiderer et al. 

<1982> model. 

The growth rate and intensity of fishing effort affect the choice of 

optimal minimum catchable size. For the smaller harvesting rate of the 

slow-growing Cape Peninsula lobster population, the single-species constant 

recruitment model predicts that the present minimum catchable size <89 mm 

carapace length) is optimal. However, using the lobster-mussel model with 

variable recruitment, a minimum catchable size of approximately 70 mm would 

yield a slightly better (+ 7 %> harvested mass. A large (+ 70 %> increase 

in the number caught could be expected. The mean individual size of the 

catch may drop from 95 mm to 80 mm, possibly making some of this harvest 

less marketable. At the larger harvesting rate and faster growth rate of 

the Dassen Island population, an optimal minimum catchable size of 70 mm or 

slightly less produces a better harvested mass by approximately 35 %. The 

number caught increases by more than three times that currently harvested. 

The mean size of individuals in the catch decreases from 96 mm to less than 
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80 mm but the large increase in number and mass harvested may be worthwhile 

in spite of the drop in mean size of individuals in the catch. 

If fishing were introduced to the sanctuary, Robben Island, a sustainable 

harvest of at least 340 tons per annum is predicted by the lobster constant 

recruitment model at the current minimum catchable size and would appear to 

have little effect on the population. In this area in which lobsters grow 

f'ast, a minimum catchable size in the range 70 to 80 mm is predicted as 

optimal depending on whether exploitation is heavy or moderate. Under 

moderate exploitation, the 80 mm minimum catchable size causes an increase 

in harvested mass that is marginal C3 %> while the number caught may be 

increased to 30 %. The consequent reduction in the mean size of individuals 

in the catch is small <95 mm to 91 mm>. The optimal 70 mm catchable size 

predicted under heavy exploitation rate results in an increase of 

approximately 10 % in harvested mass with a corresponding increase of 90 % 

in numbers caught. The mean size of individuals in the catch is reduced 

from 97 to 79 mm. 

The difference in optimal harvesting policy for sub-populations which have 

different growth rates and are exploited at different fishing pressures 

complicates decisions when a single harvesting strategy has to be applied 

to the entire lobster population spanning a number of fishing grounds. An 

extension of the models to include economic factors would be useful in 

producing results of optimal harvesting strategy based on a balance between 

the equally important socio-economic implications and biological 

considerations. Three conclusions about harvesting strategy can be drawn 

from the model simulations. Firstly, no increase in fishing effort would 

provide an increase in yield in accordance with the increased effort. This 

finding reflects that of Newman and Pollock C1977> who used yield per 

recruit curves for male !!, lalandii based on the population dynamics of 

Dassen Island. Secondly, exploitation of lobster at the present sanctuary, 
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Robben Island would yield a substantial harvest with no obvious adverse 

effect on the population. The last and most complicated management decision 

is that of choice of a minimum catchable size. Ideally a two-dimensional 

set of combinations of all possible harvesting rates and minimum catchable 

sizes at each of the growth rates would give the optimal harvesting 

strategy for each area. Newman and Pollock <1977> suggested that lowering 

of the minimum catchable size from 89 mm to 80 mm would maintain or 

increase the equilibrium yield per recruit of males, depending on the 

relative magnitudes of growth and natural mortality. For females, with a 

much reduced growth rate. an increase in yield per recruit could also be 

expected at the reduced minimum size. Based on the assumptions of the 

models presented here, an initial observation is that the present 89 mm 

minimum catchable size appears to be appropriate for slow-growing lobster 

such as occur in the Cape Peninsula ground. With greater fishing effort, a 

smaller minimum catchable size is optimal. A minimum catchable size of 70 

mm, somewhat smaller than the current one of 89 mm, and an annual 

harvesting mortality of approximately F = 0.4 would be optimal in terms of 

harvested mass. Choice of a minimum catchable size closer to 80 mm at an 

annual harvesting rate of aproximately F "" 0.34 would probably yield a 

harvest that is optimal in terms of both mass and number harvested if a 

large mean size of individuals in the catch provides better marketability. 

This conservative minimum catchable size would cause the least change to 

other components of the ecosystem, effects which have not been modelled. In 

addition it would allow females to spawn before they are of catchable size 

as sexual maturity is reached at approximately 70 mm CHeydorn, 1965> and 

would therefore guard against a possible reduced recruitment caused by 

"recruitment overfishing". 
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APPENDIX A DQCUMBNTATION FOR PROGRAM "GROWTH" 

A. PROGRAM SPECIFICATION 

Growth simulation This program (stored in "SIMUL*MODEL.GROWTH" on a 

Sperry 1100/81) generates a age-length distribution from a set of monthly 

or daily growth increments for different size classes. 

B. INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE 

1. Input Specifications : 

The following is a runstream for program execution. 

1. @RUN,Z/N RUNID,ACCOUNT-NO,SIMUL,TIME,PAGES 
2. @ASG,A MODEL. 
3. @ASG,CP FLOBMEAN.,F50 
4. @ASG,T TEMP*GROFILE. 
5. @ASG,A BMDP*83. 
6. @USE 12.,TEMP*GROFILE. 
7. @USE 13.,FLOBMEAN. 
8. @XQT MODEL.GROWTH 
9. FEMALE LOBSTER - MEAN GROWTH 

10. 10 D 10 10 
11. 0.02261 
12. 0.02817 
13. 0.03838 
14. 0.03442 
15. 0.01070 
16. 0.00548 
17. 0.00343 
18. 0.00274 
19. 0.00192 
20. 0.00137 
21. @BMDP*83.BMDP BHDP6D 
22. /PROBLEM TITLE IS "FEMALE LOBSTER - MEAN GROWTH". 
23. /INPUT VARIABLES ARE 2. 
24. FORMAT IS "C1X,I3,7X,F6.2)". 
25. /PLOT YVAR IS LENGTH. 
26. XV AR IS YEARS. 
27. /END 
28. @ADD TEMP*GROFILE. 
29. @FIN 

The data Clines 9 to 20 in this runstream> should be entered as follows 

CARD 1 HEADING CSTARTING IN COL 2, UP TO 60 CHARACTERS> 
CARD 2 THE FOLLOWING FOUR DATA ITEMS SHOULD BE SEPARATED BY ONE 

BLANK. 
1) THE NUMBER OF SIZE CLASSES FOR WHICH THERE IS DATA 
2) "D" FOR DAILY GROWTH RATES OR "M" FOR MONTHLY RATES 
3> RANGE OF A SIZE CLASS 
4) STARTING LENGTH 

CARD 3 + GROWTH RATES FOR EACH SIZE CLASS STARTING WITH THE 
SMALLEST CLASS, ONE PER CARD 
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The files "SIMUL*FLOBMEAN" and "TEMP*GROFILE" are output files. 

2. Output format : 

There are three forms of output : a table <Example 1) giving lengths at age 

<years), a BMDP plot of the distribution and a file <in this case 

"SIMUL*FLOBMEAN") containing only the lengths of different age Classes. 

Example 1 : 

FEMALE LOBSTER - MEAN GROWTH 

YEARS LENGTH 
------

0 10.00 
1 18.24 
2 28.06 
3 41.20 

63 109.69 

3. Restrictions on Generality : 

Only daily or monthly growth rate data can be input. 

Only yearly age classes are output. 

4. Run Time : 

The program may take up to 20 seconds to run for a simulation such as this 

where an age of 63 years is reached. 

C. CONCEPTUAL OVERVIEW 

The algorithm is described in Chapter 2. Since data are not always 

available for the whole size range of an individual, a starting length for 

growth can be specified. However the subsequent age-length distribution is 

therefore not true and time for the individual to reach this starting 

length must be accounted for in order to yield representative ages. Two 

files are created by the program. One is a temporary file for use by BMDP 

for plotting and the second, containing only the lengths of different ages 
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is for further use in for example, the program "FREQ" Csee Appendix E and 

F), and as storage for incorporation into a data file. 

D. PROGRAM DESIGN 

The program comprises one FORTRAN routine with two main sections of 

calculation. The first calculates the time taken to grow through each size 

class. The second determines the length of each age class. The output is 

written to two files, one for BMDP and one for further use, and a printout 

of a table and a BMDP plot of the results is made. 

E. PROGRAM CODE 

The FORTRAN IV code for the program written for a SPERRY 1100/81 is given 

in Appendix B. 
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APPENDIX B FORTRAN CODI FOB PRQGBAH GROWTH" 

.. Q~O~~c~oooo~ooooooooooooo .. 00 •o 
0 00 FFCC.F.A.M "GRCt·THu ... 
0 00 ... 
0 00 "f;O/,TH SI MULA T I 0 r, .. 0 
0 00 ... 
0 0~2•~$Q~ooo~o~~*•o~ooooo~ 

·------------------------------------------------------------------------.. VARIABLE AUG PAFAM~ Ti;.R DECLARATION 0------------------------------------------------------------------------

0 

0 .. 
.. 
0 

0 
0 

• 
• 
0 

0 

,. 
0 

• • 
.. 
0 

• 
0 

0 
0 

0 

0 

0 

• 

INTEGER RANc.,t. 

ll'iTlG£R ITIHE 

INTEGER TOTTl~IW!~QI 

INTEG(R YEAHS 

REAL TIME 

INTEGER SIZLS 

RE.AL STALEN 

'l[AL LEN I u: !..01 

REAL GfiOl\THtS:I 

REAL SLOPE. 

REAL YINT 

Fi EAL u:riAG[ 

REAL YTl,.E 

CHARACT[Ro 6 :C HE AD 

RA~GE OF A SJ~[ CLASS 

INTEGER TIME TAK[N TO GFD~ THROUc.,H A SIZE 
CLASS . 

CUMULATIVE TJHl TAKEN TO GRO~ ThROUC.H ALL 
SI Z [ CLAS SE 5 

lOU~TlR or NUM~ER Of YEARS TAKE~ TO C.RO~ 
THFCl;Gli S llE C.LAS5£S 

REAL TIME TAKEN TO GROW THROUGH A SIZE CLASS 

NUHELF or SIZE CLASSES roF ~HICH THERE 
IS rATA 

START ING LEN::OTH 

ARRAY CONTAINll'iG CALCULATED LENGTH~ OF 
EACH SIZE CLASS 

ARHAY CONTAINING GRO~TH HATES OF EACH 
SIZE CLASS 

SLCPE or LINE DRA~N PET~EEN ACL-LENGTH 
POl~TS AT UPPER ANO LO~EH LIMITS OF A SIZl 
CLAo·~ 

Y-INTEHCEFT Of LINE DPA!N ~ET~LEN AGE-LlNGTH 
PCINTS AT UPP!:fi AND' LOWER LIMITS OF SJ.::E 
CLASS 

LlNGTH AT YEARLY INTERVALS 

NUM~tR OF MONTHS OR DAYS IN A ~UMDER OF YEA~S 

Cl<A RAC TER o 
HE.A(' I NG 

1- TIM I NT 
INDICATOR AS TO MONTHLY OR DAILY GRODTH DATA 

·------------------------------------------------------------------------.. roRMAT STATEMEl'iTS 0------------------------------------------------------------------------
f"Olil!A T I I 
roRHAT IA6CI 
r ORM AT I IHI , A 6 CI 
roRMAT 11,1,• YEA~S LlNGTH .,,,• 
roRMAT 112,JX,Al,JY,12,JX,F~·LI 
fOFM~.T I' c·,1~.rb·ll 
roRHAT IJX,J3,7X 1 F6o21 
roRMAT If 60.ZI 

------•,11 

·-----------------------------------------------------------------------41 OFC:N OUTPUT rtLES 

·--------------~--------------------------------------------------------

OPEN C Ill 
OPEN I IJI 

·-----------------------------------------------------------------------• REAU IN CATA 0-----------------------------------------------------------------------
READ Co,JSI >t~AU 
<! l AD I o, 'IS I 5 I Z ES, T IM INT , PAN Gt , ST ALEN 
li[A[) l•,SI IGROllTHlJI, I = J,SIZESI 
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o-----------------------------------------------------------------------
0 PNl~T HEADINGS A~D INITIALIZE VAFIABLES 

~-----------------------------------------------------------------------

[JO'l'Cl=0,5~ 
'IC TOTTIMlll • J 

ITIME = 0 
Yl:.Af'S = IJ 

WRITE ,o,251 HEAD 
~RITE ;10,JSI 
RRITE to,SSI STALEN 
LENllJI = STALEN 
LC:tdll = 5TALEN 
YE~RS = I 

·-----------------------------------------------------------------------,. CALCULnE CUMULATIVE Tlt'E TJ GFCll THliOUGH EACH 
o SIZE CLASS 
·-----------------------------------------------------------------------

00 .Z'l I= J,SllE.5 
Tl"'E = lllNTISTAL[.f-./f.;HJGEI + Jl.oPANC>E. - LU!CI - 111/GRGl.Tfilll 
ITll'E c TIM:: 
If CTIMl .er. ITIMIOI ITll''!O = ITIM~ + 
LlNCll= GRC~THlll•ITIM[ + LL~ll - II 
TOTTIMlll = TOTTIMll - II • ITIME 

:<>: CONTINUE 

·-----------------------------------------------------------------------• CALCULATE UFF[R LlN(TH LIMIT OF lACH AGE CLASS 
o AND PRINT OUT RESULTS 
·-----------------------------------------------------------------------

00 JO I= J,SIZES 
SLOPE= ILENlll - LUJCI - 111/ITOTTIMCll - TOTTl1'411 - Ill 
YINT = LENCI I - SLOPE.oTOTTIMlll 

1-0 If ITIMINT oEUo 'D'I YTIME = YEARSoJ6~.2~ 
If CTIMINT o[W• 'M'I YTIM[ = YEAR5ol2 
If CYTIM[ .LT+ TOTTl~llll THlN 

LE.NAG!:. = 5LCPEoYTIM[ + YINT 
WRITE C 12,651 YEARS, LENAGE 
llEITE Co,bSI YEARS, LENAG[ 
WRITE I JJ,7SI LENAGE. 
YEARS = Y~ARS • I 
GOTO 1rJc 

ENOIF 
31.. CCNT INUE 

·-----------------------------------------------------------------------.. CLOSE OUTFUT r ILES ANO um 
.0--------------------~--------------------------------------------------

CLOSE 11 n 
CLOSE 1131 

ENO 
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APPENDIX C DOCUMENTATION FOR PROGRAM "LOBMUS" - Lobater-Muasel Models 

A. PROGRAM SPECIFICATION 

Lobster - mussel models This program <stored in SIMUL*MODEL.LOBMUS on a 

SPERRY 1100/81> is designed to run simulation models of a lobster and 

mussel population, separately and together with species interaction. 

B. INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE 

1. Input Specifications : 

The following is a runstream for program execution. 

1. @RUN,Z/N RUNID,ACCOUNT-NO,SIMUL,TIME,PAGES 
2. @ASG,A MODEL. 
3. @ASG,A CAPELOB. 
4. @XQT MODEL.LOBMUS 
5. L 
6. 50 
7 1 
8. @ADD CAPELOB. 
9. @FIN 

The data <lines 5 to 7> are defined as follows : 

CARD 1 

CARD 2 

CARD 3 

The letter "L", "M" or "B" depending on whether the lobster, 
mussel or lobster-mussel model is required. 

The number of years for which the program is to be run. 

A "1, "2", "3" or "4" depending on whether no stock-recruit 

relationship, a linear, Beverton and Holt or Ricker stock-

recruit relationship is required. 

The file "SIMUL*CAPELOB" is the name of the data file <Example 1>. Data must be 

entered into this file in the following order : 

CARD 1 TITLE <UP TO 50 CHARACTERS> 
CARD 2 + DATA FOR EACH PARAMETER/VARIABLE MUST BE PRECEDED BY A LINE 

WHICH CONTAINS THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION : 
1. PARAMETER/VARIABLE NAME <UP TO 9 CHARACTERS> 
2. FIRST DIMENSION STARTING IN COL 11 
3. SECOND DIMENSION AFTER ONE BLANK 
FOR ONE DIMENSIONAL PARAMETERS/VARIABLES, THE VALUES MUST BE 
ENTERED ONE TO A LINE. FOR TWO DIMENSIONAL PARAMETERS/VARIABLES 
VALUES IN ALL OF THE COLUMNS <SECOND DIMENSION> OF EACH ROW 
<FIRST DIMENSION> MUST BE ENTERD ON ONE LINE. 
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Example 1 

ROBBEN ISLAND - 80 MM CATCH SIZE LIMIT 
MLOBNUM 22 1 
3440000000 
3293300 
2519800 

NUMOPTEAT 14 8 
65 166 79 14 0 0 0 0 
48 182 96' 31 5 0 0 0 

All of the parameters/variables must be entered regardless of the model 

being used. Chapter 4 indicates the acronym for each parameter/ variable. 

They must be entered in the following order : MLOBNUM, FLOBNUM, MLOBLEN, 

FLOBLEN, MLOBMOR, FLOBMOR, MLOBFIS, FLOBFIS, MLOBGRO, FLOBGRO, LOBMASS, 

LOBEGG, LOBDENDEP, LOBCATLIM, NUMOPTEAT, KJOPTEAT, MUSKJ, MUSNUM, MUSLEN, 

MUSMOR, MUSGRO, MUSDENDEP, MUSLEFT, MUSEGG, MUSEGGMOR. 

Data for a lobster sanctuary must be entered with zero fishing mortality 

CMLOBFIS and FLOBFIS>. The minimum catchable size must be entered with the 

correct size in order for the program to calculate the number of 

individuals over the catchable size. For lobsters, the number of age 

classes must be equal to or less than the number that will be created by 

the input growth rate. If this is not done, the individuals in older extra 

classes will accumulate in the last cla.ss and the numbers will not balance 

in the end. If mussel growth rate is changed the mussel age-frequency and 

age-length distribution must also be changed so that there are the correct 

number of age classes for the growth rate. 

2. Output Format : 

There are three types of output depending on the model which is being run. 

These are given in the form of tables and graphs, the latter only for 

simulation times of 100 years or less. 
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Mussel model 

Tables -

annually population number 

at end of simulation period : size-frequency distribution <number 
and % number) 
age-frequency distribution 

Graphs -

annual population number 
size-frequency distribution <number and log number) 
age-frequency distribution 

Lobster model 

Tables -
I 

annually population number <males, females and total) 
number over minimum catchable size 
number harvested 
mass harvested 

at end of simulation : male and female size-frequency distribution 
(number and % number) 

Graphs -

male and female age-frequency distribution 
percentage males in each size class 

annual population number <male, female and total) 
" number over minimum catchable size " 
" number harvested " 
" mass harvested 

male and female size-frequency distributions <number and log number) 
male and female age-frequency distributions 
percentage males in each size class 

Lobster-mussel model : 

In addition to the output of the lobster and mussel models, annual 

tabulation of the percentage of optimal growth rate in each size class for 

males and female is printed. 

3. Guide to error messages : 

In the case of the upper length limit of one age class exceeding the 

proceding age class limit, the following error message is output : 
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"FOR FEMALE LOBSTERS THE GROWTH RATE OF AGE CLASS 9 IS SLOWER THAN THAT OF 
AGE CLASS 8. 
CONSEQUENTLY THE UPPER LENGTH LIMIT OF THE 8 YEARS OLDS <85.9> EXCEEDS 
THAT OF THE 9 YEARS OLDS <85.5> 

***************************** EXECUTION HALTED ***************************" 

3. Restrictions on Generality : 

The following parameters are'set as constants in the program but can easily 

be changed and the program recompiled -

Maximum ages of 58 and 100 and 39 years for male and female lobster 
respectively and mussels. 

Maximum sizes of 140, 110 and 80 mm for male and female lobster and 
mussels respectively. 

Age of lobster maturity is 70 + mm. 

Month of moulting is 10 <October). 

Lobster open fishing season is months 11 to 12 and 1 to 6 ie 
to June. 

November 

The maximum number of years for which the model can handle graphics is 
100 years but longer runs are possible although no graphical output· will be 
produced. 

4. Run Time : 

The following run times are minimums for 100-year runs on maximum growth 

rate 

Lobster-mussel model > 8 minutes 

Lobster model > 7 minutes 

Mussel model > 1 minute 

C. CONCEPTUAL OVERVIEW 

The program is designed so that either of the three models can be run by 

simply changing one line of input. The concept of the model is explained in 

Chapter 3. 

D. PROGRAM DESIGN 

1. Overall description 

The program, of 2500 lines, is written in Pascal and is self-
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contained in that it handles data input and the output in both tabulated 

and graphical form is produced by the program. Regardless of the model 

required, data for both lobsters and mussels is entered but only the 

relevant data is used. 

2. Data structures : 

The data structures are all explained in the declaration section of the 

program. 

3. Inter-relationship among procedures : 

IMAINI 

READDATA LO BC A LC LOBEAT GROWTHEFFECT 

FRACOVERLIM MUSMAIN LOBMOVE MUSCALC 

READVAR FRACAGEINSIZE 

4. Function of each procedure 

Input procedures -

GROWTHRATERROR MAXMIN 

DRAWFILLER 

At the beginning of a run, READDATA reads in a variable name and dimensions 

f'rom the input file for each input parameter/variable, and calls READVAR 

which reads in the actual data values for the parameter/variable. Six array 

sizes are specified and the data read into the applicable one. READDATA 

also sets the maximum age of the lobsters and mussels according to the 
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input. 

General procedures -

FRACAGEINSIZE, called monthly for each model, determines the relative 

proportions with which an age class falls into size classes for lobsters 

and/ or mussels. 

FRACOVERLIM, called monthly for the lobster and lobster-mussel models, 

determines the fraction of each age class that falls over the minimum 

catchable size. 

GROWTHRATERROR is called if an error occurs in the lobster-mussel model 

when one age class has a slower growth rate than its preceding class so 

that its length limit is lower than this preceding class. Execution is 

halted once an error message has been printed out. 

Graph procedures -

MAXMIN determines the upper and lower limits of a set of values in order to 

give a range for a graph axia 

DRAWFILLER writes out a given character a specified number of times. 

SETUPGRAPH, called at the end of a run, sets up an array with values to be 

-
inserted onto a graph and then calls DRAWGRAPH to implement this. DRAWGRAPH 

plots a graph with specified titles, axis values etc. 

Lobster - mussel procedures -

LOBEAT, called monthly in the lobster-mussel model only, determines the 

number of mussels that can be consumed by lobsters. 

GROWTHEFFECT, called annually in the month before moulting in the lobster-

mussel model, determines the number of kilojoules, in terms of mussel 

flesh, available for lobster consumption and changes the lobster growth 

rates accordingly. 
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Lobster procedures Ccalled only in the lobster and lobster-mussel models> -

LOBMAIN, called monthly, calls FRACAGEINSIZE for both males and females and 

determines the number of individuals of both sexes in each size class. 

LOBCALC, called monthly, does all the calculations that determine the 

change in numbers of lobster individuals of both sexes and implements the 

annual increase in size of each age class at the moult and calls 

GROWTHRATERROR if necessary. It also determines the maximum age which may 

change with change in growth rate. 

LOBMOVE, called each year, determines the number of eggs spawned according 

to either constant recruitment or a linear, Beverton and Holt, or Ricker 

stock-recruit curve. The number of individuals and the upper length limit 

of each age class are moved to the next age class. The total number, the 

number over the catch size limit and the mean catch size of each sex and as 

a total are calculated. 

Mussel procedures (called by mussel model only> -

MUSMAIN, called monthly, calls FRACAGEINSIZE and determines the number of 

individuals in each size class. 

MUSCALC does all the monthly calculations that determine the change in 

number and size of mussels in each age class. GROWTHERROR may be called.In 

particular months, constant recruitment occurs. 

MUSMOVE is called each year to move the number and length limit of each age 

class into the proceding one and to determine the total number of mussels. 

Main procedures -

The main procedure calls INITIALIZE to write out headings and do the intial 

calculatiOns. It loops monthly for the specified number of years calling 

all the relevant procedures depending on the model, to do the necessary 

calculations. It then sets up some arrays for initial graphs and calls 
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MUSFINAL, LOBFINAL and FINIALIZE which call the procedures for printing out 

graphs and print out headings and output information. 

E. PROGRAM VALIDATION 

Each computation was checked with test data. 

One error procedure was included for the case when one age class may 

overtake another. 

F. PROGRAM CODE 

The PASCAL code for the program written for a SPERRY 1100/81 is given in 

Appendix D. 
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APPENDIX D PAscAL CODE POB PROGRAM "LQBMUS" 

(~o=~~~~~~~o~o~~o~~~C~GOC~OO~Q~~~~J 
(oooocooo~ooo~ooe~ocoooooooo~ooo•~) 
( .0 0 (I 0) 

(~o P~JGRAM '1 LClHUs·· ~O) 
f~O ~O) 
(oo PUCK-LO~STER - KUS~~L MOC£L ooJ 
(qo eo) 
(~00000~00~000000~00000~0000000000) 
(oooo•o~oocoo40•~0000000•~00000000) 

(COOOO*O#OOOOOOOO) 

I" CLCL!RATIDNS •I 
(000•0000004000•0> 

P•DGFAM HAIN tl~PUT 1 0UTPUTI: 

($ ::::::::::::::::: OJ 
10 LAlEL C~CLARATIO~ 41 
(• =%=============== o) 

(e ==================== o) 
10 cc~;TANl o_CLARATION 01 
(0 ========:=========== 0) 

M~;A ~ACE se: { 0 MA~IMIJM f\: L'~ e ~I~ or I'!~ L [ LOE5TEr.> A lo[ CLAS:£~. "I 

fl"~XAGE 1!..C: , .. MAX l1"UM NUilrLR OF FlKALE L065TLR AUE (LA~':l5 

I" Lt !!SI Z l'I: 

FLCESIZ 11; 

l"AXr-IUSAl>E J'r; 

MU~ '51 L e: 

u:r .iuvu:.N 10: 

tlCt!L T 10: 

LCEFSEA I 1: 
LG~FSEA..: 6: 

LO[FSlAJ 11; 
LOl!F5[A'I 12; 

SJZSHF IC: 

.LOel"ATSIZ a: 

PAGESl~E o2; 

t;.P.AH!'. IGHT so: 
GF.Ai<IDH• 1co: 

VAl'NAl"ESIZE ~ q; 

"1FSIZMIN2 ;:J; 

LOL'STERS_ONLT 
l"IJS5[L5_0t.LY 
t:01H-LCLSTE~S_MU55ELS 

MALL_LOP5T[F 1 1" 1 

FE~ALE_LOCSTER ~ 'F' 
TOTAL _LueSTERS c 'T' 
L0CSTEF. 'L' 
MIJ5~EL 'K' 

'L' 
'11' 
'6' 
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f 0 NU,.~EF OF M~Ll L0USTlf; ~IZ~ CLA5:0,[j .. , 
, .. NUML;lR or FEf"ALl LOIJSTEfi 5 I ZE CLA S'.Jt:;, 

I• NUMBER or ML1 S5~L •"-E CLASSES 

Co NUMl:LP OF ,-.u:;s EL SIH CLASSES 

co SET LPPEP LlNGTH LirlT OF "' 
I• FIRST L065ToH AGE CLASS •I 

Co MONTH OF THr l'!OULT OJ 

0 J 

o I 

lo FIRST AND L~:T ~ONTHS OF FIRST "' 
14 LOBSTEH FISHING SE~SGN 01 

10 FIRST /\NL> L.~ST t'·ONH'S CF SlCOIJl! ol 
14 LOBSTER FISHING SEASON o) 

.. , 

I• RANGE CF A LG~STlR DR ~USSEL SIZ~ CLAS;, 01 

10 LOfSTEk SIZE AT MAlLRITT •I 

I• ~UMOEF OF LIN~~ PEk OUTPUT PAGl 01 

I• HEIGHT Of uUTPUT GRAPH oJ 

'" KILTH or C~TrUT GRAFH .. , 

I• NUf<'l'[F. OF C.HARACTEFS IN A VAfilAl\1..t. NAP'!:. 41 

I• 5Ul1 or ~UMLlR OF MALL AND FEMALE ., 
I• 51lE CLA5~t:S - i ruA AN ARRAY •I 
10 INDICATING THE CHANG~ IN GRO~TH HATE OJ 

,. THE AeuvE AHi.. lf.LICATCk5 ~s TO THl 0) 

(4 lTPE OF MUC[L RlLUl~ll> OJ 

I• THL AoCVl A"~ SYl'!EOL~ FDR THE CUTFUT •J 
I• GRAPHS •I 
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LLfPG[TJTLE 
LCf:HAl'MASTITLE 
LCLHAF.TJTLE 
LCULIMTITLE 
LC[l"A5TITLE 
L([NUMTITLE 
LOL'SIZETITLL 
LCGTITLl 
l"USAG[T I TLE 
r'USNUMTITLE 
l"UoSIZETITLL 
SEXf'A TT I TL£ 
TIM[TlTLE 

0 L08ST r: t..Cl (YFi~J 
'>1J1HV[ TCD I TGllS l 

HA Vl:TCD 
' OV[R CATCH LIMIT 
'l"ASS Of LCl STEFS 
'~UM~l~ CF LC~STEk5' 
'LObSTE~ ~!ZE l~l"I ' 

t f, A T U' AL LI.! G l 
•ML!S5C...l AGE 1 YR';; l 
'l<UM(1EP or f'USSl L= 
'~USSEL SIZL CMMI 
'P[RCL~lAGE ~ALlS 

TY Pl 

LCuAG[_ARF.AY 
LOHSll_ARR.AY 
ML'SAGE_ARRAY 
l'USSI Z_A•rnAY 
LD6AGl_MUSSIZ_ARRAT 
LCESIZ_MUSSJZ_ARRAY 
LCfAGE_LGtSIZ_ARRAY 
r'USAGE_MUSSIZ_ARF.AY 
"'A~AGE_AF.RAY 
MAXLOl:lSIZ_APRAY 
MAXMUSSIZ_AR.li:AY 
MAXAGE_MAXSIZ_ARRAY 
VAF.~;AM~ ARRAY 
c...F.-HEIGHT_APF.AY 
G'iADATA_AFf'AY 
GkJ!PH_ARRAT 
GfiOVITH_ARRAY 

v ?fi 

AGE Ill/TE.GER; 

CHAHAC : CHAR; 

CCU NT INTEGER: 

QI, O~ : INTEGER: 

Tlf".EIYLARSI 
10 THE AbOVE. Ao':'.:. TI TLC:S fl:R TH[ OUTPUT • l 
(o 1.1RAPHS o) 

(0 ================ 0) 
to TYPE C~CLARATlON 01 
(0 ================ 0) 

AP.RAY [J •• F,..AXAGEJ er REAL: 
AF.RAY [J •• f".LCBSIZJ or REAL: 
ARRAY [i··"'AXHUSAGEJ or REAL: 
AF.RAY (l •• M~351ZJ or REAL: 
ARRAY [i••Fl''AXf.GE.l••f'USSIZJ Of REAL: 
AR~AY t 1 •• ML~BSIZol••MUSSIZJ OF REAL: 
•Rt<AY (J,.f!"AXAGE,J••MLOBSIZJ Uf PtAL: 
ARNAY ll•·MAIHUSAGE.1l••~USSIZJ Of REAL: 
ARRAY [Q •• F~AXAGEJ or REAL; 
AfrnAY [G, oML\.IBS ll J Of RlAL; 
ARR~ Y l '.:! • • f" 1,;S 5 I l ] Dr f' EAL ; 
APRAY [J •• F~AXAGE,I •• f'LOBSIZJ Of REAL: 
ARRAY C 1 •• V•RlllA~ESIZtJ OF CHAR: 
AF."AY [Q •• GF.AHSIGHTJ or REAL: 
AF.RAY c1 •• GSA~IOTH,l··llJ or REAL: 
ARRAY [J •• GRAHSICHT,J •• GRAWIDTHJ Of CHAR; 
ARRAY [! •• f".f51LMllll2) or REAL: 

(e THE AlCVS AF.E DECL4RATIC~~ oJ 
lo FOR ALL SIZES Of AF.RAYS o) 

(0 ==================== OJ 
(o VAµIABLE C~CLAR~TIUN $) 

(0 ====;============:=: 0) 

I• Gl. K.iiAL ,. I 

(0 DUHl"Y NUl"BER or AGE. CLASSES OI 

(o ONE OUTPUT CHA~ACTEF o) 

I• J~T[b[R CDUNT(F FOR bRAPH OUTPUT o) 

(0 FIRST AND SECONU Ol~l~SJCNS or ., 
(o INPUT VARIABLES •I 

rAT~.ARR MUSSlZ._Ar:::~AY: (o DUMMY ARRAY INTO ~HILH INFUT IS R.EAD c) 

lo MATRIX STCRING DAIA FOH OUTfUT 01 CATA"'AT 

CATAVAR 

GRAOATA_ARRAY: 

REAL; 

UCCL : INTEGER: 

CUM : CHAR: 

L'Ul"LOL:f PAC LCLAGE_LOSSIZ_AHRAY: 

C·t.:f~r'USFF.A( MUSAGE_MUSSIZ_APRAY: 

FJR~TNO : INTEGER: 

FHAC : MAXAGE_MAXSIZ_ARAAY: 

fnACLEN LOBAG[_ARRf.Y: 

HUSAGl_MUSSIZ_ARRAY: 

G~~ CHAR: 

GRAMAT : GRAPH_ARRAY: 

CPC~THCHANGE ! GRDWTH_ARRAY; 

l"~XVALUl 1 HINVALUE ;<EAL: 

Co DUMMY VARIA~LE !~TO ~HICH INPUT IS RLtu O) 

(0 JNDICATCF AS TC WHICH CCLUHN or 0) 

(o THE VATA HPTRIX HCLGS TH[ VALUES OJ 
10 FOR THE PARTICULAR GRAPH ~E~UIRED oJ 

Co OUM~Y VARIAeLE INTO "HICH A ELANK oJ 
I• IS f,[AlJ 01 

(o DUH~T LDGSTEP Of MUSSEL Ll~GTHS •I 

(0 OUHMY FPACTION or AGL CLA~j I~ A 01 
Co PARTICULAR LOU~TlR SIZL CLASS ol 

co DUMMY FPACTION er AGE CLASS IN A •J 
I• PARTICULAR MUSS(L SIZE CLASS 01 

(o NUHBEP USED IN GRAPH •XES OUTPUT o) 

(0 OUH,..Y FRACTION or AGL CLASS IN A 0) 

I• PARTICULAR SIZE CLASS 01 

(o DUMMY LENGTH Of ~ LOESTER 01 
I• OR MUSSEL AGE CLASS •I 

C• OUHl"Y FRACTION Of AG<. CLASS IN A 01 
I• PARTICULAR LOBSTER SIZt CLASS •I 

lo OUMl"Y FRACTION Of A~E CLASS IN A •>· 
I• PARTICULAR MUSSEL ~IZE CLASS OJ 

(0 TYPE or GRAPH RE~UIF.Eu •I 

I• MATRIX STOF.ING PUINTS UN A GRAPH 01 

co INUICATOR AS TO nHt.TH(R Thl G~c.·.TH 0) 

Co ~ATE Cf A PARTICULA~ MAL<. O~ FEMALE. 01 
I• LOBSTER SIZE CLA~S iAS CHANGED •I 

I• MAXIMUM ANU MINIMUM VALUES •I 
(•or A PADTICULAR VARIABLE ., 
lo FOR GRAPH LIMITS 01 
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lfl:T : RtAL; 

LA, LS ; INTEGER; 

LAI LOLAGl_APF.AY; 

LA~SS ; LOBSIZ_MUSSIZ_ARFAT: 

LLN !"AXLObSIZ_ARFAY: 

uHAHEJGhT_ARRAY; 

LIP.:E. : INTEGER: 

L52 : l0~51Z_ARHAY; 

!"A, MS ; INTEG[li; 

~Al : MUSAGE_A~RAY; 

~A1, !"IN : REAL: 

MCDE.l CHAR; 

MONTH INTEGER; 

y5q : MUSSIZ_ARRAY: 

NUMI, NUM2, NUMJ, NVl"q 

NVM5, NU"b : REAL: 

S : INTEGtfi: 

Sil INTE<OER: 

~PACE : P.(AL: 

SPEC : CHAR: 

Sr· EC I ES : CH AR ; 

T ll"E : JNTEGEF; 

Til''[S 

lt-ITEt:>ER; 

TIT LE ARRAY [l .. 5lJJ Of Ct-'Af; 

TYf'EilfiR : CHAR; 

UPPC:RX, LOWE.RX 

UPPERY, LO'llERY 

VALUE : PlAL: 

VARt : REAL: 

REAL; 

VARNAME ! VA~NAME_ARRAY: 

X,Y : INTEGER: 

XO 15 ; REAL; 

XilDTH : INTEGER: 

XTITLE, YTITLE : CHAR: 

H.-~RS : INTt:GER; 

t• INTERVAL flT~(E~ l-AalS POINTS O) 

to COUNTEH fCF NU"B~~ Cf LOE5TEri AGL o) 
fo AND SIZE CLASSES RESPECTIVLLY •> 

(o DUMMY fLOEAGE AF~AY ol 

10 DU!"MY MLO~SIZ MVSSll AhRAY •l 

(o UPPER L[~GTH LIMIT CF Sil[ CLASS(S 0 1 
co FOR LOBSTEFS Ok ~us=LL[ 0) 

10 VALUES Of POl~TS ON Y-AXJS Ol 

10 COUNTE~ FOk NUM6~P Cf LINES OUTPUT o) 

10 DUMMY MLC051l ARriAY •> 
to CCUNTER fOk NUMe:R Gf MUSSCL ~GE AND •l 
ro SIZE ClASS£S P.LSPECTIVELY •I 

10 DUMMY MUSAGE AHR~Y OJ 

(0 UPPER ANO LO~~k Sil[ Llr!TS or OJ 
lo (A(H AGE CLASS FOR LUcSTERS CR MUSSELS OJ 

(0 INCICATOR AS TC ftHICH or THE THREE O) 

I• MOOELS IS REUVIRLD •J 

10 MONTHLY cou~T[H OJ 

10 DUMMY MUSSIZ A~RAY OJ 

Io INTEGER COUNTERS o J 

( 0 RE Al COUNTERS •> 

FOR EI THEFi tiUMlJE R OF 
Io DUMMY COUNTC:R 
I• LOBSTER QR MUSoEL SIZE CLAS5E5 0) 

(0 DUMMY NUMB(R er SIZE CLASSES •J 

co NUMBER Of SPACl~ bET~EC:ti lACH OJ 
C• POINT ON X-AXIS •J 

I• INDICATOR AS 10 WHETHER O) 
C • r HERL I S AN Ui F G i< I~. H1 l 0 J 
(o GROll'TH PAT[ Of A !'!Al[ 0~ •J 
I• FEMALE LOBSTER OR A MUSSEL •J 

(o INDICATOR AS TO LOBSTER o 
'" Of' ~USSEL OJ 

10 COUNTER FOFi THE ~UN TIME ol 

10 NUMBER CF TIMES A CHARACTER oJ 
10 IS TO CE PRINTED 01 

( 0 TITLE OF DATA 0, 

• l 

I• INDICATOR AS TO THL 51 Z£ Of THl ARRAY 

(. UPPER AND LOl"IER LIMIT5 Of X-AXIS 

(4 UPPER AND LOliER LIMITS OF Y-AXIS 

'. DUM,.Y VALUl Of A VAi-'. IALLE o I 

c 0 DUMMY VP.R IAULE 0) 

(4 lf'iPUT VAFilAlllE NAME •J 

'. COUNTERS F O~ ~- AND Y- AXC. S o J 

(. RANG[ BETl'llEN vPP[F: AN(, Lor. ER 
(. LI,. I TS Of X-AXIS 0 l 

t• NUMO[R OF FOINlS ON THl 4J 
lo X-AXIS Ol 

lo X- AND Y-AXIS TITLLS OJ 

o J 

o I 

OJ 

I• NUMBER 01 YEARS FD~ ~HICH THE MODEL 0 1 
I• IS TC RUN oJ 

o J 

Co ROCK-LOBSTERS •J 

GRO : LOeSIZ_APFAY: 

LufMATUR : REAL: 

lObCA Tl 11'1 

l OEi OEllO E P 

REAL: 

LO~EGG : LOBSIZ_ARRAY: 

(O OUM~Y MUSSlL-OEP(NDENT ANNUAL 4J 
10 GPOWTH INCREMENT «I 

I• LO~STER 5PA~NING STGCK OJ 

C• LOBSTER CATCH ~liE LIMIT •J 

I• LOBSTER OENSITY DE~lNDtNT •I 
I• f ~CTOR AFFECTING MOPTALITY O) 

lo OE.PENDING ON STOCK-RECRUIT OJ 
I• RELATIONSHIP : ol 
10 I - CONSTANT NU~rER OF «I 
10 EGGS SPA~NEO ANNUALLY 4J 
I• IN Fl~ST COMPARTMENT OJ 
(• 2 - F~CUNOITY UF OlfF(RENT - 4J 
I• SIZCD FE~ALES •I 
I• J,~ - IN FIRST TlC COMP•RTMCNTS •l 
I• THE COEFFICllNTS OF •J 
C• DENSITY INOEFENDlNl ANl •I 
I• DEPEND[NT MiRTALllY OI 
C4 FCF lEV[RtON ANO HGLT Ill •I 
C• ANO RIC~lR l~I •l 
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LOl~GGMCR : R[Al; 

LoerREQ : LOOSIZ_AFRAY: 

L Cl GRO 

L CE LEN 

LOOS!l_ARRAY; 

MAXLOB5l~_AFRAY: 

LCOLIMFRAC : LObAG[_ARRAY; 

LO!:ME.ANCAT : REAL: 

LCoNUM ; L08AGE_ARRAY: 

LOeSEXRAT :REAL; 

LOfTOT ! HEAL: 

L~CTOTLIM : RlAL: 

LCCTOTMASHllR 

LCIJTOTNU"'HAR 

REAL; 

REAL: 

MAXL08FRE~ 1 MINLOBFREQ REAL: 

l'AXLOELIH 1 HINLO~LIH REAL: 

l'AXL08MASHAR, MINL08MASHAR; REAL; 

~AXLOeNUM 1 HINLCBNUH : REAL: 

MAXL08NUMHAR 1 MINL08~UMHAR : REAL: 

MAXLOGL08FREQ 1 MINLOGL08fREQ ; REAL: 

MAXLOGLOBNUH 1 H[NLOGLOBNUH : REAL: 

,.L(;RO, FLGRO LCl:!SIZ_ARRAY; 

MLLEN 1 FLLEN F.EAL; 

MLNUM, FLNUM : REAL! 

MLNUHHAR 1 FLNUMHAR : REAL: 

l'L08AGE 1 FL08AGE : INTEGER: 

MLOElFRAC, FLOl:f RAC LO&AGE_LC8S[Z_ARRAY: 

MLOElFRlQ, FLOOFREc;. LObSIZ_ARRl\Y; 

"LOBFIS, fLO!lflS LOl:lSJZ_AKRAY: 

MLOl:!GR01 FL08GRO LC&SJZ_ARRAY: 

MLOBLEN, FLO!ILEI~ LO&AGE_ARFAT: 

MLO!!LIM1 FL08LIM RE Al; 

HLC!ILJMfRAC 1 fLO!ILIMFRAC 

HLOUMOR, FL08MOR : L08SIZ_ARF.AY; 

HLOl:!HEANCAT 1 FLOUMEANCAT ; REAL: 

HLOCNUH 1 fLOElNUM : LO&AGE_ARRAT; 

l'LOGNUMHAR 1 fLOONUMHAR : REAL: 

MLOOPERCENT 1 fLOePERCENl : REAL: 

(o LOBSTER MONTHLY EGG MORTALITY oJ 

(o UUMMT NUM~~R OF LGf5TlRS o) 
lo IN EACH SIZE (LAS5 •J 

(o DUMMY AN~UAL ~kO~TH !NCgl~ENT oJ 

!o UPPER LEN~TH LlMIT GF ~ACH LC85TlR •l 
t<> SlZE CLASS 0 1 

10 FP..\CTJON OF ~i>(!! l!_l.STL>< SIZL CLASS oJ 
(o T~AT JS OVE~ THf CATCH Sli[ LIHIT oJ 

I~ ftHOLE ~ET MASS JF LOCST[RS 0 J 
lo IN EACH SllE CLASS oJ 

(o MEAN SIZE or TOTAL CATCH IN A YEAR OJ 

Co DUM~Y NUH~L~ or ~•LE OH ol 
(0 FEMALE lOcSTEkS ol 

(o uUMMY NUMu~R or MUSSLLS •I 
(~ =ATEN FROM A MUSSCL S12E ~J 
ce CLllSS ~y A LDLSTER SIZE CLASS oJ 

c~ PERCENTAGE ~ALES iN A LOOSTER SIZE CLASS oJ 

lo TOTAL NU~clR ur LG05TlR5 OVER lu M~ 0 1 
lo IE ; POST-LARVAL STACoES oJ 

(o NUMb[R Of LObST~F.S UVEP. THE CATCH LIHIT •J 

(o TOTAL MASS OF LOGSTERS HARVESTED 0 J 

lo TOTAL NUMc[R Of LCfSTERS HARVESTED OJ 

Co MAXIMUM ANL MINIMUM NUME[R Of •J 
10 LOBSTERS FROM A~Y SllE CLASS •J 
10 QvER THE WHOLE TIME PERIOD •J 

I• MAXIMUM ANC MINIMUM NUMEER Of oJ 
I• LCCSTERS OVER THE CATCH LIMIT •J 
I• OVER THE ~HOLE TIME PERIOD •J 

,. MAXIMUM ANC MINIMUM MASS or LOBSTERS OJ 
Ce HARVESTED OVER THE WHOLE TIME PERICO oJ 

Co MAXIMUM ANO MINIMUM NUMEER OF LOCSTERS oJ 
I• OVER THE WHOLE TlME PERIOD •J 

(. M~XIHUM AND MINIMUM !l;UMEEF Of LOESTERS , .. HARVESTEC OVER THE a HOLE TIME PERIOD 

I• MAXJl'IUM AND MINIMUM LOG r.UMIJ[R Of •J 
I• LOBSTERS IN ANY SIZE CLASS •J 

Ce MAXIMUM ANO MINIMUM LOG NUMBER Of •I 
(0 LOBSTERS IN ANY AGE CLA"SS ., 
Io MUSSEL-CEPl~OENT ~ALE AN;; FEMALE o J 
c. LOBSTER GI< OW TH JNCRlHEf,T OJ 

c 0 SUH Of GROViTH INCREMENTS Of OJ 
(0 OJFrERENT SIZE CLASSES FOR AN AGE oJ 
( 0 CLASS • J 

I• NUMBER .or MALE AND flMALl L08STEPS•J 
I• REMOVED FPCM AN AGE CLASS oJ 

I• NUMBER or MALE AND FEMALE oJ 
(o LOBSTER HAP.VESTED FRCM oJ 
(o AN AGE CLASS OJ 

lo NUHCER OF MALE ANO FEMALE OJ 
10 AGE CLASSES •I 

0) 

0) 

I• MALE AND FEHALC FRACTION Of AGE CLASS •I 
(o IN A PARTICULAR LGCSTER SIZE CLASS •J 

lo NUM~ER or LOBSTERS Uf DIFFERENT AGlS 0) 

I• IN EACH SIZE CLASS FOR MALES ANO fEHALlS eJ 

(o MALE AND FEMALE MONTHLY FISHING •J 
I• MORTALITY Of lACH LOBSTER SIZE CLASS ol 

(o HALE AND FEMALE LCCSTER MONTHLY GRO~fH oJ 
(o JNCHEMlNT FOR EACH Sill CLASS •J 

(o UPPER SIZE LIMIT Of [~CH MALE ANG •I 
I• FEMALE LOESTER AGE CLASS •J 

I• NUHB[F Of MALE ANC FlMAL[ LOIJSTERS OJ 
I• OVER THE CATCH LIMIT •J 

I• FRACTION Of EACH LOBSTER •J 
I• AGE CLASS OVER THE CATCH •J 
I• SIZE Ll~IT •J 

I• MALE Ar.C flMALE MONTHLY NATURAL •J 
I• MORTALITY Of EACH LObSTER SIZE CLASS •J 

I• HEAN 5JZE OF CATCH IN OJ 
I• AliT MONTH OJ 

lo MALE ANO FEHAll LOBSTER NUMIJERS eJ 

(o NUHIJER Of MALE ANO FLMALE •J 
I• LOBSTERS HARVESTED ANNU~LLY •J 

Ce TOTAL Of PERCENT SIZC •I 
I• FREQUENCY DISTRl~UTION •I 
I• FOR MALES ANO FEMALES •I 



MLO~TOT. FLObTOT : RtAL; 

~LOBTOTNUMHAR 1 FLDETOTNUMHAR 

FECRUIT INTEGER: 

TOT EGG 

lo MUSSELS o) 

MAXLOGMUSFREQ. MINLOGMUSF~E~ : REAL; 

MA)LOGMUSNUM• MINLOGMUSNUH 

MLEN 

MSLEN : MAXLOESIZ_ARRAY: 

MUSAGE : INTEGER: 

MUSDENDEP : REAL: 

MUSEGG : REAL: 

MUSEGGMOR : REAL: 

MUSfRAC MUSAGl_MUSSIZ_ARRAY: 

MUS FREQ MAXHUSSIZ_ARRAY: 

MUSGRO : MUSSIZ_ARRAY; 

MUSLEFT : REAL: 

MUS LEN HUSAGE_ARRAY: 

MUSMOR HUSSIZ_ARRAY: 

MUSNUM MUSAGE_ARRAY: 

MUSPERCENT : HEAL: 

MUS TOT REAL; 

•• MALE AND FEMALE LOUSTER TOTAL NUMbtRS ol 
lo OVER 10 MM IE : rosT-LAPVAL STAGES 0) 

(o TOTAL ~UM~ER OF MALE •I 
10 AND FEMALE LO~sr~r.s HARVESTED •I 
10 ANNUALLY oJ 

10 INDICATO~ AS TC TYPE Of oJ 
lo STOCK-RECRUIT PCL~TIO~SHIP. 01 
10 IF ANY• IS REQUIREG ol 

lo TOTAL NUMEER OF LOBSTER 01 
(o EGGS SPAiNED PE?. YEAR •I 

!o MAXIMUM ANG MINIMUM LOG NUMEER oJ 
<• OF MUSSELS !N LACH SILE CLASS 01 

(o MAXIMUM ANC MINIMUM LOb NUMBER oJ 
I• OF MUSSELS IN EACH AGE CLASS oJ 

(o MAXIMUM ANL MINIMUM ~LMeER ol 
10 OF MUSSELS IN EACH SIZE CLASS oJ 
lo OVER THE ~HOL( TIME PERIOD oJ 

10 M~XIMUM A~D MINIMUM' TOTAL NUHEER 01 
IO OF MUSSELS CYER THE ~HOLE TIME PERIOU oJ 

lo SUM OF GRO~TH INCFEHENTS OF CIFFERENl ol 
10 MUSSEL SIZL5 FOR AN AGL CLASS •I 

(o NUMBER OF MUSS~LS RCMOVlD ol 
lo FROM AN AGE CLASS 01 

I• UPPER LENGTH LIMIT OF ~ACH oJ 
to MUSSEL SIZE CLPSS ol 

I• NUMBER OF MUSSlL AGE CL~SSES 01 

lo MUSSEL ~ENSITY DEPE~CENT oJ 
to FACTOR AFflCTING MORTALITY oJ 

I• TOTAL NUMEER Of MUSSEL EGGS ol 
lo SPA~NED IN ONE Y(AR ol 
10 OF OIFFEPENT AGES oJ 

I• MUSSEL EGG MORTALITY OJ 

I• FRACTION OF AGE CLASS IN A PARTICULAR oJ 
lo MUSSEL SIZE CLASS ol 

I• NUMeER OF MUSSELS I~ lACH SIZE CLASS oJ 

to MUSSEL MONTHLY GRO~TH lNC~~MENT •I 
I• FOR EACH SIZE CLASS ol 

I• PERCENTAGE OF MUSSELS THAT CANNOT ol 
I• BE CONSUMED FROM EA~H MUSSEL SIZE CLASS •I 

I• UPPER LENGTH LIMIT OF EACH MUSSEL •I 
10 AGE CLASS •I 

to MONTHLT NATURAL HORTALITY OF EACH oJ 
lo MUSSEL SIZE CLASS o) 

(4 NUMeER OF MUSSELS PER AGE CLASS ol 

lo TOTAL OF PERCENT SIZE oJ 
10 FREQUENCY CISTRlfUTION •I 

lo-TOTAL NUMEER Of MUSSELS •I 

lo LOBSTER - MUSS~L INTSPACT~ON •I 

KJOPTEAT : LOESIZ_ARRAY: 

LOfTOTEAT : MUSSIZ_ARRAY: 

LOfkJEAT ; LOtSIZ_ARRAY: 

I• OPTIMAL NUMBER Of KJ EATEN PER LOOSTiR 01 
lo PER SIZE CLASS PER MONTH •I 

I• NUM&ER OF MUSSELS EATEN FROM EACH ol 
I• MUSSEL SIZE CL~SS o) 

10 NUMBER OF KJ (ATEN PLR LOoSTER A~E •I 
lo CLASS FOR MALES OR FEM"L[S •I 

MLOeNUMEAT 0 FLOENUMEAT ; LODSIZ_MUSSll_ARRAY: lo NUMOEP. OF MUSSlLS EATEN FROM EACH •I 

MUSKJ : MUSSIZ_ARRAY: 

I• MUSSEL SIZE CLASS PER MALE OR FEMALE •I 
I• LOBSTER AGE CLASS •I 

I• NUMBER Of KJ PLR MUSSEL P(R MUSSLL •I 
I• SILE CLASS •I 

lo NUM6ER OF MUSSlL~ F~GM EACH MUSSEL SIZl •I 
I• CLASS EATEN MC~THLT PER LOBSTER PER •I 
I• LOBSTER SIZE CLASS •I 

C••••••••••••••••O••••••••••••O•••oo••o•••••o•o•••••••••••••••4•••oooo•••••o••••O••••ooooo•••J 
(c•••••••••••••••••••••••••o•o••oooo••••••••~•••••••••••O•••*•••o••~oooo••••••••••••••O••••••> 
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(oo••OOQO~••••••OOOe~) 
( O e I 
10 INPUT PROCEDUFE5 cJ 
I~ "I 
(co~••oooo~••o•ooco~oJ 

(e_ ================= ~l 
I• Proc~DUR~ REACVA~ c) 

to ====~============ ~l 

P~OCEDURE READVAR INUM'I TYPEt.FR 
It. T C::~ER; 
CHAR; 
lo L, ~GE_ ARR A Y VAR LAI 

'OP. LS~ 
VAR MA .3 
VAR MS'I 
•OR LAl"SS 
VAR VAiib 
0 I 

LOL SJ Z_A.Rf<A'T 
~USA•oE ARRAY 
MU':iolZ=~RRAY 
LOlioll_MUSSI _Af'RAT; 
FE~ l; 

02 

I; 

REPEAT 
If ITlFEARP <> '5 1 1 

THEN 
BE.GIN 

F.EACLN IOATAVARJ: 
WRITE !CATAVARl: 

ENO 
ELSE 

BEGIN 
FOR NUM2 !e I TO 02 DO 

INILC.ER; 
INT[GERI; 

BEGIN 
READ IOATAARRCNUM2JI: 
WRITE IOAT•ARRCNUM2JI; 

END; 
READLN: 
r.ll I T[LN; 

ENI:'; 

If 1111'\0DEL = 'L'I Al~u lhL:'''I > 1411 OR 
llMOOEL e 1 M 1 1 AND INUM'I < 1!3111 

THEN 
CASE TYPEARR Of 

'I' LAICNUMIJ !z J; 
'2' L52(NUMIJ := Q; 
•3• MAJ[NU~&J != J: 
'4' HS'l(NUMIJ .- u• 
'5 1 fCF NUM2 := l TO DZ DO 

LAMSSUlUM 1 1 NUM2J .- .i; 
'6• VARb := 'J: 

ENO 
ELS[ 

CASE TYPEARP. or 'I' LAICNUMll := DATAVAR: 
'2' L52(NUMIJ ,- DATAYAR: 
'J' MAJ(NUl11] != DATAVAP.: 
''I' M54(NUMI] != CATAVAP.: 
'5' fCR NUl"2 := I TC 02 00 

LAl'ISSCNUMl 1 NUM2l !• OATAAFRCNUM2J: 
'b' YAR6 :z OATAYAR: 

ENO: 
NUl'll != NUl'I + 1: 

UNTIL INUMI • IOI + 111; 
If ITYPEARR <> 'S' I· 

THEN 
WRITELN: 

WRITELN: 
ENO: 

PRCCECUR~ READDATA: 

BCGIN 
"'UI' q != C'; 
~HILE NOT EOf DO 

BEGIN 

(O =========sz::::r:c •J 
I• PROCEDURE READOATA •I 
(• z=====~acs::::::sz •) 

NUM'I != NIJM'I • I; 
FOR NUMJ !• I TO VARNAM£!lZE DC 

BC:GIN 
READ IVARNAM[[NUf"3]1; 
WRITE IYARNAMl[NUM.3]1! 

END! 
READ 1cu10: 
R[-[)LN IDl1 OU!", Dz1: 
l~RITELN 1011021; 
IF !NUl'l'I • II 

THEN 
MLOOAGE !• 01: 

If !NUl'l'I • Zl 
THEN 

f"LOUAGE !• 01: 
If IN Ul'l 'I • I 61 

THEN 
MUSAGE. !• 01: 
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CASE NUM'l Qf 

I : READ VAR INUl"'l, ••• MLO!'NUM 1 LS.Z, l"A:l, M 5"4, LAf1S=, VAfib 1 DI, .. 
;;: READ VAR INuM'l, t l 'I (LOCNUM 1 L 5 2, MA}, MS4 1 

LAM SS, VAR b 1 DI, 

3 READ VAR I NUM'i, '1 1 
I HLOL'LEN, LS2, MA3t MS'-4 I LAMS5 1 VAf: b 1 0 l. 

'i REAOVAR INUl'1 'i, f 1', rLuPLEN, LS<, MA:l t MS'l, LA~S~, VAHb, D l, 

= 
RI:: AL VAR INUl<'i, . -. J LA I , MLC!3MOR 1 MA) t M5'l, LAM'.;5, VAR b 1 D l, 

b READ VAR INUi" 'l, I 2 t t LA l , rLOuMOli, MAJ, '""s~, L Af"" 55 I ~A fib, [) l • 

7 REAOVAfi INUM 'l, 
. -. LA I MLOF.fl5 1 MA3, MS~, LAi"5S 1 

y Afib, DI, 

L I 

e RE AO VAR I NU~'.'l 1 '2' LAl1 f"L05F15 1 r-'!A 3, M5li, LAM55 1 
V Afi.6, CI, 

9 READ VAR I NUI" 'l 1 •4-' I LA I , ML0!3GRO, MAJ, f'15'l. LA"'S~, VAR6, D 1, 

I W RE AO VAR 11-<UM'i, 
.. LA l, rLCf:JGRO, I" A3, r1 S'l, LAl'ISS-, VPRb, DI, 

~ , 
11 READ VAR I NUl''l ,_ .. 2 •• LA! LO~l"ASS, "'A3, MS'l, LAM 5 ~ , VAR6, DI, 

l 2 REAU VAR INUM'l o '2'' LA I 1 
LOE EGG, MA), MS'l, LAMS~, VA~ 6 1 0 I, 

I J FE AC VAR !NUM'lo • b I' LA I LS.2, MAJ, MS'l, L Af"il.S~ • LO!::LLl•li.J[F, 0 I, 

l'l READ VAR I NU!"' 'l, • 6.; LAI LS2, MAJ, M 51.f 9 LAt-15!: 1 LO!JCATLIM I DI, 

15 RE AC VAR I NUI" 'lo '5' t LAI LS?, MA 3 I HS'l 1 
NUl"'GPTEAT, VA fi 6 1 

DI, 

1 c liE.ADVAR I NUH'l 1 : 2:' LA I , ~JOPTE.~T, MA3 1 MS '4; LAMS S • v A;i l. 0 l • 

17 REAOVAR INUI" '1 1 'I • LA I, LS21 MAJ 1 MUS"-Jo L Al"SS 1 
VA.Rb, D I, 

16 RC AD VAR INUl-'"4, 'J. J LA I L52, MUSr-.Uf'I, f'IS'i' LAMSS, VAR6, 0 It 

l 9 REAC'VAR I t:uM'l 1 '3. t LA I LS2, t<USLEf\., MS'f t LAMS5 1 
~AR o., 01' 

2U READ VAR INUM'l, ''f'' L.C 1 L ~ 2, MA3, MU5l"OR, LAMSS, I/ AR b, D l t 

~ 1 RE AC' VAR I NUM 'I, 1£41 t LA I L S2 I 
l'A 3, MU5(RO, L:..fl"Sf__ I VA.Rb, '.) I ' 

22 R[ADVAR !NUI" 'I, 'b •• LA I LSZ, M..0)' M5 4-4, LAMS~ I 
MUSD[l1U[P, :.i I 1 

2J READ VAR INUt!'i I '6.' LA I L52o ~A] I ~'S'i J LAt'·55t MUSLU T ::)1, 

2 'l RE ADV AR !t.IUl1'l 1 'ti ... LA I L .3 2, MAJ, MS'i, L "~SS I 
MUSECG 1 D l, 

.?S liEAu\I AR 11>.Ul-''l 1 'QI I LA I L52 1 
MA31 ~Slf, LAM SS, MUSEl>GMOR, Ol~ 

E Mo; 
U.:D; 

(i,D; 

1~00000000ooocoooooooooocooooocooooooooooocooooooooooooooocoooooooocooooooooooocoooooooooo) 

{cOO$OOO~OOOOOOOOO•OOOOI 
t c o I 
to ~ENERAL PPOCEOU~ES oJ 
Io o I 
(oooooeooo•ooo~o••o•ooc) 

I~ ======================= cl 
I* PROC~DURE FRACAGEINSIZE ol 
10 ======================= cl 

Pf.OCEDUliE FRACAGEINSIZE !SPECIES 
AGC: 

CHAP: 
INTEGER: 
REAL: 
qEAL: 

et.GIN 

MIN 
MAX 
VAR f PACLCE 
VftR rliftCl"US 
Sil 
LEN 

L0eAGE_L065lZ_ARRAT; 
MUSAGE_MUSSIZ_ARRA1: 
INTEvER; 
MAXLOeSIZ_ARRATI: 

If 011N <> MAXI 
THEN 

E!lGIN 
FOR S := TC SIZ 00 

llEG!N 
FRAC(AGE,SJ ;: ~; 

IF ((f'llN >= U.NLS IJI AND IMAX <= LENlSJll 

Tt!EN 
FP.AC(AGE,SJ := 1: 

IF ((MIN<= L£N(SJI ANC !MIN )C LEN(5 - IJI .t.r.c 111~.X >= L[N(SJll 

THEN 
fliAC(AGE

1
SJ := IL[hl~J - MINJ/IM~X - MINI; 

IF llMIN <: LlN(S - IJI ~N(l !l'l~X <= LEN(SJI ANt' IHA~>= L£1<('5 - IJll 

T HEr. FRAC(AGL
0
5] .- IMA~ - L~N(S - IJl/IMAX - Ml!>.J; 

IF ((11JN <= LEN(SJI AND IMli'I <= Lt.M(S - IJI At-'C IHA~>= LlN('.;,Jll 

THEN FRAC(AGE,SJ := !LLh(SJ - LEN(S - iJl/IHAX - MINI; 

END: 

FOP S !• I TG SIZ (lU 
IF !SPECIES• 'L'I 

THEN 

El\D 

EEGIN FP.ACLOBl-GE,~J := rF~C(AGE 1 SJ: 
H llSIZ "'FLOl!SIZI AND IS> FLO~Sllll 

THEN 
FRACLOB(AGf,SJ != Q; 

END 
ELSl 

FP.ACMUSCAGE.,SJ := FRAC(AG2: 0 SJ; 

E L~E 
PEGIN 

If 15PECIES ~ 'L'I 
THEN 

FP.ACL0E(AGE 1 51ZJ := 
[ LSE. 

FRACl'IUSlAGE,SIZJ := 1: 
ENC; 
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C.<: I 
c ~) 
t'L J 
O.i:l . 
(i 2 l ; 
(' 2 I ; 
lL! > : 
c .. 1: 
D~ l; 
(,,i}; 

Di! . 
C.i. I; 
02,: 
0.i: I; 
f.l 2,; 
(;;:I; 
['2); 
[;,i); 
D.i I ; 
D ;:J 
Cd 
e:o 
0 JI 
DZJ 
Cil 



(~ ===================== 0) 
t~ F~0CEDURE F~ACOV~NLIM oJ 
(o ===================== o) 

Pl CCECURE FRACOVEF.LI M CFFACLlN 
VAf< LO!;Lll'rf·.~C 

LOEAGL_ARRAY: 
LOOAC.l_ARRAYI; 

UL(IN 

FC~ LA := 2 TO FLOEAGE LO 
c' E (,If.I 

If CfRACL[N(LAJ <= LOLlCATLIMI 
THEN 

L08LIMfRAC(LAJ := 8: 
If tr PJICLENLLA - I] >= LOECATL JM I 

THEN 
LOSLIMf RACCLAJ := ,, 

If ltfRACLEt<(L~ - I]< LC'lCATLIMI A.ND lff'.ACLEN(LA] > LueCATLIMll 

L08LIMFFAC(Lft] ·- IFRACLEhlLAJ - LDBCATLIMl/tfFACLENlLA] - F~ACLi~(LA !JI THEN 

(O ======================== o) 
10 PPDCE~UhE GRCftTHPATE~ROR ol 
co ======================== o) 

P~CC(LURE GRO~ThRAT[FRO~ ICU~LENI 
r.u~u:ra 

£'LG IN 

llRITELN: 

A uE 
SPEC 

If CSPEC"' 'l'I 
T HtN 

1;R 1 TE I •roP MALE LOBSTERS • I: 
If ISl'EC = '2'1 

Tl-'EN 
f!RI TE I 'fOR fE"ALt: L0tJ5TER5 'I 

If CSPEC = 'l'I 

l=i,P.L; 
f.~ AL: 
[t,T.::GEF.: 
CH~ RI: 

THE t; 
llRITE C'fOR l'U:5EL5 •1; IYRITELN t'THE GHO\\TH RATE or AG[ CLA53 ',AGL:2,' IS SLOr;ER THAN THAT OF', 

' AGL CLA:S ',CAGE - 11:~,'•' 1: 
WRITELN l'CONSEGUENTLY THi UPFER LENGTH LIMIT OF THE ',C~GE - 11:2, 

• YEAR CLu5 c•, iJU,.LLNl:s:.z,•1 EXCt.EDS THAT or ThE. 
AGE!Z,' Y(AR OLDS l'o LU"L:N~:s:.z,•1•1; 

WFITELN; ~HITC c•ooooo•ooooooooaooooooooooooooc•oooo~oooeooaooooooooooooo~•1; 
II-RITE I' (XLCUTIO"I HALTEC: 'l: ~RITELN <'••o••oo••o••oooooo•ooooo•oo•oo~ooooo••o~o••~ooooo~oo•oo•o'J: 
GOTO 99; 

(O•OO~OOOOO••O•OaOO•O) 
Io o I 
co Udlf-11 F~:OCEDURES ol 
I~ o I 
t~:ooocooooooo•ooo~oo) 

(0 ================ O} 
co PRCCEDURt MAX~IN •I 
Co ============~=== •J 

PROCECURE MAXMIN !VALUE 
VAF l'UXVALUE 

l<E AL; 
P[ AL; 
RC A LI : VAR MINVALUE 

l :..GI"' 
IF !VALUE > MAXVALUEI 

Tf<EN 
l'A~VALUE := VALUE: 

If CITIME = II CR CTlME • IY(A~S + Jiii 

THEN 
MINVALUL !• VALUE; 

IF I VALUE < M INV1'LUt:. I 
THEN 

l'INVALUE !• VALUE: 
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(~ ==================== 0) 
l~ PRGC~DUHl DFA~f!LLER o) 

I* ==================== o) 

P~OCECUPE ORA~flll[~ !CHAPA( 
Tl t" C:S 

CH ~f ; 
tiE • l I ; 

v ~ c Jt• 
f~Uf"~ := '~~; 
r:Hl.LE 11\it.!MS <> Tlr-'0 ESI ca 

C <.D; 

f LG IN 
WRITE ICHA",l.Cl: 
NUM!. .. - NUMS + 1; 

END: 

I* =================== o) 
lo fPcc:o~Fl DRA~GHAPH •l 
\0 ::::::::::::::::::: OJ 

P•OCECUli[ CRPftGHAPH ITTITLE 
X T JT LE 
il'i!CTH 

C HAfi: 
CHAf{; 
JNTECEH l; 

ELG I!'; 

SPA([ := TRUNC!CGRAnlDTH - XAXISl/XAXISJ: 

~· F I TE I ' ' : J '.: I : 
ORAl\f ILLEk 1 1 o', (( Y•X JS lloSf'ACC + xAX!:i 

\;, F 1 TE. LN; 
FCF T :: <..RAHEIGHT 00,.,i':TC l CO 

e EG IN 
IF IT= IGliAHEIGHT/411 

THEN 
CA'.01:. YT(TL(_ GF 

'A' I' [ •• 'CI. t J' 
'D' 
'E' 
'f' 
'Gt JI r.. 

V. I" ITC 
•·RI T t 
~;p I TE. 
V Fi I TE 
\',fl I TE 

ENO; 
If IY = IGR ... HSIGl\T/.2 - Ill 

THEt< 

<LOBNUMTITL[,LIM(TJ,'o'I: 
<LOllMA5T !TL[,LIM(lJ, '"'I; 
<5EXRATTITLE 1 LIM(TJ 1 '0

1
J: 

ILOSSIZLTJTLE 1 Lll"(TJ 1
1

0
1
l; 

IMU5t<UMT I TLE ,L II'\[ T J, '*' l; 

CASE YTllLE Uf 
'I:. 
'C' 
•o• 
'J' t 'K' 
• A' •• L.,. F. It G •• 'H. 

r R lf E 
l'IR !TE 
Wfi 11 E 
~:R IT [ 
WF IT [ 

lLO~LIMTITLE,LIM[TJ,'o'J; 
ILOl:H.lFTITLE 1LIM[YJ, 'o' l; 
IL CE HA ll M .0. ST IT LE • L I f'I ( T J 1 '" ' l ; 
IL C 'T IT LE. , L IM ( Y J , 'o ' I ; 
<' ':IE 1 LIM[YJ 1 'o' J; 

E ti[: 
If Ill<> GFAHCIGHT/~J ANC IY 

Tl!EN 
lfllilTl 1 1 •:1e,LJM(YJ, 1 0•1 

\•PITE IGl'Al''.AT(T,IJI: 

x . - "". 
W II ILE IX < > IX AX I 5 + I I l C 0 

t:EGIN 
DflAl\f ILLCP. I 1 1 ,SPACE I 
f- HI TI:. I ulUd" AT ( Y , X J l ; 
X := X • I 

~ND: 
\\FJTELN 1 1 0•1; 

(?lo['; 
n; I TE.~'.~:,: JU,' o I' I; 
1'UI' b _ 
l'"t'ILE INUl"b <> IJUl5 - Ill 

H:.GIN 
llf'Ar;FILLl:.R 1 1

0
1 ,":PACEI: 

\\PI TE I 'I' I: 
,~UMb := ,._;U~b + 1: 

E NL'; 
IHilTELN <'•'); 
LINE:= 52; 

llE GIN 

00 

<> IGRAHEIGHT/2 - 11 I l 

CASl XTJl'LE OF 
• 1 1 I IL I I. M. 

t.PITE <' •;311: 
If lxt IDTH <s SCI 

T Hlll: 
FF:C IN 

f IF.5TNO ;c ,:; 
(CUNT := 1RluTH DIV 1c: 
If ICOUNT•IO <• X~IDTHJ 

T HS:N 
COUNT := COUNT + I; 

'i-''I Ti: I' I' I; 
FOR NUMJ :=I TO 2 DD 

5((,, IN 
FOR NU"'I :• l TO Ct!Uf..T CO 

If ll(~UMIOI~ - )~IDTHJ <• ILl Af..C 
(llX~IDTH - NUl"l•IJI < UI CR INUI") 

T11EN 
llEGIN , 

If lllNUMlolC - X~llJTHI <> l~I 
ANO l(Xr.luTH - ll:Ul"l•l~I <> Lii 

THEN 
UEGIN 

IF INUl'IJ ,. 11 
THlN 

l!f.GlN 
I I 

~, J. 

IF I !'<t.!,., I 
THt::f\i 

FOP. NUM~ :• r1RSTNO TO ,.1~TH DO 
E:l<.. Hi 
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C~Ai'FILLEn 1 1 •,~PACc.J: 
rtfi IT t:: 1 "'UI'.;;:: II; 

_NO 



Li'!l.:; 

E.L "t: 
f i.Jf< r. Ut' . .C • - I I 0 

. t>hluTt'-(f,UMt-JlOl.•11 Du 
LI..(, IN 

Uht.11r lllUi I' •,~F.:.C1..l; 
A~llE llNUMI - 11:11; 

END: 

If' !f,UtlJ i:I 

E.f\0 
!::l 5[ 

THU~ 
&E\i IN 

l f 14 XI'· I l TH - ~. U f"· I " I : I > = I ~ l 
TH[f, 

FDR NUM~ :• FIFSTl\0 TG 9 ~C 
UE C::.1 IN 

Gt'"·"f ILLi.:f I' ',SPACt:.I; 
;.F.!Ti.. DiUM.Z:l); 

lNO 
ELSE 

F G F. ~.UM.:: : : F I I' ~TI; C• TD 
llalClH - NU,..toJ~l GO 

L:EG I ti 
Qi' .. '.';f ILL(f.: I' ',SPtCL I; 

.,1·;~lT!':. p,1.JM~:11; 
~1~(J. 

£NC•: 

BEG p; 
If thUf"J l I 

THEN 
[. EG IN 

[; R A.~ r I L l <:. F I 1- ' , ~ f' A ( l I ; 
I\ •l I T L l I N UM I - I I : I l ; 

ua; 
t: L ~E 

LE(, J [1, 
CR~.;.f'ILLE.I' I' ','..JFAC[I; 
I\ fi IT c l • - • ) ; 

t_I,[); 

END 
E.L .iE 

CEGIN 
IF llNUMI = 11 OR lfll':STNO CJI 

.:'IC: 

THCN 
FOR NU"i := FIRSTNO TO 9 00 

t EG IN 
ORAlhfllL;:°' I' ',SPACt.J; 
WRITE lf\1.J~l:11: 

END . 
ELSE 

FOi'< NUM2 := I TO lu 00 
BEG Ill 

DR~.r.r ILLl:ti 1 • •,SPACE 1; 
oRIT[ (([',\!Ml - 11:11: 

E.NC: 

PO TEL'<: 
LIN[ := LllJE + 1: 
~OUNT := COUNT - I; 
DPA\''flLL[f' I' ',IJI • 941'.iPACt +JI - SPAClJJ; 
flRSTt•O := o; 

t..NJ; 
uw 

E. LSE 
5[(, tu 

fCR NUMJ ·- I TO 2 00 
G~C IN 

t'IRITE I' 1 :•11: 
If diUr'J = II 

THE.,._~ 
r,FITE l'S'l: 

fOR NU~! := I TO X~IDTH UIV 
!:lEG IN 

J(" DO 
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IF llXWIOTH - INUMJOJ,:· DIV 0.1•51.>= 51 

THl"' 
!:lEG IN 

IF' I NUM J = I I 

END 
EL~E 

THU< 
eEC.11\ 

YIR IT E. 
l\F I Tic 
1·;R I Tl 
llR l TE 

END 
ELSE 

BEG 11, 
\'if.: I TE 
v;R I TE 
fHl I TE 
l\R I TE 

END; 

{ •• :1.1>: 
WU"J:J J; 
( t • !'4); 
(Nl,,M I: I I; 

' •• :lf>: 
c •u• >: 
' •• :"4>: 
t. s.) : 

l:'EG IN 
If" INUHJ = II 

TH E.tl 
BEGIN 

If" INUf'I : Jul 
Tt'EN 

EEG IN 
WPllt 1 1 •:~J; 
t\i; IT [ I 'I' I : 

t.NC 
EL::;E 

;:.NO 
EL SE 

&EGHI 
l\fi I TE I' ':~I; 
NF I 1 t: I NU"' I : I I ; 

END: 

8Eli IN 
1>1-Z I TE I' ':•o; 
1\F' I Tl I'-'' I: 

E.ND: 



Er.c.: 

L t.L 

~ l\(J ; 
1..JN£ := LJN[ "' 1; 
t. F ! T (LI•; 
,\f~iT£ < 11 ':2~>; 

!:...NJ; 

If (XWlClH = l~CI 
TH[N 

bEG I'' 
~~ITEL~ t' •·9e •n•1· 
L[r..;£ :=LIN[•• i: .... 11 

l tJU: 
4R!TELN; V~lTELN: 
If IXTITLE = 'l'I 

TH[N 
1; R i1 [ LN I ' ' : 6 ·:,TIME T 1 TL E I 

LLSE 
If PT!T1..( 'L'I 

Hit. i\ 
1' F. I T.;: L N I ' ' : 6 oJ , L 0 U AG l T I TL t: l 

ELSE 
11FIT:.LN I' ':6;.; 9 MU5ACo:CT!TLEJ: 

l l NE • - L I NE + J: 
i"jO; 

cJE(, IN 
,._,FITE<' 1 :2e1: 
NUM6 := I 
;,HILE H.U~o <> IJ(A.).15 + Ill uO 

e EG IN 
DRIT~ INUMoOJC:J:c1: 
If I N 1.iM 6 < I J I 

THE"> 
UhAl\flLLEF I' 1

1 4'.:PACE - 'i.11 
C.L :i C. 

U"-f,l\f ILLER I' ', ISPACE - S 11; 
NUl"6 :: NUM6 + l; 

r:. f\O; 
~~ITELN: IRITELN; ~FITELN: 
If 1iTITL£ = 'f'I 

THf:.N 
;',F.ITELi't I' •;.,;,LGL!SIZETJTLEJ 

LLSE 
1'.fiIT::LN I' •;t,_:,MU5S!ZETITL£J; 

L 11•£ • - L IN E + "; 
dlU; 

fOR f>.UM'i ;: l TO IP~GESllE - LINE.I LO 
1\F ITCLl'oi; 

::::1.t: 

ro ==================== o) 
to PFUCLC~RE S~TUfGFAPH o) 
(O ==================== 0) 

PcCCEOUfif 5(TUPG~APH IGRA 
UPFEP.Y 
LO~"EFY 
llPP[RX 
LOV· t.fi i 
DCOL 

C HAf.; 
fi EAL; 
r;UL: 
ti EAL: 
Ii EAL; 
JNTCGE":; 
( H~F:; 

!'-':GIN 

YT I TL t. 
XTITLt: 
XWIUTH 

C h/J. F; 
I !'I Tl(. c fi l; 

CASE XTITL[ or 
'l','L','M' XAXIS := T~LNCIUFPHil< - LUViYJ<J: 
' f ' ,' H ' 1 A Y I 5 : = T R U ~· C I I IJ F P E R X - L OI< E. R X I I I ..; J ; 

Ef\D; 
FGfi Y := l TO GF.Al.IDHt UO 

FOfi X := I TO GRAH(IGHT CO 
GRAMAT(X,Y) :• •; 

LIM[QJ := -1; 
Ll~[IJ := LUWlPY: 
11\T := l\;PPE.RY - LC<,(RYJ/l(li~HEIC.hT - II: 
FOR r-..ut'I := ;;: TC GRAHE I GH r co 

LIM[NUMIJ := LU'HNUMI - IJ • lf-;T; 
x : = l; 
~HILE IX <> IX~Xl3 • Ill OG 

IJL.C IN 
fOH Y := I TO GkPHEIGHT OG 

CASE GPS:. Cf 
'1 1 : E(CdN 

IF lllf:\ATAMAT(X,GlCL] > Llf''.(Y - IJJ AND 
I DAT Af' I. T [ X , C· C. t: L ~ < = L I M ( Y J JI 
OP llDATAl"'AH J ,t:COL J > L 11-'(GRllH( IGHT JI 
A "l 0 I Y ~ GP~ H( I CH T l l I 

THE.N 
Gf;Al-'AT(Y 1 X) :• MALL_LDE5TLRS: 

If lllOATA~ATlX,CCCL • IJ > Ll'"'(Y - !JI ANO 
IOAlAl-'ATlX,C:COL • IJ <= Lll"TYJJI 
UP tl(•AT~!"AT[X 1 lCOL • IJ > ll"lGRAHEIGHTJl 
ANO IY,. G~J.H[ll.HTlll 

THt.N 
GRAl:t.TLY,XJ := f[l'ALC_LObSTERS: 

IF lllD~T~"llT[X 1 DCCL • il > Ll~(Y - IJI ANO 
ICATAMATl~,DCVL • iJ <• Lll-'[YJJI 
OR llGATANATlX 1 [(.0L • lJ > LIM[GRAH£1GhTJI 
ANU CY= CtiAHEIGHTllJ 

THI:. N 
G~AMAT(Y,JJ := TOTAL_LoeST(Pj: 
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E r.i.;; 

t.::t\D: 

'2' ELGIN 
l f I I I [ ~ T 1d' A Tl X , l· C CL J > L H' l Y - I JI Ar. D 

• J. 

If 

;:: ~; i::; 

It' A T A I~ A Tl X , L• C UL : < = L 1 M ( '( 1 I I 
O!i !IC·1'TAt'AT!X,rCCLJ > Ll•'(G~AH[!GHT)I 
A.NO IY = (,i'At;[!(HTIJI 

l HE.N 
~F~~~~[Y,1] :: ~ALl_LceslER~; 

II ((•A T ""' AT l x ' n· c.) L • I ) J > L lt' ( y - ! J I Ar; l' 
IL'AT!'.l'<l.HX,!CCCL • IJJ <= LIM['t]ll 
UI• ((L',:.T,\t'~l(X,CCOL • IJ > LP'CGP.AHEIGHTJ! 
Al•JlJ tY = G~H·ElGHTlll 

THC:N 
t,,~·~l·'ATlY,XJ := FEr'AL[_LO!l5T£RS; 

f LG l I\ 
l f I ( Ir A T 11 ''A T[ X , (., <. CL J > L l ,. ( Y - I ) I A 1; f• 

tn•Tht'AllJ,C(CL: <= ll~lllll 
uF' !l':ATP.l'AT[J,CCOLJ > L!M(l>i'AHEIGHl]I 
Al;[) 0 = (,!•AHl l CHT II) . 

iHE~! 
GFAl'-'Ai(Y,XJ := l"AL .... _LObSTERS: 

(NO; 
I:( G l N 

IF lllC'ATAl'~TlX,t:C:LJ > LP"CY - IJI ANf; 
l[AlAr'AT[1,CCCL:2 <= LlM[YJll 
UP ltGATA•ATll,L(Oll > L!l"(tRAHEIGHTJI 
A I\ U I Y = l Ii~ HE I CH T J I l 

THE~. 
b!iAt'ATCY,XJ := MUSSEL: 

u.c: 

'I. • - x .. l; 
[NC; 

'~ ==============2= ot 
co FRDCEDUhE LJEEAT oJ 
iO =============::: 0) 

PPOCECURE LOCEAT; 

FOR MS .- I TO MUS~IZ CO 
LCITCTEATU'~~ :: ,. 

F[;F LS:= z TO l"LOo~IZ Cu 
rcr MS:= I TO ruSSli uo 

~LOENUM[AllLS,t'S] := ~urofTLPT(L5,HS)OML00FRE~(LSJ: f 1...G IN 
FLOC~UM[AT(LS,H5J ;: ~UMCPT~ATr~s.rsJoFLOefREQlL5J; 
LOeTOT(Al(MSJ := LOoTOTlAT[MS) • MLOr~UMEAl(LS,MSJ. rLLlfoNUMlATLL5,M5): 

El•O; 

rcP rs:= I TC MUSSIZ oo 
!;[(JN IF ILO~TOT[AT(•'.5)) t'~SffLC:U''.i:<><I - rusLEFTll TH[N 

f EG IN 
rcR LS := i TO MLUL~IZ DC 

IF CL1.,ET :>T[ATU'5::l <> ~I THUi 
I'll, IN MLGE~UHlAT[L5,t'~J := MLO~NUMEIT(L~.r~J•MUSfF[~[M5)0I 1-ru~LlfT)/1...0LTUlLPTLMSJ: FLCb~UME~T[LS.rSJ := fLO~NUt'EAT(LS,MS)•MUSfRE~lMSJOt)-MUSL[fll/LOeTLTEAT(MSl: 
[1'.C; LOETGTEAl[MSJ := HU5FPE~(H5JOI I - rUSLEfTl: 

:No; 
tr.c: 

r ~.c; 

co ==================:=== 0) 
10 PPCCEDURL 6"CBTHCFFECT oJ 
C• =======~=%====:=s===== ot 

Pl OCECU~E Gf.OWTHEfFECT I SP~C 
L C.l' 11.L''" 
LUl'l'<Ul'[AT 
: 1 l 
LUl•ff.:l(.; 
LOL,<.;l''O 
VAP GRO 

CH AR; 
LCBAGE_Af:nAv: 
LCPSIZ_MUSSIZ_~RRAYo 
It'< TE. GER; 

l !.. G 1 r-. 
FOP LS :• 2 TG PLOU51Z 00 

LOl:.l\j(ATlLS) :• ~; 

L065 I i._Af-R~.y;. 
LGE5IZ_AFRAY: 
LOlJ'.; IZ_ARFAYI; 

f GP LS:s l TO SIZ U 
fGF MS:• I TO MU Sil ~O LC0Kj(AT(LSJ : LOEKj[AT[LS). MU§,j(MS]oLOEll.UM[Al(L5,M5Jo 
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FOP LS:= 2 TO SIZ 00 
e ~G JN 

IF CCLOGfF.(t.(L~J <> ~I ANl'' CLO!·KJ<.~HLSJ < llJOPTEAHLSJOLQEfHlf.lL~Jll 
THEN 

EEGIN 
CRO[LSJ ·- LOUG~OLLSJoCLCEKJEAT[LSJ/!KJOPT~AlCLSJOLC(fFE,tLSJIJ; 
If (~FEC = •.z•> 

H~E!-; 
GFO~THCH~NGEtLS - IJ := LOEKJl~TCLSJ/CKJOPTEAT[L!JoLOEFHE~[LSJI 

E LSl 
GRO~THCHANG<.lLS + l~LOESll - ii] != LOeKJLAT[LSJ/IKJCFTLAT[LSJOLO~F~f~tLSJI 

um 
ELSl 

GRO(LSJ := LOUGRO[L5J; 
END; 

C t.D: 

{~o•o~~ooco~~oooo•oooo•oooco=ooooceo~o••*•co~oc•~oo•~ooooo•o4~4oo~oo~o=*4~~oooooooooo4c040*$0) 
(o•coeoo•o•••oo~o~o•ooo•oooooo~ooooooo*•o••ooov•O•o•co•o•o•o•••ooo•o~•o•c~o4ooooooo•oco~=ooocJ 

toooo=**4oocoooo••~•oooc~ooot 
t 0 ~ J 
(o HOCK-LO~STlF. PROCEOUHES •I 
(. . ) 
co~o~~~eooo=~o~~~oo•oo•oqo40J 

(o ================= ol 
I• PF'OC<.OUft. LOEf'AIN o) 

10 ================= •I 

procECURE LUeMAIN: 

rcGl"I 

FCH L: != a TU MLCe~IZ DO 
LOULEN[LSJ != LSOSIZSlEP: 

FCP LA!= I TO ~LOeAGE vD 
~ EG IN 

IF ILA : I I 
THEN 

C[GIN 
If' Cl''\Jf';TH : f"OUL TI 

Tt-;[ N 

Et<D 
ELSE 

VIN "- LC~JU~L[N 
ELSE 

M JN • - J 

t"IN .- l'LOcL~f\l(LA - JJ; 
l~AX != MLO[L(.N(LA ]; 
fRACAG[IN!IZE IL0b5T[h 1 LA, VIN 1 "Al 1 MLOBFNAC, CUMVUSFHAC 1 MLOLSIZ 1 LOULEllll: 

El'<D: 

F(~ LA := I TO FLOEAG~ 00 
At::G I"< 

If !LA = I I 
Tl-'OJ 

BE.GIN 
IF tNGNTH =MOULT! 

THEN 
,_.IN"- LCBJU\'LEli 

EL Sf. 
MJN !: U 

om 
El SE 

MIN ;c fLO[Lf.NCLA - )J; 
~AX != fLOeLENCLAJ; 
fPACAGEINSIZE ILOeSTER 1 LA 1 Ml~, MAX, flOSfRAC, DUMMUSFRAC, fL0lSIZ 1 LOBLlNI 

Ell.O; 

FOR LS != I TO t!LOBSIZ vO 
l'EG !Ill 

MLO~FRE,[LSJ "- c; 
FLOEFREQCLSJ !• r; 

ElliD: 

FCP LS !• I TO MLOeSIZ DC 
E'EGIN 

ro~ LA :s TO FLO~A~E co 
CLCIN 

MLO~f~[,(L!J != MLOlrRL,lL!J • MLOAfRAClLA 1 LSJ•Ml0~NUH[lAJ: 

ENO: 

£•.[i; 

IF lt'LCLFRE"lLS J < JI 
THEIJ 
NLC~F~E~(L5] != c; 

fLOCf~E,lLSJ := fLClf~l~lL~J • FLOPf~ACCLA,LSJefLD~N~f[LAJ: 
If CfLOEfRE.l.llLS J < 11 

HifN 
fLOEfREU[LSJ := r• 

ENC: 
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I• ================= o) 
(C pr,oc~OURE LDuCPLC •I 
(0 ================= ~1 

FFOCEDU~E LCeCALC; 

E '-( J PJ 

LOl'TOTLIM := o: 
HLOl:L IM != 1:; 
fLOLLIM .- .o• 
IF IMCNTH = MlJULTl 

IHE N 
BEGIN 

MLOfAGE ·- MP~XAG~; 
fLOBA~E := f!"AXAGE; 

f:NO; 
LA : = l; 

!•t-.ILE ILA<= FMAXAG[J CC 
E'EG IN 

ML013NUf'IHAfi := 
FLOE:NUMHAR := -• 
ML>JUM • - u: 
FLNUl'I := u: 
MLLEN := 0: 
FLLE~i := L: 
re~ LS:s 1 TO ~LO~:;z DC 

CJEG IN 
t'LNUf"liAR := ::;; 
FLNUf"HAF. : • c; 
If (IP'l'fHH >= LOBfSEAI) AU) l!"ONTH <= L0l'F"":C:A2ll QR 

ll~ONTH >= LOEFSEAJl PhU IMCNTH c= LlJUF~EA~lll THEh 
('[GIN 

ML"JUM := f"L~UP + f"LCbF~AC(LA,LS)of"LOlNUMlLA]o[Xf l-llLf 
•It I - 1"LCclll"fP.A.C(L~JI • MLOELIMFRA\.(LAJ " 

FLNUM. ·- FLNUP • FLC~f~AC(LA,LSl•FLDDNU!"(LAl•EXPl-ILUh 
• (I I - r L Ct: L H' F,; Ac~ L ,\ J I • f LG [ L It'. f k;. c ( LA J " 

IF ttlMLUtLlHFhAC[L.U•MLOl'fl'.O[LSJ + r<LO[MG!i(LSJ> <> ~-1 
Al\0 tLUtCATLIM < t<LO~LEN(LAJI I THEN 

tNrEF•MLCl~G~(L~Jll 
X f' 1-~1 LC l' F IS l LS J l l ; 
ENUEP•FLDtM~Rll~Jll 
XPC-•LDbFJSlL~JI I; 

MLNUMHAR := l<LOLLIMFRACCLAJ•MLOEFl5(L5l/lrLC~MU~[LSJ + 
t'LCfLIMfRAC[LA)OMLOPFISlLSll"MLOCFR•CCLA,LSJo~LO~~UMLLAJ 

•11- E.XPl-ILCIJtENOEPOMLOPMOR[LSJl JO<( I I - MLOeLl,..FfiAC(LAJI 
+ t'LG6LIMfRAC[LAJ o (XPl-MLCBf)~(L5JJll; 

IF <ltFLOeLJHFRAC(LAJ•FLOBflS[LSJ. FLOeMOR[LSll <> 01 
AND ILOECATLIM < FLOBLEN(LA)ll THEN 

FLNUHHAR := FLUELIMfRAC[LAJ•FLOBflS(LSJ/lfLOEMORCLSJ + 
FLOELlMFRACCLAJofLOEFISCLSJIOfLO~FRACCLA 1 L5JofLOeNUMlLAJ 
=«1-EXP<-<LOBOENDEP•FLOBMOP.(LSJll•<CI - FLOELIMFRAC(LAJI 
+ FLCELIMFR-CCLAJ • EXPl-FLOBflSCLSJJIJ; 

t'LOBNUMMAR .- MLOUNLMHAR + t'LNUMHAR: 
fLOeNUl'IHAP. ·- FLOCJNUMHAR + FLNUt'HAR: 
LlJSTOTM•SHAR := LOBTOIMASHAP + IMLNUMHAP + FLNUMHARl•LOl·MASSLLSJ; 

EHL: 
i.L SE 

CEUN PLNUM .- MLNUM • KLCBFRACCLA,LSJot'LOENUM[LAJ•EXPl-lLU~CENCEFoMLC~~GFLL~JIJ; 
fLNUM .- FLNUt' + FLCUFRAC(LA,LSJOFLOB~Uf"[LA)O[XPl-ILU~CLNCLFoFLO~t'CPLLjJll; 

(NL'; 

If I MONTH MOULT I 
THEN 

t[G IN Jf I IMLO~L~NlLAJ ~I ANU IMLOeLEN(LA-IJ > LOUL[N(LS-lll 
AND IMLOEL[W(LA-IJ < LC~L~N(LjJll 

THt.N 
E'EG I~' 
MLD2LE~lLAJ := MLO~LENCLa-IJ: 
MLOBfhAC[LA,LSJ := I; 

E "t'; 
IF I IMLuPO(L5J <> ·:::1 AN<.' IMLOtJF~i\C[LA 1 L5J <> :..11 

THE" IF llLCBLENCL'.::il - MLDBLEN[LAJl/MLGFCCLSJ < I I 
THEN 

[;t;G IN 
If IL~<• IMLiJl'Sll - 1)1 

T H[I. 
ML LL N : = I L 0 E LEN( LS J - ML GEL E ~; ( LA J I + I'. L c; F: ll C L 5 + I J'" 

II - ILCPLENCLSJ - MLGbL(N[LAJl/MLbliClLSJI 
ELSL 

~1LLEN := L.02Ll.NlL5J - l'.LOBLEtllLAJ: 
[r..D 

ELSi. 
"LL£!'.:= MLGt'O(LSJ: 

IF <L5 c= FLOC~IZI 
THEr. 

f£G H: IF llFLOfLU,(LA] JI P~C IFLOl:LEll:lLA-IJ > LOE.LE~.[L~-1]1 
ANr. lfLGELENlL•-ll < LOELENCLSJll 

THEN 
BEGIN 

FLOULlNlLAJ •- FLO~LENCLA-IJ; 
FLOEFRACCLA 1 L5J := 1: 

[NL;; 
IF llfLGPO(LSJ <> GI ANO IFL08FRACCLA,LSJ <> ~JI 

ENOt 

THEN 
BEGIN IF llLOP.L[N(LSJ - FLOUL£PHLAJl/FLGRC\CL5J c JI 

urn: 

Tl-it:N 
f,(G IN 

IF IL5 <= ltLOBSIZ - Ill 
THEN 

FLLEN := ILOBLENCL5J - FLGbLENCLAJI + FLGf<OlL'.::i + I J,. 
11 - ILCBLEN(LSJ • FLO~LENCLAJl/FLGHOLLSJI 

£LS£ 
FLLEN := LOBLENCLSJ • fLO~LENCLAJ: 
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~ i,C; 

IF !LA <= MLC~ •GEi 
TH[N 

MLObNCMCLA: :: HLNUX; 
l F P<LO['"Ut'[LA J < 11 

THEf'< 
t'LOe~UP(L~J := ~; 

If ILA<= fLce•<..ll 
THEtJ 

FLCUNUl'[L.~ J : = fU,Ut': 
If IFLO!,;NU~'[l.~J < II 

T HEF; 
F L 0 [.;t'l,i!-' L L A : • - ~ • 

l F ( ( LA < > I I lt; L' I l Q b C ,> TL H' < '' L, [ LE ;, (LA J II TH l N 
IF tLOG(ATLIM > "L0ELLl.Ll:< - !JI 

THEI• 
1-'.L!Jbt"'O:~NCAT .- l'LCL'.!·!£.P\CAT + r'LO~Nl'MHAR "' !LO[•CATLIM + 

l~LO~LLll.LLAJ - L0fC~TLl~l/2l 

C:L~ l 
PLOE.~~~NCAT != 1-'L([VL~ll.CAI + VLGENUMHAP "' (~LUtLL~[LA - !J • 

IML0fLt~[LA) - ~LoeLlNCLA - IJl/21: 
If CIL~ <>II Pll.U fLCoCATLIM < FL.::'~LL.'i(L.il]ll THE'i 

JF lLCJl'CATLll~ > FLCCLUil LA - I JI 
THE~' 

FLO~MiJll.CAT ·- rLufM(~~CAT • fLCbN~MHAR "' ILOUCATLIH + 
lfLC~Ll~LLAJ - LO~C~TL!Pl/~I 

EL5( 
FLCf!-':J~CAT := fLCU~L~•CAT + flCLNU!-'!-'AF o IFLCGLL~CLA - I J • 

ffLCLLt.HLAJ - fLCbL[N[L.A - lll/.iJ.; 

PLQ[TOTNUrl-'Ah ·- MLOEIOT~U~Hi~ ~LLP~~rHAF; 
FLOETCTNUr~AP ·- FLOVTOT1:Ul-'HA~ + FLOENUMHAP; 
JF IMO~TH = HOULTl 

I !'IE r, 
!:!EG I tJ 

IF (L;. <= l'LOEAGE I 
Tl-E1' 

!;[Git; 
t'LC!'L<:NLlAJ := l'L<lLLCNlLAJ •,..LL!:.~;; 
IF !VLO~LlH[LA: >= ~O~Ll~LrLOBSIZJI 

Th(N 
fjt.G 1 N . 

l'L0l>A<..[ : = Lt; 
~LC~LLN(LAJ :: LO~Ll~Cl'LCBSIZJ: 

E: t-.iC·: 
IF llLA = t"l"A).;.((.I A"IC:. 1>1Lti[Al.[ = Ml"'AXAGC..11 

THE ill 
MLOeAG[ : = LA; 

[I\('; 
IF I LA < = FLOtiAuE I 

THEN 
( EG I~. 

FLCbL~NLL~J != fLCLL[~[LAJ • fLL[~; 
IF lfLGtLU.CLAJ >= ~Ci::,Li.l\LfLC:~SIZ}I 

TH( ti 
f E (;I'.' 

FLOaA0E := Lt; 
FLOuLENlLAJ ·- :..OLLLl\(fLGi!~ IZJ: 

:·ND; 
IF llLA = fHAXAl.L I AN;) crLOE'AGf. = 1'1"' .. XA([)' 

THEN 
FLOl.JAGl := LP.; 

END; 

IF !!LA= FL05AGEl AN[J ILA<> FMAXAGEll 
Tl"EI\ 

LA:= fl•:AX~GI:. - J; 
L~. := LA + I: 

~ND; 

FCR LA != Z TO FLOLAGE 00 
EEG 1"4 

IF IHILC·lLENCLA - IJ > MLO["LEf'<(LAJl Af'.D ILA<= l"'LOlA(.[ll 
THEN 

GfiQf.Tt"F.:ATEFROR ll'LCl-Li.r:LLA - ll, ~LOfL[N(LflJ, LA, •1•1; 
IF llFLOEL[N(LA - IJ > FLLlf'Li:N[LAJl ~f-0 ILA <= fLClAG:':l I 

Tt1EN 
GRCl;THF!ATEPRQti IFLOCLl!\lli< - 1] 1 fLO~LfN(LAJ, LA, •;:•1: 

LOI' TOTllUt'HAF : = !-'LOBTOTi.UMl'AR • FLCB TOTNUMHAP; 

(o ================= oJ 
lo PFCClCU~~ LOL~CV[ ol 
(6 =====~=~~======:s O) 

pcucEDURE LOBMOVE: 

l'i.C IN 

lCt!-'ATUR :: Q; 
TuTEGG := !.:.: 
FOP LS :• LOEMATSll TO MLULlSll DO 

LOE~ATUP !• LCBMATUR + FLU~fRE~fL3J + MLOeFRl:.WCL!J:; 

CASE RECRUIT L'F 
I TOTEGG !" LOl::l:.GG( JJ; 
2 FOR LS :• LOrM~TSIZ TO fLCl~IZ JO 

TCTEGG :• TUTl:.G~ + FLU~FML~[L~J o LDCEGGCLSJ: 
3 IF ILCCMllTUR <> 01 

Tt'EN 
TOTtG<i :~ l/ILOBEC.HIJ • LOE!Et..Gl~J/LOLIMATURI 

ELSE: 
TOTLGG :• t:: 

~ ! TOTEGG !• LOBCGG(IJ e LOB~~TUR • E•Pl-LOeEGGCZJ • LOBMATURI: 
EPl.0: 
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~'Lr. 12 T 0 T : = ..: , 
FOP LA := MLOEAGE GO,NTO I 00 

t1 [f,j 1 N 
If I LA = I l 

THEN 
MLOENUH(i] .- TOTLGG/2: 

lf CLA = MLObAC.ll 
THEN MLOCNUHCMLOB)G(J := l'LOL~UM[MLOSAGEJ • MLOBNUl'[l'LUGAG~ - lJ; 

IF llLA <> II ~N[i !LA<> l'LUFAGi:ll 
THEf\: 

HLOBNUM(LAJ :• MLUBNUl'CLA - &J: 

If ILA = i l 
THEN 

MLOELENLLAJ ·- LOUjUVLEN; 

IF ILA<> II 
THEN 

MLOBLENCLAJ .- MLGBLEhCLA - lJ: 

IF ILA<> ll 
THEii 

MLOBTOT := MLOBTOT .. 1"LOl:l:l..MCLAJ; 

FOR LS :c 2 TO MLOE131Z CO MLUeLIM := ~LO~LI~ .. MLOELl~FFACCLAJ•HLOBNUl'(L~J•l'LOEFkAC[LA,L~J; 
f Nl'; 

FLOUTOT := c: 
FCR LA != FL08AC.E COWNTO 1 DC 

U EG IN 

Er.o: 

IF I LA "- I l 
T ... E N 

FL06NUMCIJ .- TOTEGG/2; 

IF ILA = FLCeAGEI 
THEN FLObNUMCfLCBAGEJ := FLCbNUl'CFLOBA~(J .. FLOENUM[fLOUAG[ - l); 

I f II LA < > I I AN C I LA < > f L 0 l' A GE I I 
Th EN 

fLOENUl'(LAJ := FLOBNUM[LA - &J: 

If !LA = I l 
TH Et: 

fLOELENtLAJ != LQUjUVLCN: 

IF ILA<> II 
Tl-'U< 

fLCBLEN(LAJ ·- FLUtLlN(LA - lJ; 

If ILA<> ll 
THEr-. fLODTOT "- fLCrTOT • FLOCNU~CL•J: 

FOF LS ·- <: TO FLOtco·IZ CO fLCtLIM := FLOLLI~ • F~G~Lll'FFAC(LA]oFLOENUMLLAJOf LCtFRiC(LA 1 LSJ: 

END; 

LCf:TOT .- MLOlTOT • FLO~TOT: 

LO~TOTLIM := ~LCCLIM + fLOELIM; 

I F P' L 0 E TC Tt. U I·~ 11 AF < > .:; I 
T~EN 

MLOEMEANCAT != MLOCM[ANLAT/l'LDETCTNUl'HA~ 
EV':C 

~LOtMLANCAT := J.~; 
If CfLOfTOH.Ul'hAf. <> ul 

THEN FLOeMEANCAT :• FLO~M[ANCAT/f LOETOT~U~HA~ 
E:LSl 

FLOeMEANCAT ·- u•-• 
IF IC~LOBTOTNUMHAR + FLC[TOTNUHHARI <> JI 

THEN LOB~EANCAT .- IMLU~M[ANCATOl'LCBTCTNUPHAR • FLOPM(ANCAT~fLUBTCT~~l'H•R>I 
IMLoeTCTNUMhA~ • FLObTOTNUl'HANI 

EL5l 
LOCMEAhCAT .- ~.c; 

t 0•000000$$*0$0000400000006V00000000C•OOt00C00000000040COOO~OOOC00~~0400000000~0000~000400$t 
fooo•oo••••o•o•••oooooooaooooooooooooooo••oooooo•oooovooooooao~40$0$$00~ooooooo•o•ooooo~c~•I 
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{QOQOO*OOQ00000*0~¢0~•) 
(o ol 
(• HU~SLL f~o=EDURES o) 
( 0 0 l 
(~~00~0~0:00000000~~00) 

to ================= ol 
lo FfiCClflFt ~USMAJN o) 
to ================= •l 

rroCECURE MUSMAIN: 

( :..<. 11' 

~G~ MS:= C TO ~LSSII OG 
~SLEN(~SJ :: M5o~tl5TEP; 

FOR l'A:= TO M~S~CE UC 
f: EG IN 

If It'. A I I 
THEii. 

BEG Ill; 
if 11'0t,TH = ul 

THEN 
I' l N • - '~ 

CLSC 
t' lf't . - t"O~ THc:~USGR([ l :; 

u:o 
ELSE 

Ml~ •- MC~L~N(l'A - IJ: 
r·t~ != MUSLLl\i(MAJ; 
rhACAGEINSIZE IMUS'.:ll 1 MA, MIN, l"AX 1 CUMLOff"AC, MU5f~AC 1 MUSSll, MSLINJ; 

ENC; 

FOF t•S !=I TO l'U5Sl2 l'l.i 
PUSfR[QlMSl != J; 

f c" r•" : = I T 0 r· u 5 Ac; l c 0 
FCh MS:• I TC l'U~Sll DO 

P.CGlN 
MUSfFEQ[l"SJ := MUSF~[~(MSJ • MU~fRACC~A,l'SJoMUShCM(M•J; 
If IMUSFREGCl"SJ < ll 

THEN 
MUSff(l>(MSl := ~: 

END: 

c:r,c: 

(o ================= o) 
to PRCCLDUPL MUSCALC ol 
10 ================= ol 

FFOCECURE MUSCALC: 

P.EGIN 

fC:I' MA!= I TC' MUSAGE uO 
P. £GI" 

~·t.UM != 0: 
MLEN != ('! 
FOP. I'S!= TO MUSSll UO 

GE.G JN 
IF ll'ODLL '"I' I 

HtE~J MNUI' := PNUM • M~SfP~C(MA 1 MSJOMUSNUM(MAJo~XPl-MUSDlhD~fol'U5M0F(M5JI 
C:LSE 

If !MU '.::FP.t.1.lHSJ <> :~I 
THEN Ht1;UH := HNUM • MUSfkAC[HA,l"SJ•t'USl\iUl"[HAJo(j - LDBTDTEATLl'ISJ 

/MU5f"EtCHSJl•EXPl-MU5D~lliOEP"MUSHORlMSJI: 

If !t'USFRACLHA,MSJ <> ~l 
THl N 

If llMSLEt.CMSJ - l'USLLM.MAJl/l'IUSGRO[l"SJ < (I 
Ht[N 

l E G 11' 
If II' 5 < = It' USS I Z - I I I 

TH[ l't 
~·LEN ;c l~SL~N(MSJ - ~:USll.lli[MAJI • MU'.,Gl':Q[l"3 + l~• 

11 - !MSLENLl'SJ - HUSLEh(MAJl/MUSGRGlMSJI 
ELSL 

llL[N != i"SLC.fl'LM5J - l"USLENCMAJ 
[NC 

EL~E. 
MLlN != MUSGFC(M~J! 

ENO: 

HUSlliUM(HA] := l'INUM: 
If ll'US!liUl'U'.AJ <II 

THUi 
l'IUSNUMU'.A J : = ''.; 

MUSLEN(MAJ !• MUSLEt.[MAJ • l'ILE~: 

If IMA <> ll 
THEN 

EEGIN 
IF llt'.USLEN(l~A - IJ > l"USL["l[M~JI AND lfH <"' l"USAGEll 

T H(I\ 
61\C.tTHl'ATi..RliOR IMUSL[N[MA - I J, l"USLENCHAJ, ·1A, '3' I 
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Et~c; 

IF !!MONTH= 'II G~ !MONTH •Ell 

TH~~St.Ul"CIJ := MUSNUl"(IJ + ~USEGtoEXPl-MUSEGGMORI; 

(~ ================= 01 
10 PRCCECURE MU5MOVE o) 

(0 ================= 0) 

P1:ocECUf.E MUSMOVE: 

C lG IN 
t<USTOT :e ;:;; 

For MA:= MUSAGE DC~NTO DO 

[ ~.D; 

EEG IN 
IF !MA= II 

THEN 
MUSNUl"(IJ '- MUS(GGoEXfl-l"USEGGMORl: 

IF !MA = MUSAGEJ 
THEN 

l"USNUt<Cf'IUSAc,E J 

IF <IMA<> II 
THEN 

MUS Nu~:[ MAJ 

Ir ll"A = I I 
THE~; 

ANO 

MUSNUM[MUSAGEJ • MUSNUM(MUSAGE -

HO. <> MUSl.t>U I 

MUSNt.:HtMA - IJ: 

MUSLEN[ I J MUSGRO[IJOOl2: 

[F IMA<> II 
THE 11 

l"USLEIJU'AJ := MUSLlt.lMA - IJ: 

~USTOT := MVSTCT + MU~NUMlMAJ; 

E l\C: 

I J; 

fQO•OO$•o~ooeoo~oooo~oooo~ooo~•ooocoeo~~ooooo~~ooo•oo~oooooo~~~uoooooooo•oooo900000•0000~~0) 
c~oooo$~Ooo~ooooooooo•o•oo~ooooooocoooeo~ooooooooo~ooo~oo~oo~o~o~~oo~oooooo~oooo•oo~ooooo~oJ 

f'''OCFCURE nJITIALIZE: 

I: ;_GIN 

F[ACLN: 
1-:El·DLN lr"OCELJ 
RE•ou: I TEARS J; 
READLN IRECFUITJ; 
F 0 fl N UM I ; r I T 0 .'I 9 [) U 

~;FJTELN: 

(00*00000000~0000000) 

'"' ol 10 MAit. P~GCEOUR(~ ol 
Io o J 
(oooooooo$*o*oooe~o•J 

(0 ==============~==~== OJ 
10 PRGC~DUFE INITIALIZC •l 
(O ===========:z:::c::: •J 

CASE MODEL CF 
'L' : v,p I TC 
'M' Y.PITE 
1 8' : 1'.R I TE 

l'RCC~ LU~STU' l"OL[L: RUN Tt~·E 15 ',Y[ARS:J,' YEAR~'•' •:;JJ; 
l'MUS'St.L MOUlL: P.Uf'< Tl~'i:. 15 ',YEAliS:J,' YlAfl~'•' 1 :31; 

END; 
('ROCK. LOl'STi_F'-MUSSEL MODEL : liUN TIME IS 1

1 Yi:ARS:J,' YEAF.~' 1 1 

NUM I := 'J; 
F~ILE NCT EOL~ LO 

e Ee, It• 
NUMI := NUl"I + 1; 
PE~L ITITL[(NUl"IJI: 
Wf.:ITE CTITL[(NUMIJI; 

ENO; 
R[AOLN: 

CASE RECRUIT OF 
l'IRITE I' ':J,'NU STuC.K-fiECFUJT'J; 

2 ~RITE I' ':J,'LINEAR STCC.~-RECRUIT'J: 
J : IRITE I 1 '!3,'0~VEF'TON+HOLT 5TOC.K-flECRUIT'J 
'I ; ~P.ITE I' ':3,'RICKER STOCK-RECRUIT'J: 

O,I:'; 
~hlTELM: ~RITCLN: 

F' EA DD AT A: 
FOF' NUMI ;z 

\\'RI TELN; 
TO I I C.O 
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CAS( l'OlEl Of 
'L' : BEGIN 

WF.ITELN 
• 

I' TIMl NUM[Ett OF LOeSTERS', 
NUHELh OVER CATCH LIMIT ', 

IM' 

'c' 

ENC'; 

NUl'BER HAFVESTlD MASS HAFVr~TEl'l; 
C' I YEARS I ~ALCS FEMALES TOTAL' 1 WRITELN 

' MALES F:HALES TOTAL , 
r-'ALE.5 FEr-;.t..L£5 TOTAL <T0"-5l'l: 

<:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~--·, WRITELN 

'------------------------~-------------'>: 
LCBl'A IN; 
L INL : = '4; 

SND: 

OEG I" 
l'>RJT(LN !'TIME <YU>.FSI 

ftRITELN f '-----------
MUSMAIN: 
LINE := "; 

END: 

OEG I fl. 

TOTAL NO Of MUSSELS'>: 
-------------------'J; 

Y.F.ITllN I' Tlf'IE (Y[,if;::1•, •;Jn,•1~ftXlHUI' .l.GE Cf '~,\LLS, F~M~Ll:.5 

W~ITELN ('---------------------------------------------•, 
·-~=:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;;~----------1, 

WRITELN; 
~klTELN I' •:~5,'PEFC~~TIGE Of OFTIMAL GFO~TH RAT~ Ih LACH SIZE 

(t I SIZE Ll~~S<'>: 
SRI TEL~ <'---------------------------------------------•, ·-------------------------------------------------'t ta _____________________________________ t): 

>\f I TELN: 
\YfllT~LN I' l:vl'E[f' Of LOl:iSTERS', 

~Ul'!lER OVER CATCH llHIT 
fjUf·"!:.,£H MA~VlST~L· t"':A~S ~A~'r/(';.T~t' 

'i!RITELN I' ~<ALlS fE"1AL(0. TOTAL' 1 

' PAL[S f~MALLS TOTAL 

tJUl'!llR C.F' I; 

'~PLES ftHAL~S TOTAL !TONS) MUS~ELS'); 

~klTCLh !'---------------------------------------------•, ·-------------------------------------------------•, '--------------------------------------•>: 
aRITELN •'---------------------------------------------•, 

•----~--------------------------------------------'w 
·--------------------------------------•); LO[MA JN: 

MUSl"AJI-:; 
L INl := 11; 

END; 

MflTlLN: FRJT[LN; 
L I ti [ : = L I N £ + 4: ; 
F 0 R NU~ l : = I T 0 I : D 0 

FOR NUM~ ·- I TO GRAWIOTH lO 
DATAMATENUM;,NUMIJ := c; 

P~CCECURE FINALll[; 

!:'~GIN 
IF ll''OO[L <> '"' 1 1 

THEN 

(0 ================== $) 
I~ PRCC~GUP~ FINALILE OJ 
(0 =================: OJ 

' I 1 , MAX L 0 l NU M 1 I' I NL 0JNU1·1 , YE AR 5 1 ~· 1 I , ' A ' 1 ' I ' , T L ~ ~ S l ; 
• I ' • MA~ LOB L IM.~·. I NL Oc LIM • YEA P. s • :J." •• e • I • I •• T <:::AP. 5 I ; 

!Yt:ifiSl'J; 

CLAS'::' t 

6EGIN 
SETUPGP.APH 
SETUPGRAPt! 
SE TL'PGPAPH 
S[TUPGP.APH 

I ' I ' , M A X L 0 C ~IL' I' H A F. 1 M I NL 0 B NU l"I HAP. , Y t:: - R S , (' , 7 , ' C ' , ' I ' , YE A R ~ I ; 
I ' 3 ' 1 HAXL0611 A SH AP , M I N l 0 EM A SH AR 1 Y £AR S , ::.' , I :.. , 'I:• ' , ' I ' , YE: A Ii 5 I ; 

IF lf'IOOEL • 'l''I 
THEN 

~ETUPGRAPH I '4 1 1 MAXMUSNUM,MJN~LSNUM,Y~•RS,0 1 11,'G' 1 '1',YEARSJ: 
nm: 
I f If~ 0 D El 2 ' ~· ' l 

THEN 
SETUPGRAPH ( ''l',MAXMUSNUM,MINMUSNUM,YCARS,o,1,•G•,•1 1 ,YE~~s1: 

F 0 R '~UM l : = TC I J 0 0 
fCR NUM:.': :=I TO t.f>A1.IDTH DO 

CATAl'!AT(NUM2 1 NUMIJ :• C: 
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{O :::::::::::::::::: o) 
10 PfCCECUHl LClfJNAL ,., 
(4 =======:::s;====== 0) 

PFOLECURE LCEF!NAL: 

ELG I II; 
llFITELN C'MAL[ CIZE FREt.UU:CY [ISTFIBUTICi.; 

'Fll"AL:O ':>IZE Ffi(l.ULt-,;CY DIS·H'lfUTION'J; 
n~ITELN I'-------------------------------'---------------------------------·-'>; 
\'.RI TEL"'; 
\IE! T'::LN I' LU1G TH f..u~:H.ii 1 

' l l NG TH 1• u Mc t: F- 7 ' I ; 
1·1R I TELN I' - '): . 
\'.RI TEL~!; 
PLOEP~RCEf..T := ~; 
flCEPEFCE"T := c: 
If li"LOeTOT = CI Tt-<EN 

MLOC'TOT .- 1; 
If CFLOllTOT = Cl T!iEN 

fLO[TQT ·- I; 
l\RITELN I' ;.u;bLt.1-.[!J:L:C:,' I ,f"l(bF'iE~[ I J, 

1 ,LObL[N(IJ:2;~, 1 I ,FLOEfF[\i[ I J): 

fCR LS != 2 TO PLOES!i ~O 
EE<; JN 

If <L0!3LUl[l':J <= l ll'I THLN 
IF lltJolEN[L5J < !'Ju> TliEI• 

eLGIN 
If i lt'l0CP'::.{Hl5]/l'LOE rcr .. 1.:c ) J..,) ~NC CflObf"L•)[l~J/r LGl:TCTo lcJ!] < 1-l 1 P!L'i 

\•_ F I Tl l N ( ' ' 1 l Cl l l N ( l ~ ] : 2 : C , ' ' : t , r< l 0 ~ f H [ G [ l ;: J , ' ' , I< l 0 L > S £ C. [ LS JIM l C l'l 0 T ,, I -} _,; ~ : 2 , 
• : IS,LO&LLr.[L~J:;::r., •• :9,FLC[fR[~(l5J,. • ,FL0uffi!O<,[L::. J/fLGLTOT .. l~t:;'!:2>; 

I f ({ ,, L 0 5 fi't. '" l L 5 J /P'. l 0 [' T c T" I J e ) I .j I A N 0 ( r LI .. r f 'i E " l l :: } IF L 0 t. Tu T .. l '-':::: > I ~ I I T H L. ·-. 

v. F. 1 H. L Iii c • • , L ct.; LL" [ Ls J: .z : -:: , • • : c , t>< Lo c r RE~ [ L:. J, • • , !"L c Lr h E ,_. [ L 5 J 1,.. L c er::> r" 1-: ·J: 'i : .: , 
• • : I '= , L 0 bl UIC l '.: J : 2 : c • • I : 9 • r LI) :J FR Eur L 5 J " " Fl()[: F" [ l, ( l ~ JI r l c e T 0 T ~ I I.. 'J : ... : 2 I : 

If C n' l 0 PF C: t. r; [ l S JI~ l 0 ;- TC T • I ~ [ < l : I P ;, D I Fl G l' f <: [ "' [ l:: JI F l C' L TC· T * I u 0 < I G l l i H <- r-; 
r. fd T ( L" < ' ' , L Ol l !.. N [ L ~ ] ; ~ ; L' , ' ' ; b , "l 0 [ f Ii [ Gi ( L 5 J , ' ' ., I': l 0 (' f ~ C. t; [ l 5 } /I• LC= T 0 T o- l - ~ : ,. : < , 
' ' ; IS 1 LO(! L Ui [ l '.: J: 2; C. , ' ' : 9, fl Jl! f Ii[ t:. [ L 5 J ,' ', f L 0 L f F [ 1; [ L 5 JI fl 0 !:. T 0 To- I - C:" ; ~ I ; 

IF ! IVLOtFFt.r.lL5J/l"lOLTOTol;'.:' < 1::> PNO (flCl'fFEr.;CLc•J/fLCi'TC•T<> l..J'J > 11..l I IHt.•; 
1• F 1 Tc L •. 1 • • , Lob L c r, c Ls J: 2 : c , • • : b , ,.. Loe r" E i:; [ Ls J , • • , ML c L• r E !:. o [ Ls J 1,., Lo c T v T .. 1 _ -- : •1 : i , 

• • : 1 'i , L o u L E ~-l L :;, J : J : : , • • : r, , r Loe F r~ E r; ( Ls J , • ', f L o E r R L u c L 5 J / f L c E: T u T "' I ., •.:' : " : ..! 1 : 
ENC 

El~.[ 
~filT[LN <' ',LOELENlLSJ:J:~,• 1 :6,HLOE'fli!:.O[l~J, 1 ',MLODfh(Gi[L5J/MlG~TCTc1:w: ... :2, 
• I: l~ ,LOEL!:.NC LS J: 3; c. I I: 9 ,FLOi;fREc;C LS J,' • ,fLL'~FliE(.;(l5]/flOl::TOT .. l-C: 'j;' I 

fl ~·E 
~~ITEL~ I' ',LO~llN[LSJ:J:~,• ',l'LOBrR[U(LSJ,' '• l'LO~fh[O(LSl/MLOBTOTCl~-;'l;Ll; 
~LO~PERCEl\T := MLOPFEriCL~T • ~LGeF~:CLLSJ/~LCUTCTol~J: 
FLOGP~RCEhT := FLOBPERCE~T • fLOBFREUllSJ/FlOHTOTol0G: 
DATA~AT(l~ 1 1J := MLG~ff'[ClLSJ; 
DATAHAT(LS,LJ := FLOOfM[C(LSJ; 
f",AH'lt• <MLO(fRE<;CL5 J, MAXLO!:FREC1 1 MINLOcfk[Ul; 
IF IMLO~ff\(C(LSJ <> '.'I 

THEN 
CATAMAT[l~ .JJ := LNll''LCLFF~t;[L5Jl; 

MAXMIN !CATAHAT[LS,3] 1 nAXLUCLG8fRE~, MINLCC..LU~fli[Q); 
If ILOl!LEl\Cl5J <= l l'JI 

THfN 
PEIO 11~ 

t-'AXMIN IFLUEfP[l;lL~J, MAXLOPFFlC. 1 HINLUBf!<'l(JJ; 
If IFLOUFHLQ(LSJ <> LI 

THUJ 
[ATAM~l(LS,'ll := ll\lflOUFP.EC[LSJ>; 

MAXHIN !OATAMATCLS,'ll 1 MAXLOGLOPfREQ 1 MlNLCGLOeFRE~>; 
UlD; 

E"C; 

,IR l TEUJ: 
~hlTELN 1 • •:2e,•1 1 ,MLOEPlRCEl\T:s:2,•1 •,• •;39,•1 1 ,FLOOPEPCENT:s:2,•1•1: 

f'CF !\UM l : = 
\'di I TE LN; 

TC 'l: DU 

11 IYLARS <= lC'El 
THEN 

l L.C.. IN 
s [ T up GR A pH c • ~ ' • MA )( l 0 u F ~~ ( (; • M I r. L c B F " : 0 • L 0 e Lt N ( ML u e s I z J I ] • I •• A I •• r •• [ ) : 
SETUP(RAPH 1•2·.~AXLOGLO[fR[(J,~INLOGLGCfREO,LorLENlMLO~SllJ,J,2, 1 J•,•r•.~1: 

END: 

WF !TELN I 1 

• 
WF: I TE.l"I (I . 
\\RI TELlll; 

MALE AGi FP~QUENCY U!STRILlUTION 
FEMALE AG[ FFE~UC"-C' L[STFleUTION'>: 

----------------------------------•>: 
KRITELN I' AGE LE~GTH f\:Ul"Gf.R 

"-UM ti( RI): ' A<..[ L.:.lllGHI 
l\K I TELN C' 

------. J; • 
\'.'Fi I TELN; 
l !Ill := b: 
HAXLOCNUM : = J; 
"1 I ML OEJNUI": ; = J; 
fOF1 LA ;,. I TO FLOElAGE DO 

BEGIN 
If ILA <• l'LOMACEI 

THEti 
LJEGIN 

WRITELN ,. ',LA:z,• •,MLOeL~~CLAJ!'l!I,' ',HLDeNVMCLAJ, 
• •,LA:.:,• ',FLoeLEN[LAJ!'l: 1, • • ,rLoBf'.UP<CLAJ>; 
CATA~ATCLA,SJ ;c MLObNUM(LAJ; 
MAXMIN C~LOllNUMlLAJ, MAXLO&NUMo MINLOeNUM); 
If IMLOBNUMCLAJ <> ':;) 

TH[N 
CATAMATCLA,7l != LNCMLOe~uMCLAJl: 

MAXMIN IPATAMATCLAo7J 0 MAXLOGLOBNUM, MINLOGL08NUl":l; 
(NO 

ELSE 
WF'ITfLN 1 1 •:s;,LA:.;:,• '1F"LOE.LfNCLAJ:'l:1,• •,1·Lo~tJUM[LPJl: 
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DATA"ATLLA 1 6] :• FLUG~UMCLAJ: 
~AX"IN lfLObNU~(LAJ 1 ~AaLCGNUM, ~INLOeNUMI; 
IF IFLOlNlJ~lLAJ <> !JI 

THEN 
DATAMATCLA,BJ != LNIFLCGNUM(LAJI: 

~AX~IN ICATA~ATCLA 1 d] 1 ~AXLOGLCSNlJM, MINLJGLOCNLMl; 
LINE := LINE + 1: 

u;c;; 

IF !LINE> P~l>ESllE.J 
TH(N 

LlNl :• LINE - PAG[jJZ~; 

FOi' ~H.1MI ·- I TO IFAG£S!ZE - Ll1'E • 21 to 
l\filTC:Ul: 

IF !YCAP.S <= l~Ll 
THEN 

f.' [GI tJ 
5[ TLPGHAPH ( '2' .r"'.A.XLOt.;"!UM ,MI NL'Jl!-~Ufo':1FL.Oi3~G[ ,r~ ,st. A.' 4 L. ,rL0[~{.;::: J; 
5 E T \;PI> R A PH I 1 .;'. ' , MA ~ L 0 u L 0 ll NU M , M I ~' L C GL 0 3 N UM , F L 0 [J A G [ , C' 1 7 1 ' .; 

1 
, 

1 L ' , f L 0 li AGE l ; 
END; 

I', Id ff L r.i t ' l 0 E SH. k SE X f' ~ T I 0 S ' I ; 
¥.FITLUJ <' ------------------•>: 
1rn I TELN; 
l\IU TELN (' LLN(,Tl' PEl'Ci::NTAGE M~L.0:':-'I; 
P.l<ITELN I' ----------------'!; 
llfi I TELN: 
FCF LS :• I TC f"LOPSIZ 00 

ELG IN 
lf llf"LO[;FfiU;CLSJ + fLOL!f~[ti(L5Jl <> ;:;1 

THEN 
LCBSEXFAT :• MLOEfFE~CL5J/IMLOBfR~'(LSJ + fLO&FH[~(LSJl~ICC 

EL '.:E 
LObSEXRAT .- I'_·;:;; 

f:\ATAMATll5.IJ ·- LCbSC:Xf\AT: 
IF <u.:eLEN( LSJ >= 1 ~c' 

THEN 
ll"l'JT[L"' I LC8L£N(LSJ:..1:L.,' ',LGeSEXtiAT:S:I> 

ELSE 
mrITELN I' '• LOBL[N[LSJ:~:J,' ',LCGSEXRAT:s:11; 

ow: 

F CF NU,.. 1 : = I Tu 'I 2 (] 0 
ll:fdTELN: 

If !YEARS <• !CCI THEN 
5ETUPG1'Al"H l'J',l;:'G,Q,LOIJLEN[~'LOl:'SIZJ,IJ,l,'E','F',OI: 

(• ==============~==: 0) 
fo PrUClCUR~ HUSf INAL •I 
{• ·==·=====•====·=·· 0) 

PfiOCECURE MUSfJNAL: 

et.G Ill. 

FOR NUMI :•I TO I:": DO 
FOR NUM2 ;e I TO GrAYdDTH DO 

DATAMAT(NUM2 1 NUMIJ :• O: 

llRITELN C 'MUSSEL SIZE fREQUlNCT DISTRleUT!ON'I: 
WR!TELN 1•---------------------------------- 1 1: 
flRITELN: 
llRITELN 1 1 LEl,GTH NUMeER i•1; 
IVRIIELN I' -•1; 
l\RITELN; 
MUSPERCENT ;: a; 
If 1'1USTOT ,. GI THEN 

f"USTOT !c 1: 
FOR MS := 1· TO MUSSIZ DO 

eEG IN 
If IMUSFREQ['15J/,..USTQToJDO < JC> 

THEN 
llRI TELN C' ',f"SLENCl'!SJ: 2: C,' 1 _,MUSFR[r;['15J 1 

1 ',MUSFREIOCMS )/MUSTO To I !JC: 'I: .d 
ELSE 

&RITELN c• .,,..SL~NC~SJ:z:c,• ',MUSF~lQ[f"SJ,' ',MUSfR[,[MSl/MUSTOT•l~O:'l:ZI: 
MUSPEFCENT := •usFERCENT+ ~USF~EQCHSJ/f"USTOT•IGu: 
DATA,..AT[MS,JJ := '1USFREQCMSJ: 
IF lr'USFREl<CMSJ <> ,)I 

THUi 
CATAMATCMS,2J :• LNCMU~FRE,CMSJI: 

MAXMIN CMU5FRE,CMSJ, M~XMU5FRE0 1 Ml"'MUSFRE,1: 
MAXHIN IDATAMATCM5 1 2J, MAXLOGMUSfRE~, MINLOGHUSFRE,J: 

E fl.D: 

WRITELN: 
v;RJTCLN I' •::<b,'!',1<USPERCENT!5:2,'J'I: 
FOP NUMI ;: I TC" '15 00 

WRJTELN: 

If CYEARS <• IOGI 
Tl-'EN 

8 EG IN 
SETUPGRAPH 1''4',t!AXMUSfr.EQ,l'!ll';MUSfFEC,M'.:LE.NCMUSS!ZJ,~,1,•c;•,•t1' •:1; 
SETUPGRAPH I ''I' ,MAXLOGMUSFREC, HI fl.LOGMUSFREl.O ,"1SLEtffMU::.S 1 l J ,..; ,2, IK', 'H' sul: 

END: 

~RITELN !'MUSSEL AG~ FRE!<UENCT DISTRl8UTION'I: 

fRJTELN <'---------------------------------'>; lf.R I TE:LN; 
llRITELN 1 1 AG[ LENGTH NUM!lER'J; 
1"1il TELN C • ------' J; 
lliRITELN: 
LltlE :c b: 
MAXMUSNUM := o: 
MJNl'USNUl4 !2 O: 
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FOP MA := l TO ruSAGE DO 
eEG JN • 

WR I TEL N ( ' ' •MA : 'i , " ' , MUS l £ N [MA J : 3 : 1 1 ' ' , MUS r, UM [ t·~ A J l ; 
DATAMAT[MA,JJ := MUSNUM[MA); 
IF IMUSNU~[MAJ <> 01 

THEN 
DATAf'AT[M,,'!J := LNUWSNUM(MAJ>: 

HAXMIN (MUS~UM(MAJ, MAXMU~NUM, MINMU5NUMI: 
MAXMIN IOATA~ATCMA,~J, MAXLOGMUSNUM, MINLOGMUSNUHI 

LINE := LINE + 1; 
IF ILINL > f'JIGE.~IZEl 

THU~ 
LINE := l!Ni:. - FAGESlZE; 

u.o: 
FOf' NUMI := I TO IFAuE51Zi:. - LINE • 21 DO 

~-RI TELN; 

H CYt:ARS <= IC::> 
THEN 

El\O; 

L Lfi IN 

!::EGIN 
SETiJPGF,;FH 
SE TUF<,RAPh 

[NU; 

''1 • t fl'. A)'.~. u :::;:f.J c,.. , ~ 11\M u::; NUf"' J ~·us AGE t J 'J., • \l. ' ""\ f ) M L1 ·~ ~ (: l ) : 
• .., 1 1 1~; A x Lo Grus r..; u,.., • M 1 P.: L c 6 r--: us Nu~ , Mu s A. c.i £ t c. , "' , • ir, • , • ~ • , ~ L ~· ;.. G c 1 ; 

(o fXtCUTAEl( STATCMCNTS OF MAIN PFCGRAH •I 

Ir. I Tl Al 1 l l : 

FCP TIME:= I TO YE~RS ro 
['!CG IN 

FOR LS := I TC MlOPSll CG 
MLGKO[LSJ := MLULGROll~J; 

FOR LS != I TG fl085li DC 
Fl~~OllSJ := FLOPGPOCLSJ; 
FCR NUMJ != I TU MfSIZrl!<i 20 

GFODT~CHANCE[~UMI) .- 1.~; 
f'LOeTOT~U~HAfi !• u: 
FLOC:TC'TNUl"llAR != ·J; 
LCeTOTMASHAF := c; 
MLOE,..E.ANCAT :- ]; 
FLOL'f"EANCAT := J; 

FOR MONTH:• I TO IZ DO 
CASE ML>DEL JF 

'L' LEG I !I: 
FRPCCVC~LIM IMLO(LEN 1 ML05LIMFRACI: 
rRA(OVERLI"' CFLOLLEN, FLC~Lll"FPACI: 
LOl!CALC; 
LOCMAIN: 

ENC: 

'M' BEGIN 
MUoCALC: 
t"U S~P. JN: 

ENO: 

'E!' e EG I~; 

END: 

FRACOVERllf" INLOULEN, MLObLIMF~ACI: 
FFACCVE~LIM IFLOLLEN, FL06LIMFRACJ; 
LOE EAT; 
If IMO!HH : IMOUL T - 111 

THE/\i 
['[(IN 

GRO~THEffECT 1 1 i',HLCUNUM,,..LOBNUMEAT,ML0~51l,Ml0bFR(C,MLCLGHD,~LGriCI: 
GhO~THEFFECT 1 1 J',FLOHNUM 1 fLOBNUMEAT,FLOeSIZofLOVFP(Q,FLOEG~0 1 fLG~OI: 

[f',LJ; 
LOGO.LC: 
LC'EMA 11<; 
~·u SCA LC; 
f•IJ5MAIN; 

[ Nll; 

MONTH :z u; 

CA~E: ,..ODEL C.F 
'L' ELGIN 

LCibMOvC: 
lCbMPIN: 

·'M' 

V,PITELN ITIME:'f,' ' 1 MLOE'TOT 1 FLCH'TOT 1 

l or T 0 T • Ml Ol:' L l,.,. ~ l U(' L I!" • i.. 0 HT 0 TL I". 
MLOETOTNUMHAk 1 FLC[TOTNUMHAR,LOBTDT~Uf"HAR 1 LOUTCTMASHAPI: 
If I YE.>k:: <= IC!..1 

THEN 
E'i:'.G 11' 

DATAMATlTIM[,IJ "- Ml~OTOT: 
DATAMATlTl~E,lJ :: FLOBTOT: 
LATAMAT(TIMi::,JJ := LCSTOT; 
fATAMAT(Tit•E,'IJ .- >:L0!2LIM: 
CATA~4TCTIMl 1 ~J •- FLCOLI~; 
tATAMAT(TJME,6J .- LDUTOTLIM: 
tAT~~AT(Tl~L 1 7J .- ~LOETOTHUMHAR: 
DATAMATCTIM~ 1 8] •- FLOBTQT~UMHAR: 
tATAMATlTIM( 1 9J ,- l~UTOT~UMH,P; 
DATA,..ATtTIME,IOJ != LOBTOTMASHAR: 
O~l': 
LINE := ll~i:: • I; 

E t;!J; 

['((,I Iii 
~USMOV[: 
ML5~.4H,; 

FRITllN <TIME : 6 1
1 

IF (Yi:.PHS <• 10~1 
THEN 

Pl(; IN 
DATPMATLTlM[,I] :• YUSTOT: 
[fii[: 
LINE :•LINE• 1: 

Er.f; 
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9'> 

'!:' fl<:. IN 
LCLl~C VE 
Lt:L>l'A IN 
"L' $1"'0 ... ::: 
MUSI' A It; ftPlTELN < • •:s,Ttl'r: J,' •:1c,•1 1 ,MLOEA<:.E:J,' ,',FLOLAGr:J,

1
1•1: 

~.Fl TE LN; 
?1RlT[ (r /AALi.:.~·: '); 
FOR NUMI := i_ TO t'lOG51Z DU 

if tNUMI < 1..;l 
THUJ 

'fl F I T [ I C U· t:: ~' Tt-< C I' ANG [ u: U l'1 I - I J-o I ::; C l : 5 : l , ' I ' , NU l'1 l : I J 
[ L'..'.)E 

.>:f"J Tt: ((Gkvr,THCf'ANC.flfliUI' I 
~.kiTCLN: 
~Pill t' FE~All5 ;•); 
~VM~ := MLOESil - z; 
r c R N UM l : = ;_ Tc FL 0 b 51 l r l) 

JF rn UM I < l i... l 
THU~ 

c•1P ITC: lfGFOWTt•CHANGE(~;U~'l + NUM:ZJ010..;l:S;l 1
1 1',NL't'l:ll 

ELS( ,\RITE Clt,FOl\TFCHANG[[NU!'.I + ,..UM2J .. IOCJ:s:1,•1•,r..L'MJ:z1; 
\', ~ 1 TE Lt\.; \~' R I 1 EL f\'. : 
~RITELN IMLOSTOT,FLCL TOT,LOETGT,t'LObLIM,fLO(Llr',LO[TCTLJM, 

t'LO~TOTNU!'l•-R,FLOETOTNUMFAR,LODTOTNU!"'~AR,LU~TCTl"ASHA~,~USTOTJ; 
V.~ l T(LN: WRI TELN: 
!F lYE.APS <= I~~! 

H10:,._ 
E £.(, !.'< 

l.OTAM~HTIME,IJ '- l"LCL'l::JT; 
C.OTAMATCTIHE,2: .- ILc:JTOT: 
CATAH•T[T{ME,JJ := LOeror; 
CATAM.OHT!H[,'IJ '- t'LCbLI"'; 
LAHd1AT(TlME 1 !0J .- l'LCBLlt'; 
DATAM~T[T!ME 1 6J .- LCfTOTLll'; 
OATAMAT[TIME,7J '- l'LCeTOTNUMH~F; 
lATAMAT[T!ME,EJ .- FLOETOTNUHH'F; 
tATAMATCTlHE 1 9J •- LCtTCTr-.Ul'HA": 
[ATAMAHTll'E 1 i'J] := LGt:TOTMASHAP; 
DATAMATCTIME,11] := ~USTCT: 

ENC : 
LI NI:: • - L l NE • f.; 

UlL: 
~NO; 
r•AH'lll: IVLOl·TCT 1 ~l,tLOUJUt'o 'IJ'-LOE~.UM); 
•AXl'IN CFLOLTQT, MAXLGBN~I', l'INLOe~uMI: 
MAXl'IN ILCBTOT 1 MAXLObNUH, l'l~LOBlllUMl; 
MAXrIN CMLCLTCTNUMHAF, l'.O)LObNUMl'AP, MINLUrNUMHA~I: 
MAXMIN IFLGLTOTNUMHAR, PAXLDbNLMHA~, Ml~LO~NU"HAFI; 
MAXMIN ILOBTOTNUl'HA~, l'AILC~HUMHAR, l'INLDPNUt'M.OFI: 
HAXMIN (LOBTOTHASHAW, HAXLCBHa~HAR, l'!NLOBMASHA~I: 
MAXMIN tMLOlllM 1 HAXLGtLIM, V!NLO!LIHI: 
MAXl'IN iFLOlLIM, MAXLGVLIM, MlNL02LIMI; 
l'AXl''IN ILCE•TOTLll', MULGl:Ll1' 1 l'lNLOtlllMI: 
MAXl'llN IHUSTCT 1 MAXMUSNUI', f-:ll'il''USNUMI; 

IF ILIN[ > PAGEolZCI 
THEN 

Ll~E :• LINE - PAGESl~E: 

END; 

If (IMOCEL = 'IO'l OR IP"ODi:.L 'L'll 
THEN 

l![G IN 
WRITEL~; ~hlTt:LN; WRITELN l'THE Pl.At>. ol:E OF THE. CATCH 15 ' 1 1'LOeME..Af,(Af:;:I, 

' FCR HALES ',FLOPMEANC~T:~:1,• FOR FEMALCS ' 
LOJ,.LANCAT:'l!l,' FUR UOTH SEXES COMBINLC'I; 

LINE := LINE + J: 
ENC; 

If ILIM. > PAG!.SIZEI 
Th[ 1' 

LINE := Liii[ - PPGE':>llf; 

If ILIM[ < f'AuESIZEI THEN 
F Oli tll; M I : = I T 0 l PA(.~ ~ I ; E - L I N l.l JC 

\\RITELN; 
W~IT[LN; WP!TELN.: 

l F I YE. ARS <= IC. I THEN 
Fl'HLIZE: 

IF I MOO LL <> 'M' l THEN 
Loe r u • .o. L; 

IF IP"CCEL <> 
f"USFINAL: 

• L' J THC: .. 

: ~NC. 

foO••e000000$0••0eOOe00000$00~0•~oOOC000~0000~0000•00$0•0$0CO~~oO#OC~C0000$00000CO~OOOC$~000) 
(00000•••••$00o•••••••oooe•ooooo•ooo¢•••••oooeoooooeooooo60$000000000•6006e•oooooooo~ocoooo~) 
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APPENDIX I DOCUMINTATION POB. PROGRAM "fBBQ" 

A. PROGRAM SPECIFICATION 

Calculation of age frequency distribution This program · (stored in 

"SIMUL*MODEL.FREQ" on a SPERRY 1100/81> generates an age-frequency 

distribution from a percentage size frequency distribution, a total 

population number and an age-length distribution <computed by the program 

"GROWTH">. 

B. INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE 

1. Input Specifications : 

The following is a runstream for program execution. 

1. @RUN,Z/N RUNID,ACCOUNT-NO,SIMUL,TIME,PAGES 
2. @ASG,A MODEL. 
3. @ASG,CP DASMUSMEAN.,F50 
4. @ASG,T TEMP*AGEFILE. 
5~ @ASG,A BMDP*83. 
6. @USE 12.,TEMP*AGEFILE. 
7. @USE 13.,DASMUSMEAN. 
8. @XQT MODEL.FREQ 
9. MUSSEL - MEAN GROWTH - DASSEN ISLAND AGE FREQUENCY 

10. 27395000000 8 33 10 0 0 0 
11. 91.7 
12. 7.07 
13. 0.054 
14. 0.014 
15. 0.038 
16. 0.178 
17. 0.506 
18. 0.440 
19. 6.55 
20. 16.17 
21. 29.46 

79.25 
79.99 
@BMDP*83.BMDP BMDP6D 

49. 
50. 
51. 
52. /PROBLEM TITLE IS 'MUSSEL - MEAN GROWTH - DASSEN ISLAND AGE 

FREQUENCY' 
53. 
54. 
55. 
56. 
57. 

/INPUT VARIABLES ARE 2. 
FORMAT IS '<I3,F20.0l'. 

/VARIABLE NAMES ARE YEARS, NUMBER. 
I PLOT YVAR IS NUMBER. 

XVAR IS YEARS. 
58. /END 
59. @ADD TEKP"'AGEFILE. 
60. @FIN 
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The data <lines 9 to 50 in this runstream) should be entered as follows 

CARD 1 HEADING \STARTING IN COL 2, UP TO 60 
CHARACTERS) 

CARD 2 THE FOLLOWING DATA ITEMS SHOULD BE 
SEPARATED BY ONE BLANK 
1) TOTAL NUMBER IN POPULATION 
2) NUMBER OF SIZE CLASSES 
3) NUMBER OF AGE CLASSES 
4> RANGE OF EACH SIZE CLASS 
5> LOWER LENGTH LIMIT OF FIRST SIZE CLASS 
6l LOWER LENGTH LIMIT OF FIRST AGE CLASS 
7) STARTING AGE 

CARD 3 + PERCENTAGE FREQUENCY IN EACH SIZE CLASS, 
ONE PER CARD 

CARD (4 + NO. OF SIZE CLASSES) UPPER LENGTH LIMIT OF EACH AGE CLASS, ONE 
PER CARD 

In this runstream, the last set of data points <upper length limits) start 

on line 19. The files, "SIMUL*DASMUSMEAN" and "TEMP*AGEFILE" are output 

files. 

2. Output Format : 

There are three forms of output a table <Example 1) giving the age-

frequency distributions, a BMDP plot of the distribution and a file Cin 

this case, "SIMUL*DASMUSMEAN") containing only the number of individuals in 

each age class. 

Example 1 : 

MUSSEL - HEAN GROWTH - DASSEN ISLAND AGE FREQUENCY 

THE GIVEN DATA PRODUCES THE FOLLOWING AGE LENGTH DISTRIBUTION 

AGE 

1 
2 
3 

32 
33 

CALCULATED NUMBER 

25421422848 
1638349056 

14772992 

18799232 
12919808 

3. Restrictions on Generality : 

Only yearly age classes are output. 

4. Run Time 
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The program may take up to 20 seconds to run if 100 age classes are 

involved. 

~ CONCEPTUAL OVERVIEW 

The algorithm is described in Chapter 4. Since frequency data are not 

always available for the whole size/ age range of an individual, a starting 

length for the size frequency distribution and for the first age class can 

be specified. Two files are created by the program. One is a temporary file 

for use by BMDP plotting and the second, containing only the number of 

individuals in different age classes is a storage file for incorporation 

into a data file. 

D. PROGRAM DESIGN 

The program comprises one FORTRAN routine encompassing three main sections 

of calculation. The first calculates the cumulative size frequency 

distribution. The second determines the cumulative number of individuals in 

each age class and the third calculates the absolute number in each age 

class. The output is written to two files, one for use by BMDP and one for 

further use, and a printout of a table and a BMDP plot of the results is 

made. 

E. PROGRAM CODE 

The FORTRAN IV code for the program written for a SPERRY 1100/81 is given 

in Appendix F. 
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APPENDIX F; FORTRAN COPE FOR PRQGRAM "FRIO" 

o~oo~~~oo~o~o~~o~oo~o~~o*o~ooe~oo~~co~ooo~o~ 
~o *~ 
.00 f'EC·.:.F.A~ "fRC.l.i.. Oi:. 

oo ~o 
•• AGE FREijUENCY Dl:TAIBJTIDN C~LCULAT!ON oo ". 

$-------~---------------------------------------------------------------
• VARIAELL ANC PAFAMLT~P CCCLARATICN 
0-----------------------------------------------------------------------

" 
0 

.. 
~ 

.. 
" 
• .. 
• 
• 

" .. 
.. 
0 .. 
" 
• 
0 

• 
0 

.. 

!f<TEGER SIZCL5 

!NH.GER AGE 

I tHECER FJRAG( 

INHGER RANGE 

INTEGER SJZ 10: <:Cl 

JNTEGEP A,5 

R[~L TOTtlUM 

R[AL FREQ IZU 

!>EAL LENtc:zc:,1 

REAL NUMI0:2co1 

REAL CUMFRC IC: 2JI 

l'"E.AL SLOPE 

REAL STAAGE 

"E~L STASIZ 

PU.L YINT 

Cl1AfiACTlRo6G HEAU 

f\:Uf'.i1l1~ CF AGE CLi155[5 

f !PST •GE CLA:S 

PA~~E CF ~ACH SIZE CLASS 

UFPLf LENGTH Ll~IT or EACH SIZE CLASS 

CCUNTCfi~ FOR NUMEER or ACE. ANC SIZE CLASS~S 

TOTAL ~u~BER or INDJVIUUAL5 IN PCPULATICN 

F(RCEhTAG~ FPCCUENCY IN EACH SIZl CLASS 

UFPEF LENGTH Ll~lT or EACH AGE CLASS 

~UMeER GF INDIVIDUALS IN EACH AGE CLAES 

CL'Ml>L•TIV~ NUM6Eli ('f !NDl~IOUALS Ir; EACH 
SI Z C: CL.>. SS 

:LCfE er L !NE CRAWN eE Tl'iEEN LLNLTH-t-.Ul'.GLR 
POINT~ AT MIDPOINTS CF T~O hEIGHUCURING 
SIZE. CLASSES 

LO"LP LEN~TH Lll'IT or FIRST AGE CLASS 

LC"CF LEN~TH Ll~IT or FIRST SIZE lLASS 

Y-lNTL~CEPT OF - LINE DRA-N eLTg[~N LL~GTH
NLl'lEF POINTS AT M!OPUINT~ er T~C 
NEIGH~CURING ~liE CLASSES 

HEADING 

o-----------------------------------------------------------------------
0 FOR~AT STATEl'ENTS ·-----------------------------------------------------------------------

FORMAT 
FCFMAT 
FQRl'AT 

/, 
FOP.MAT 

t, 
FORl'AT 
FOR !'I AT 
FORMAT 

C I 
I A t,C I 
CI, I,' AGE . ---
11,I,' AGE . ---
c1J,F::o.01 
C IHI, A6!JI 
cr <:IJ.01 

CALCULATlC NUl'fER',I, 
-----------------•) SMOOTHED NUMJER' 1 / 1 

---------------•1 

0-----------------------------------------------------------------------• OPEN OUTPLT F !LES 
·-----------------------------------------------------------------------

OPEN C 121 
OPEN I IJJ 

$--------------------------------------------------------------~--------• REAO IN OATA 
·-----------------------------------------------------------------------

f<[A[l 1• 0 6!:>1 hE.!10 REAO co,51 TOTNU~. SIZCLS, AGS, RANCE, STASIZ, STA~GE, FJPAGE 
FLiD 1• 1 51 IFRE~ISI, S" l,~IZCLSl 
FEAD 1• 1 SJ IL!;;NIAl, ~ = FlfAGE,AGO:I 
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0-----------------------------------------------------------------------
~ PRINT H[ACING ~ND i~llllLllC VAR!APLlS 
~-----------------------------------------------------------------------

l• .. 'iSl HEAD 

/, 

I~ FI TE 
l':R l TE 
I'. RI TC 

,,. ,SJ 
( G tS) 'THl GlVlh DATA P~toucES THE FCLLO~ING AGL' I 

' LEhGTH DiSTRllUTIO~ : ' 
VRITE l.o,tSI 
5lllwl = STASll 
LEt-.ICI = SHAG[ 
CUI" F R Q I C l = C 
l\UI" IQJ = 0 

o-----------------------------------------------------------------------
0 CALCULAT~ CUMULATIVE rFL~U~NCY or CACH oil CLASS 

·-----------------------------------------------------------------------
DO llJ S = t,SIZCLS 

I~ CUMrR,ISl = F~(~ISJcC.CloTOTNUM + CUMrR~IS - ll 

~-----------------------------------------------------------------------.. C~LCULATL CUMULATlYL NUM[LR I~ EACH IGE CLAS: 0-----------------------------------------------------------------------

I>= rlliAG[ 
[•0 ;:o 5 = t ,51 ZCL':i 

5 I l IS I = S., R ~ :. G i: • 3 T .\ 5 I Z 
SLOPE = ICUMF~QIS> - cu~FR,15 - ll)/t:IZISI - 31ZIS - J>l 
YINT = CUMFRGISI - 3LOP[o~l!ISI 

1:1.1 If llL(NIAJ •LT• ':illl:;ll .CF.• Li .E~· '::IZCLSll THLN 
NU~IAJ = SLOPEoLENIAI + YINT 
A = A + I 
tr CA •LE• AGEi GOTO IC''" 

ENC tr 
i.._ CONT ll;UE 

·-----------------------------------------------------------------------
0 CALCULATE ~UMDER IN EACH ~~l CL~SS 
~-------------------------------------------------------------~---------

DO -3G A = AGE ,rtf'•Ct.,-1 
lt NU~l~I = NUMIAJ - NUMIA-11 

~-----------------------------------------------------------------------rR I NT l\t:SUL TS 0-----------------------------------------------------------------------
DC 8J A = FIF~GE,AGE 

~RITE (o 1 JSI A,l'<UMIAJ 
l':RITE 112 1 351 A,NUMIAI 

8~ ~RITE l!J 1 SSI NUMIA> 

\\'I' I TE Io, SI 

$-----------------------------------------------------------------------.. CLOSE OUTPUT FI LE 5 . 
·-----------------------------------------------------------------------

CLO'.:OE 1121 
CLOSE llll 

[ND 
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APPENDIX G IUNED OUTPUT PROM ALL MODBLS 

CAPE PENINSULA 

CALCULATED MODEL 

·MUSSEL LOBSTER LOBSTER INTERACTION INTERACTION 
CONSTANT STOCK- CONSTANT STOCK-
RECRUIT·- RECRUIT- RECRUIT- RECRUIT-

MENT MENT MENT MENT 

Number of lobsters 
Cexcl. larval stages) 
<x 10 6> : 
Males 31.079 30.853 31.491 30.579 31.036 
Females 35.372 36.995 37.653 36.515 37.036 
Total 66.451 67.848 69.145 67.094 68.073 

Number of lobsters 
of catchable si2e 
<x 10 6> : 
Males 4.724 5.065 ·5.156 5.154 5.240 
Females 1.094 0.490 0.492 0.562 0.574 
Total 5.818 5.555 5.647 5.716 5.814 

Number of lobsters 
harvested <x 10 3l : 
Males 1226.600 1151.800 1171.700 1173.400 1193.600 
Females 0.982 0.674 0.676 0.772 0.790 
Total 1227.600 1152.500 1172.300 1174.200 1194.400 

Hass harvested 
<tons> : 530 527 536 530 539 

Mean si2e of 
catch individuals 94.0 95.0 95.0 94.8 94.8 
<mm> 

Number of mussels 
ex 10 1 °> : 2.740 2.740 15.940 15.590 

;;- . 
. . 
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DASSEN ISLAND 

CALCULATED MODEL 

MUSSEL LOBSTER LOBSTER INTERACTION 
CONSTANT STOCK- CONSTANT 

RECRUIT RECRUIT RECRUIT 
MENT MENT MENT 

Number of lobsters 
<excl. larval stages> 
ex 106> : 
Males 65.581 67.085 65.144 64.775 
Females 80.664 81.422 78.834 80.545 

Total 146.250 148.510 143.980 145.320 

Number of lobsters 
of catchable size 
(X 10 ") : 
Males 7.684 7.691 7.465 9.075 

Females 1.470 1.395 1.348 1.870 

Total 9.154 9.086 8.813 10.945 

Number of lobsters 
harvested <x 10 31 : 
Males 1762.900 1735.000 1683.800 2048.100 

Females 46.130 60.760 58.720 81.620 

Total 1808.700 1795.700 1742.500 2129.800 

Mass harvested 
<tons> : 830 834 809 1011 

Mean size of 
catch individuals 96.0 95.6 95.6 96.6 

<mm> 

Number of mussels 
ex 10 1°> : 18.048 18.040 39.586 
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ROBBEN ISLAND 

CALCULATED MODEL 

MUSSEL LOBSTER LOBSTER INTERACTION INTERACTION 
CONSTANT STOCK- CONSTANT STOCK-

RECRUIT RECRUIT RECRUIT RECRUIT 
KENT KENT MENT KENT 

Number of lobsters 
<excl. larval stages> 
<x 106> : 
Males 20.810 20.881 20.585 20.881 20.467 

Females 20.751 21.578 21.275 21.578 21.152 

Total 41.560 42.459 41.860 42.459 41.620 

Number of lobsters 
of catchable size 
<x 106> : 
Males 6.136 6.070 5.989 6.070 5.954 

Females 0.414 0.408 0.403 0.408 0.401 

Total 6.550 6.478 6.392 6.478 6.355 

Number of mussels 
<X 10 1°) : 8.248 8.245 16.977 21.343 
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